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Liental testing,

1EId`ï'A1J

l'.1L%ilI1JG.

as a branch of experimental

psychology, came into prominence at the beginning of
this century.

It is true.that the honour of first

attempting to measure '.intellectual faculties' falls
to Sir Francis Galton. in whose laboratory many in-

vestigations were-earried on with individual subjects.
His work and the work of Cattell in America might be

regarded as pioneer efforts in the field.

The earliez

investigators were content to-limit themselves to the
study of simple mental

processes, by means of single

tests, such as the tests of sensory discrimination

which are reported in Galton's Inquiries into Human

'acult.

(1

)

Performance in these tests was found to

correlate highly with intelligence as otherwise estimated and was little affected by practice or experience.

Similar work, on a very extensive scale, was

carried on by Binet and others in Prance,

as may be

seen from the many contributions to the subject in
the

pre -1905 volumes of h'Année Psychologique..

Nevertheless, the whole of the early experimentation
was characterised by twó distinct lacks, the lack of

.

the study of complex mental processes and the lack of

adequate statistical procedure in dealing with the
test/

(1)

Galton.

Inquiries into Human Paculty. P.23.

test results.

1

ccordinglÿ, it was not strange that

the Whole method of mental testing fell into disrepute
for a time until, two influences brought about a revival in the present century.

The reaction occurred in

;Prance and England and was due largely to

the work of

Binet in the former country and Spearman in the latter
.

The new investigations differed' from the old both in

purpose and in method.

"Their purpose was no longer

to gauge any faculties, such as apprehension,

discri-

mination, etc., but instead to evaluate general
ability".

(l)

The attention was turned

from the

employment of single disconnected tests of simple
mental processes, to the development of groups of
tests of more complex mental processes.

These latter

were found to correlate more closely with intelligence

estimates than the tests employed earlier.

At the

same time more accurate measuring devices were intro-

duced for treatment of the results obtaining from

testing.

Hart & Spearman.

British Journal of Psychology
Vol. 1512 -13.

IYDIVIDU;:.I:,

TESTS.

BIi1ET

The Biñet- Simon Scale(I) for the measurement
of intelligence was the outcome

of some fifteen years

strenuous labour on the part of its chief initiator.
l'or a

considerable period prior to its appearance,

Binet had interested himself in the development and

employment of individual tests for measuring mental
ability.

Many of his results are reported in the

early volumes of L'Annee Psychologique.

The scale,

thus, was not the inspiration of a happy moment; it

was the culminating point or the logical result of his
early researches and it marked a stage in the develop-

ment of intelligence measurement taking the place of
many subjective methods of estimating ability, particu-

larly the ability of subnormal individuals.

In 1905,

in response to the expressed desire of a commission

appointed by the Minister of Public Instruction, Binet
set about devising a series of tests which were to aim
at discriminating degrees of mental

ability.

The

Committee desired to detect all cases of acute mental
deficiency with a view to segregating children possessing the defect into schools better adapted for their

needs than the ordinary schools were.

The original

purpose of the Einet tests was thus to diagnose mental
defect.

The tests which Binet employed were Iraiied in

nature/

(1)

Binet:

L'Ànneé Psychologique 1908 or The Development. of Intelligence by Kite.

4

nature, the principles- underlying their. selection be

ing an attempt to gain- amany -sided or comprehensive

view of a child's mentality and an avoidance of everything that savoured of school information or knowledge
As far as possible the tests were to give equal advan-

tage to all children, without regard to social position, intellectual opportunity or other varying envir-

onmental factors.

Regarding the change in the point

of view which Binet exhibited,

Hart & Spearman write

"Binet's tests were not selected by a rigorous analysis of the intellectual functions but have as miscell-

aneous a character as possible.
is never based

.Further,

evaluation

on the result of a single test but on

the collective result

of a motley group of tests ".

In 1905, Binet sought to make his method of

detecting subnormality purely psychological and to
determine the level of intelligence on the basis of
the relation of intellectual

capacity to age.

way, using his first series of tests,

In this

supposed to

cover the chief psychological processes or traits that
go to make up intelligence, he was able to make a

rough classification of children according to their
native ability, and, in particular, he was able to
detect those who were exceptionally or markedly defective.

Illustrations of the variety of the tests

employed may be had from noting the requirements at
each part of the series.

At age five,

the normal

child is expected to be able to perform a triple

order

order, to draw a square from copy, to repeat syllable

give his age, and so on.

At age seven,

he should re-

cognise missing features in a face, add three pennies
and three halfpennies,

concrete objects, etc.

state the difference between
At age twelve,

amongst other

things he gives three words to a rhyme, rearranges
mixed sentences, and describes and interprets picture
It soon became apparent that it would be

advantageous to have the tests in the series grouped
according to 'years'

and that a standard of normal

ability for each year could then be obtained which

would facilitate the classification of subjects.

2rom this idea the first actual scale of intelligence
originated.
in 1908, Binet produced the first version of

his ichelle Hetrique.
of the 1905 series,

It included most of the tests

with certain additions.

The tests

were allocated to 'mental age' groups corresponding to
the different life ages from three to thirteen years

inclusive.

i±'or

a test

to be deemed characteristic of

a certain mental age group,

Binet had decided that it

must be passed by a majority of the children of the

corresponding life age.

The scale construction is,

therefore, purely arbitrary in character,

since the

allocations were made as the result of practical experimenting of the tests with children of different
life ages.

within/

As regards the marking of individual tests

within any group,

3inet adopted the "pass or fail"

method and made no allowance for partially correct

responses.

2Uxtber, Binet altogether ignored the pro -

blem of estimating the relative difficulty of the seveL
ral tests within each age group.

The

scoring is ar-

bitrary on account of this failure to weight the test
elements according to their individual worth.
In the scale, the term 'mental age'

introduced to express the individual's level
tellectual ability.

Theoretically,

a child

is first)
.of

in-

of six

years, who is normal, should pass all the tests up to
and including those assigned to the mental age level

six on the scale but should fail to pass any others.
In practice,
to

be

the

point of break -down was seldom found

exactly at the end of any

so that allowance had to

passed.

nT

age group of tests,

be made for additional tests

The method adopted vas to allow

a credit

of

one fifth of a year for every additional test passed

beyond the group in which all were passed.

Provided

five tests exist at each age group this method is
fairly sound.

The final mental age of a subject was

ascertained by noting the level at which he passed all
the tests and by adding one fifth of a year for Each
odd

test passed above that level without regard to its

position in any group.

3inet's deductions

.i'rou

his

experimental work were that an idiot did not exceed
the two year mental level, nor an imbecile the eight

year/

year mental level, and the upper limit for moronity
he placed at the twelve year level,

The 1911 Scale was a modification of the

previous compilation in the light of experience and
criticisms.

The advent of the Scale created great in-

terest and considerable diversity of opinion existed
among psychologists regarding its_ worth.

Many appli-

cations of it were made and the comments which Binet
heard together with his own observations induced him
to undertake a revision

.

The scale was obviously

characterised by weakness at both extremes.
well aware of this defect.

Binet was

Certain of the tests in-

cluded in the 1908 version were too scholastic in

nature and were eliminated.
ed

and

Other tests were repress-

their place filled with new tests standardised

as before.

Some were redistributed in the age groups.

Additional tests at the upper end of the scale served
the purpose,

though inadequately as Binet admitted, of

testing higher levels of intelligence.

These were

designated "adult" tests and included drawing from

imagination the cuts in folded paper, giving the differences between abstract terms.

This final revision

of the scale contained fifty -four tests distributed

itheoretieally (though actually with some differences)
so

as to

place five tests at each age between the thre

ear level and adult level.

The 1911 form of the seal'

the last, and most investigators would admit the
est/

though up to the time of his death Binet contin-

best,

ued to work out improvements.

The original belief

that the tests on the whole measured native ability

apart from the effects of schooling, seemed to be justified by the first experiments with the scale.

But,

concerning the influence of environment and social
status, Binet was led, partly by reason of the experi-

mental findings of Decroly and Dega

d

in Belgium, and

partly from his own experience, to realise that his
original expectations were wrong.. That there existed
some relation between test performance and

in reality
social

status he could not deny, but that this invali-

dated the scale he would on no account admit.

The Binet -Simon Scale, in spite of its sug-

gestiveness, lent itself to a variety of adverse criti
cisms.

,

yres, (i) for example, makes note of the tend:-

ency to over- emphasise the linguistic ability and

minimise the importance of performance.

He complains

that there are included tests which depend too much on

recent environmental experience and tests which require that the child shall be able to read and write.
Sheer memorising and puzzle tests are over- weighted
and

fine

there is too much emphasis on the ability to de-

abstract terms.

Similarly, lïeumann(2) offers a

series/

(1)

Ares:

(2)

_Naumann:

The Binet -Simon Measuring Scale for
Intelligence:
Some Criticisms and Sug-

gestions.
Vorlesungen.

Vol .II pp.

276- 2b6.

series of criticisms as

follows:

(1)

The single tests are not rightly graded according to their difficulty.

(2)

The tests determine quite different capabilities.

(3)

Tests of each kind are not sufficiently
numerous.

(4)

Abnormal children with quite special defects
mental or moral, are not detected.

(5)

The tests are adapted to

(6)

The aim of the testing is not clear.

definite

a.

1i1ilieu.

2reeman(1) in comparing the Binet method with the
Point Scale method of Yerkes, goes deeper.

criticisms which he offers are these

:

Among the

-

(1)

The assumption of the Binet scale that the
mental development. of all individuals proceeds by similar stages is false.

(2)

To say that a correlation between different
functions is the same for all individuals
at a given stage is also false.

(3)

It is a mistìke to imagine that each stage

of mental development corresponds in turn
to a certain physical age and that there is
a correlation between the different
unc -'.
tions at different stages of development.
3o, the age - grouping method is wrong and
the method of all or none scoring.

P4?

(4)

The age group method cannot make due allowance for different rates of development.

(5)

The same mental age may result in the case
of individuals whose records are dissimilar.

(

(r/)

The personal equation of the examiner exerts
a varying influence.
The scale cannot diagnose moral imbecility,
dementia and intellectual degeneration.

These are only samples of the criticisms offered.
There/

(1)

.Freeman

:

-

Journal of .Education Psychology .April
1916

to

Some are valid and

There exist many more.

some are

Those dealing with what the scale does not

otherwise.

attempt to do may be disregarded, those dealing with
what it does badly must be dealt with.

Subsequent

investigators have effected alterations in the tests
used,

in their allocation to different parts of the

But the basic prin-

scale and in the scoring devices.

ciple of the scale's construction, so long as it is

adhered
the

Ito,

It is testimony to

limits the revisions.

suggested value of the scale that it continues to

exist in the face of all opposition.

Doubtless, it

will live till something better appears in its place.

GODDñRD

In America, Goddard(I) produced the first

general revision of the Binet Scale for the purpose
of adapting it to use with American children.

The

revision was the outcome of an extensive application
of the tests to

didinarÿ

_c.L:vér3r_L;.

_i__.._,csQ$t56

.

d

gnyi

c,

children in the

Unlike most investigators,

manifested a preference for the 1908 form of the
Binet Scale, though he admitted certain minor res-

pects/

(1)

Goddard:

The Binet -Simon Scale.

he

IL

respects in which the later revision showed superiorIn his own revision he adopted the method of

ity.

locating the individual tests, a point which Binet
had overlooked.
ed

-

Certain of Binet's tests he reject-

others he re- allocated and, in addition, he in-

troduced tests of his own but as a general principle
he aimed at "following Binet's order as closely as

possible ".

The great need, he maintained, was to ex-

tend the scale,

and to procure suitable tests for

the higher age levels.

Perhaps the only tests avail-

able were tests of experience and it might happen
that these were the best tests.

He writes "We may

some-day conclude that the boy or girl who has had
an opportunity and who has not conformed to the

canons of civilised society, is fundamentally defective in the qualities necessary for a useful citizen"
The work of Goddard was chiefly confined
to the application of the scale to A.otn-

ch21-:, -

dren- so that it is easily understood that the stan-

dardisation of the revision might be more accurate
at the lower levels.,

Recent experimenters have

shown that this is the case.

Doll(1) suggests that

there/

(1)

Doll:

The Growth of Intelligence P.10.

19-

there is evidence of some inaccuracy in the location
of certain of the tests even at the lower levels,

probably due to ".Selection" of the subjects employed.
'

But,

on the whole, the

scale is regarded as being

satisfactory for use with defective children and
less suitable for testing normal children on account
of its "efficiency level" being at ten years.

In placing subjects, Goddard found it con-

venient to adopt a classification of intelligence
similar to that employed

bey

Binet.

Idiots were those

whose mental age was approximately from one to two
years, Imbeciles could be regarded as Low Grade,

Middle Grade and High Grade, aged three to four,
five,

and six to seven years respectively.

Morons

had a mental age from eight to twelve years.

Above

this level normal children were to be found.

In the

years that have intervened between the appearance of
Goddard'

s

revision and the present time, he has re-

mained one of the most staunch supporters of the
Binet -Simon method.

The problem of feeblemindedness

constitutes a particular attraction for Goddard, as
his writings (1) reveal
danger,

.

He emphasises strongly the

which "incapacity" carries with it in regard

to/

(1)

Goddard:

feeblemindedness: its causes and consequences. 1914.

to the individual's inability to render himself an

efficient self - súpporting citizen.(1)
is many- sided.

His attitude

While recognising the importance of

the Binet -Simon test methods in diagnosing mental de-

fect, he, at the same time, utters a warning against
a too rigid

adherence to statistical results.

"Their

application to the human problem is fraught with
many and serious liabilities to error".
B0BEiiTAG and

CHO'TZ.

U

(2)

.

The interest of the work of Bobertag and

Chotzen lies in the fact that they were among the

earliest experimenters with the Binet -Simon tests,
and attempted to..adapt the scale for use with German

children.

In 1911,+ the former reported(3) on his

application of the tests in 1909, to 300 'Volkschule'
children, between the ages of six and twelve years,
as well as to Spielschule children aged five and six

years, children from higher schools between six and
twelve years and Hilfschule children aged eight to

fourteen¡

(1)

(2)
(6)

Human Efficiency & Levels of
Intelligence. 1920.
Goddard:
Preface to i'eeblemindedness
Bobertag: Über Intelligenz prüfungen nach der
methods von Binet and Simon.
Zeitschrift für Angewandte Psychologie
1911
Goddard:
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fourteen years of all social

classes.

In testing

with the Binet Scale Bobertag employed a somewhat
free translation of the tests, a fact of interest,
since, either on that account, or in spite of it, he

was the most successful investigator as regards the
-

results he obtained.
to question,

both the value of certain of the tests

in themselves,

and

the location of certain tests in

specific age groups.
and

Early experimentation led him

The lower tests were too easy

the upper tests too hard.

Further, he objected

that equality of tests was not manifested within age
groups.

In a later article(1) he demanded definite-

ness retarding the placing of the tests on the basis
of a

percentage passing them.

Binet had been content

with an approximation of definiteness (between 60 ¡0
and

90).

He expresses his belief thus "is scheint

dass es sich empfiehlt, folgende Forderung aufzustellen:

ein Test ist

derjegen

weisen auf der er bei etwas

A.S.
77,ó

(Altersstufe) zuzu-

aller normalen Kinder

gelingt" p.505.

Bobertag was one of the first to employ the
scale for re -test purposes and his results prove its

validity for the purpose.

He points out the weakness

of/

(1

)

Bobertag:

Zeitschrift fUr Angewandte Psycholot.
gie. 1912. P.495 et seg.

/5

of the mental age method

of expressing growth as

evidenced by the "fact that the number of children

deviating either above or below the level of their
age, increased as their age increased,

so

that less

significance ought to be attached to a deviation
either plus or minus at the upper ages than at the

lower.0 Binet used two years'

backwardness as an in-

dication of real mental defect; Bobertag saw that the
figures must vary.

On this account, the I.Q. method

of expressing feeblemindedness

(i.e.

ratio of mental

age to life age) appeared more just.

His insistence

on its worth, however,

its constancy,

did not extend to a belief in

partly on account of the work of

Chotzen(1) which indicated a decrease in I.Q. from
age to age with children of the Hilfschule who were

more than three years mentally retarded.

Bobertag's

disbelief in the constancy of the I.Q. led him to
think that mental defect was not absolute from year
to year but increased with increase in age.

This

made him suggest a modification of the (then) recognised form of the curved growth for various levels
of intelligence.

Whereas diverging lines of growth

had represented the progress of the different grades
of/
(

(1)

Chotzen: Zeitschrift fills Angdwandte Psychologie
1912. P.411 et seq.

of intelligence,

he substituted curves which indicat-

ed a gradual decrease in the

from point to

point.

The chief interest of (Jhotzen'

s

work lies

in the comparisons which he made between normal and

defective test scores, comparisons which led him to
believe that the Binet tests had a varied value in

bringing differences in intelligence to light, and
that those tests which were best for discriminating
the intelligent,
ed

tended to be the same tests as mark-

differences in social status amongst the children

tested by the scale.

As a result of testing and

comparison of his own with Bobertag's results he
finds that the order of difficulty of tests on the
scale, for normal

not

aJw1,-,"s

children and feebleminded,

correspond.

does

(The experimental work of

Binet in England with the Einet tests supports the

conclusion).

Accordingly, his order of the tests

as shown in his

own revision of the scale for the

earlier years, does not agree entirely with the arrangement which Bobertag finds most satisfactory.
Sl L. ilT/
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STERN

Stern, whose name is most frequently con-

nected with what he himself calls "Differentelle

Psychologie" is none the less familiar in the real.ns
of mental testing.

His definition of general intel-

ligence as "a general capacity of the individual,
consciously to adjust his thinking to new requirements" has perhaps had more popularity with psycho-

logists than any other definition.

In his early con -

tributions to the subject(l) he reviews the situation

up to the time of writing, evincing an interest in
the future of the Binet scale and its practical ralue

for the practical problems of education.

In criti-

cism of the scale Stern finds an immediate point of

attack in the tests themselves.

According to the

principle underlying the construction of the scale,
the tests at each age should

correspond to the mental

phenomena which have just appeared at that ale.
they do, cannot be maintained.

That

The tests employed

ought to bring to light differences which are other-

wise known to exist.
questionable.

That this holds is again

Further, 4here are too few tests at

the later levels.

The plus and minus method of

scoring/

(1)

Stern:

Psychological Methods of Testing
Ii'.telligence.

trans. by 'Whipple (1914)

IQ,

scoring tests appears to be unsuitable.

In the

matter of allocating tests to the different levels
he believes that it is necessary to discover "with

what frequency the tests are passed at other age

levels ".

she most satisfactory tests will be those

which show a most decided advance with years.

Again,

in scale construction,. the age levels must be so

adjusted, that as many children test at age 414 the
0.5

xas-t

fall equally on either side of the normal limit

The age levels, themselves, afford a grading that is
too rough and fractional methods of rating ought to
be introduced.

In the second version of the scale

Binet did not eliminate all the errors or inadequacies of the first.

Stern is not alone in his criticism of the
scale's construction or in the matter of the tests
employed.

'.,There

he is more original is with regard

to his recognition of the inadequacy of the mental

age method of expressing retardation.

Since a year

of mental age means less at the higher than at the

lower stages of development it follows that difference between mental

age and life age would not al-

ways give a fair estimate of backwardness.
ingly, it is better to employ mental ratio.

the/

AccordThis is

q

the I.Q. which Bobertag almost simultaneously

independently devised.

and

Regarding the question of its

constancy, :;tern is not in agreement with Bobertag
Chotzen.

and

In a critical article (1) he maintains

that the I.Q. is constant and that the results of

various investigators (Bobertag, Chotzen, Descondres)
are invalidated by their mistaken choice of sùbjects
or

mistaken analysis of results obtained from test-

ing.

lie

points out, and rightly, that the que sti on
-

of constancy does not exist with regard to the

'slowing down period'

of growth,

but only with refer-

ence to the period in which growth is progressing at

its normal

-rate

for the individuals in question.

The study of feebleminded

children suggests that they

develop at a slower rate than normal children, and
stern would

also maintain that they reach earlier

their final level of arrest.

The article concludes

with a comment on the prognostic of the measure if
its constancy be proved.

KUHLIviAIJTd

In 1913,

.

:uhlinann presented his first re-

vision of the Binet -Simon scale.

dore 20o6

.4.2/

(1922)

he/

(1)

Stern:

Zeitschrift far Angewandte Psychologie
1916 P.1-18.

he has published

his "Handbook of 1dental Tests" in

which the whole revision is set forth.

The chanties

made in the original scale are considerable.

Un

attempt is made to remedy the marked tendency of the
Binet Scale to measure too low at the one end and
too high at the other.

A large number of tests are

eliminated by reason of their unsatisfactoriness.
The scale is extended' at both ends and from two

years upwards eight tests appear at each age group.
In addition, an effort is made to standardise the

procedure in testing.

In two respects,

at least,

iuhlmann has successfully overcome difficulties in
the original scale.

A correct judgment of mental

ability was previously prevented by the over- emphasis on verbal

responses and by inaccuracy in the

scoring methods employed.

Referring

to

the improvements in his re-

vision _Kuhlmann writes "With the original scale and

previous revisions of it, a reliable mental age
could not be obtained much above the mental age of -1Ç'
i:e, for older children and adults near the border

line between the normal and mentally deficient ".
idow,

of
he has 129 tests, which are scored in terms

ttlitime taken to do the tests and the number of
errors/

zA

errors made.

Some of the tests are. especially

praiseworthy on account of the fact that success in

them depends on the ability to concentrate thought.
Experimental results lead Kuhlmann to bey
lieve that the "development of intelligence stops at

fifteen years, for all degrees of feeblemindedness
except idiocy, and for this reason he would employ
the figure fifteen as the denominator, in calculating
the mental ratio of individuals.

In the early days of experimenting,

Kuhlmann was amongst those who originally conceived
of the idea of using the

His reasons for em-

ploying it were, firstly that "the rate of mental

development is not a decreasing variable but is constant through a succession of years" and secondly,
"that in feeblemindedness there is simply a retarded
rate of development whose ratio to the normal reThe first of these reasons is in

mains constant."

contradiction to his general belief that the rate of

development decreases with age for all grades.
reality,

In

,uhlmann's statements on this matter seem

to suggest an evasion of definiteness.

He probably

supports Bobertag and Chotzen and recognises the use
of the

I.:Z.

constanc,

without supporting the view as to its
but,

if so, his writings are not so clear

as they might be.

DE/

DE

SANCTIS.

The work of DE

SANCTIS followed very close-

ly on the work of BIIVET himself.

This investigator

believed that the great defect of the Binet Scale lay
in,

what might be termed, its poor applicability to

idiots, imbeciles and dements.
able.

This was understand-

Successful application of the scale to these

'grades' would suggest that "degrees of mental defect

in idiots or imbeciles corresponded to the degrees

of intellectual development in ages of growth ".

In

(1)

the opinion of DE
be attached to

SANCTIS,

great weight was to

"the stimulus of environment" as af-

fecting the development of intelligence.

could not take place of itself
,

the tendency to develop.

DE

,

Development

yet man was born with

SANCTIS

believes in

a certain amount of parallelism between mental and

physical development, but since the indications are
not always apparent, it is impossible to establish
a direct relationship between age and mental defect.

In

preference

to

the Binet

Scale,

DE

SANCTIS/

(1)

DE

SANCTIS:

Journal of Educational Psychology.
1911.

0.3

De Sanctis employed a series of personally devised

tests and graded in difficulty whose purpose was

rather tor measure the degree of mental defect, than
the amount

of intelligence that a child possessed.

These are of a practical nature, involving the use of
balls, and being practical, they are well suited to
the testing of mentally defective children who are

handicapped severely in language tests.
Investigators who have made use of the De
Sanctis tests, note that they present in reality a
series graded in difficulty, admit their applicability

and

to children of the lower grades of intelligence,

suggest that they might act as a substitute for

the Binet scale in certain circumstances without

hoping to replace it.
to De Sanctis'

Very little support is given

own view that the tests

Are

applicabli

even to the years of adolescence.

TIKï;V'r;S-

S11EPI OTTI

.

The Treves- Saffiotti1 Scale is an Italian

modification of the Binet- Simon scale.

Several

opinions including their own based on a slight use
of the test] led the experimenters to apply the tests

widely and to criticise their worth.

They tested

about/

(1)

TREVES -S. ''IO'TPI:

L'Annee Psychologique 1911.
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about 5% of the total school population in

i:lilan

adopting the procedure of BINET except,in instances
where they deemed it necessary to modify his technique.

2rom the mass

of results obtained in 1910

they were able to construct an order of difficulty
of the tests,

based on the percentage of children

passing the tests.

As a result of their experiments

the investigators were led to propose a new method of

evaluating and grouping the tests.

They accepted

BINET'S tests but rejected his method of evaluation,
because the early tests were too easy and the tests

were not arranged in the exact order of difficulty.
They observe that it is "not passible to establish

characteristic groups

class in-

of tests for each

dependently of the influence of age".

äo,

the

groups of tests must be presented for each age
but "en fonction de la classe frequent."

-

That is,

the first change they suggest, is the grouping of

tests by school class as well as by age.

The second

is the classification of children on a qualitative

rather than on a quantitative basis.

This second

point recalls the original outlook of BINET whose

comprehensive grasp of the whole problem enabled

him to view both its quantitative and qualitative
aspects

2s"

aspects.
day.

This width of view is not sa apparent to-

The qualitative aspect has retreated and is

generally only implicitly considered

-

quanti-

the

tative is largely to the fore.

According to
three sets of tests,

grouping

SAL!'l'IOTTI'S

method there are

easy, medium and hard.

The

children on the basis of their success

of

was also three-fold.

Those who succeeded in the

simple tests were called deboli (dull); those who

succeeded in the medium tests were called medii
(average) and those succeeding in the third group

were called fort (able).

Further testing with tests

belonging to other levels than the one to which the
child

actually belongs is permitted and is desirable

if time permits.

By this method a more accurate

classification is obtained, by designating children
very dull,

average dull, bright dull, and

so

on.

As the result of their early experimenting
in Milan, TREVE3 and

5

MOTTI

cation superior to BINET'

S

found this classifi-

method.

Their results

revealed differences due to social status similar
to those found by

DECROLY and DEGAUD in their inves-

tigations with the scale in Belgium.
of the scale

l'idee¡

In criticism

they find it necessary to "recuser

l'idee fondamentale d'une mesure d'intelligence sans
culture".
of

intelligence develops under the influence

environment, and for children the environment is

principally the school.

They claim further that all

the tests reveal the influence of instruction.

ROSáWAMJ.

ROSSO1110 (1) is responsible for a variation
of the usual method

of an individual.

of assessing the mental ability

In place of presenting a final

score to represent a subject's worth, he proposes

what is called the Profile Method, a method which
has found place in investigations from time to time
since its first appearance, as for example in the
recent work of ABR MSON' (2) in Poland and in the newly

devised

schemes of JUNE DOWNEY for investigating

temperamental qualities.

Mental processes to the

number nine were studied including attention, imagination etc., and numerical evaluation (from
points) made of each process.

0 -10

The results for each

individual were then combined in the form of a graph
giving a kind of 'curve'
of the

individual.

or 'profile'

characteristic

The claim attached to the method

is/

(1)
(2)

(ReROaSOLIMO: L'Année Psychologique. 1920.
work)
view of I3erlyl Parker's
.E113RU1SON:
Ponctions Mentales de l'Enfant.
L' Année Psychologique 1922.

a1

is that it

reveals specific weakness or strength

which is not disclosed in the total result.

The a-

mount of strength or weakness can be compa'ed with
an

estimated average for each process studied.

Where

the purpose of an experiment is to make dissections
of this nature,

as was the case with

method has much to recommend it.

ÀBRal.iSOIJ,

the

Its real value lies

in the graphical representation of performance that
it makes possible.

But, where the purpose is to eval

uate general ability it is not so commendable on account of its very nature, also on account of the time

required for its application.

The application of the

tests requiring some three hours makes the method too

ponderous for general use.

Recently, (1) ROSSOLIIdö

has suggested a short method based on the same gene=
ral arrangement, which occupies only between ten and

twenty minutes even for use with backward children.
R.BIIWVI'sSCH,

experimenting with the method, commends

while pointing out the superficiality which cha-

it

racterises it and all short methods.
its merit as an introductory test.

She suggests

The only other

general criticism of the method pertains to the teste
selected by ROSSOL1iI0.

It is doubtful if his selec-

tion is as good as it might be and some psychologi1

comment even on the non -psychological nature of

Some of the tests employed.

(1)

Leitschrift für angewandte Psychologie. 191d
(.Sine kurze .iethode)

T :?3HAN .

In an early

investigation with Childs, TER -

MAN took exception to the fifth of a year credit allowed by BINET for passing a singly; isolated test.
He proposed

ins',e ^d

to allow that fraction of a year

ascredit which corresponded to the number of tests

within a group, since all groups did not contain five
questions.

At this stage,

the writers suggested the

use of ten tests at each age, with s,y.5tematic repetition of tests, and, in addition, they recommended the
use of the completion test originally employed by

Ebbinghaus' definition of words, fables and other
tests.

The tentative revision was tried out on 310

public school children in three different towns, but
since it did not prove successful, the necessity for
a

new attempt was recognised.

The testing of 982

children helped towards the new revision of the
scale up to age fourteen.
ted High

Beyond that age TER MAN tes-

School students and business men, besides

a

number of emigrating unemployed, chiefly between 25
and

40 years and juvenile delinquents of 14

she upper ages

-

19 years.

on the new scale were standardised,

largely on the basis of the results of 400 "adults ".
The

which
It/

'TERM..N

for
Stanford Revision of the BIET T Scale
1917.
was responsible, was published in

It

offers the

ir_ost

radical alternativeiof the origi-

nal, apart from the Point Scale method.

Previous

work with the scale had been of a more or less frag-

mentary nature, most investiatprs

merely altering

the place of a test here and adcGin

or taking away

a

test there according to their particular findings.

The Stanford Revision makes its chief contribution
in the

standardisation of the scale itself.

Terman

rejected in toto the method employed by Binet, he
(1)
"We had already become convinced.,

writes,

for

reasons too involved for presentation here, that no

satisfactory revision of the Binet Scale was possible on any theoretical consideration as to the

percentage of passes which an individual test ought
to show in a given
year in order to he considered

standard for that year ".

Instead, he chooses that

"The grinding; principle should be to secure an

arrangement of the tests on a standard of scoring
which would cause the median mental age of the un-

selected children of each age group to coincide with
the median chronological age ".

Accordingly, he

deliberately adjusted the scale until he had achieved
the necessary
correspondence.

It was only after

three/

(1)

Terman:

The Measurement

of.

Intetlitlence'

30

three revisions of the scale that an average I.Q.
of aproximately 100 was obtained for each age group.

The Stanford Revision contains ninety
tests,

six for each age from three to ten, for age

fourteen, for the adult group and for the superior
adult group, and eight for age twelve.

there are sixteen alternative tests.

In addition
The revision

succeeded better than other revisions in regard to
supplying tests for the higher levels.

New tests,

either original, or derived from the experience of

other invest igatcrs

were included at different

parts of the scale.

In some cases,

Terman improved

on Binet's tests by supplying better material to

develop his ideas.

More treats were allowed the

child in answering problems and as regards scoring,
there was introduced in some measure0 the idea of

"partial credits" for partial success in certain
tests.

From the application of the tests to a large
number of children, Terman

o.vmed

that intelligence

is fairly regularly distributed throughout the dif-

ferent ages from five to fourteen years.

Above the

age of fourteen there is lack of symmetry due to the

operation of selective forces which eliminate poorer
intelligence from the school environment.

Within

each normal group a great range of intelligence is to

be/

SI

be found but as far as fourteen years there is no

evidence of increased variability in groups.
In estimating the retardation or normal

or superior ability of the child, Terman employed

the Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) method suggested
by Bobertag and Kuhlmann.

with
The

a

This idea provided him

convenient method of classifying subjects.

individual who tested at age, one

for example

having a mental age seven corresponding to
age seven, would have a mentalization of
I.Q.

a

1.

life
or an

of 100 (as expressed in percentage form).

practice, individuals seldom tested exactly
in part,

at

-In

age,

owing to the rough units of measurement of

the scale, in part, also, on account of their natu-

ral variability.

At any age group, assuming

a

nor-

mal distribution, the average I.Q. would be 100, but

normality was a term applied to
rather than to

a

bution of I.Q.s.

a

range of abilities

single point in the normal distriIn other words, the individual

whose I.Q.s diverged from the median I.Q. (100)
ten points on either side (i.e.
in the category "average ".

of feeble mindedness from

were/

90 - 109) fell with-

Below 90 various degrees
"sub- average" to "idiocy"

3z.

were classified in the same manner and from 110 up-

wards superior ability was again graded.
scheme is in general use

today.

The

Its rigidity

col, -

stitutes its chief defect, since all degrees of

intelligence shade into one another in reality.
But for practical purposes its value is unquestion-

able provided the defect is kept in mind. The possi-

bilities Of a 75 I.Q. can never be
those ofa'130 I.Q.

eomped

with

and it is safe to assume that

differences apparent at one time of testing will
not in general disappear at any subsequent period.
It is not enough only to know the I.Q.

would admit.

The mental

as Terman

age of the subject must

also be taken into consideration.

The knowledge

of the two affords an excellent means of sizing up

the ability of a subject.

For Terman, the I.Q. presents a more
significant indice than for some other investigators.

Terman believes as the result of his own

investigations that the ratio of mental to chronological age is, on the average constant, at least up
to a point near the place where mental growth ceases

which Terman believes to be "somewhere during the
adolescent period of life ".
mental

In calculating the

mental ratios of adults he uses sixteen as the basis.
The

constancy of the I.Q. which various writers

dispute is a very important matter educationally
but at present the decision lies with the future.

Suffice to say that Terman:'.s faith is unshaken.
(1)

A study of sex differences

in

ire

results

from the tests revealed that, in the different age
and grade groups, the girls tended to be slightly

ahead of the boys.

Between

7

and 10 years the

difference was so slight as to be negligible but
from 10 to 13 years the superiority of the girls

was marked.

After 14 years the boys took the lead.

l'erman explains the later subsequence

of the girls

not as suggestive of lesser ability, but as being
due to the fact that a more rapid promotion of the

girls handicapped them in the grade distribution.

Analysts of Stanford

_;evi si

on of the Binet scale

suggest that it exhibits a marked linguistic em-

phasis which if true, would explain the superiority
of the girls.

"A linguistic bias would favour a

linguistic sex ".

In general, the sex differences

revealed/

(1)

Terman.

The 'Stanford :Revision of the Binet

Simon Scale.

3y

revealed by the use of the scale are noticeably
slight.

Such differences as have been found per-

tain mostly to the performance of single tests

within the whole.
Differences in social ste:tus are also
recognised by Terman and the relation of social
(1)

status to intolli`ence discussed.

He considers

the importance of recognising the effect of environ-

ment on the scale itself but refuses to admit
that the effect impairs the worth of the scale.

Although the Terman or Stanford Revision
of the Binet -Simon scale, is one of the most radical, it is still open to criticism on certain

grounds.

Terman experimented for the most part

with normal subjects and this enabled him to bring
about a more adequate standardisation of the test
at the upper ages,

and to extend the scale farther

than previous investigators had done.

At the

same time, the tests for the older years are still

by no means satisfactory and they seeme6

to be

too hard for the ages at which they are placed.
The/

(1)

Terman.

The Stanford Revision of the Binet

Simon Scale,

35

The inadequacy of tests for the upper ages is one

of the difficulties which confronts all painstaking

investigators and constructors of scales.

That

adequate tests cannot be procured, seems to suggest
either a difficulty of devising tests for the higher
age groups or an early creation of

mental growth.

In further criticism of the tests it may be added

that

those involving American phraseology and the

use cf American code

English Schools.

are unsuitable for use in

Also, the tests employed do not

always correlate highly with intelligence.
at a latefdate warms

(Terman

lgainst assuming too much

from a test's high correlations with intelligence).
There are many other of a more practical nature
that might have been included in preference to cer-

tain of the too plentiful verbal tests of doubtful
worth.

Perhaps the greatest inconvenience of the

scale is the time required for its administration.

Thoroughness in constructing the scale pays the
penalty that its application requires at least twice
as

long as the Binet scale tests.
YERKES/

YERKES.

The Point Scale

The Point Scale consists of fifty ques-

tions, grouped in the form of twenty tests.

The

questions are derived, with one exception, from
the.

Binet- Simon Scale, "The-

nally used by BURP'.

is

.Áilalógie

"

tests origi-

the one addli.tion.

In the

selection of the test material preference was given
to tests "applicable

of years ",

through a considerable number

such as memory span ami free association.

Most of Binet's information tests were rejected.
In place of the pass or fail method of

scoring which Binet employed, Yerkes ;substituted
the method of partial credits for the subdivision

of the tests, and even within the subdivisions them-

selves the maximum available score is 100.
total score for each subject

Plge

e

is derived from the

summation of his partial scores.
of norms the chronological

2

Then,

from a table

at which the average

subject would obtain that particular score is noted
and/
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and

the mental age derived.
The advantage of the scale lies in its

flexibility, permitting of readjustment and revision
of norms when desired.

applied in full

to

It is brief enough to be

each individual tested.

child simply starts at the beginning and
to

thee

point of.failure.

In testing,

The

is tested

the plan

adopted is the giving of all tests of a similar
kind together.

Another zdvantage lies in the re-

jection of many of Binet's unsatisfactory

tests.

But certain of the poorer tests are still retained
and

certain others are overweighted.

Still further

the tests are not equally drawn from the sections
of the Binet Scale, but some age groups have

tributed more than others.

con-

Moreover, as regards

the equality of the points there exists much doubt.

Yerkes admits the lack of scientic weighting while
stating, "The principle which we propose to employ
in further development and perfecting of the point

scale system is that of weighting in accordance

with the correlation of a particular measurement

with general intelligence or rather with the point
scale score ".

scale/

He claims that the chief merit of the

3$

scale lies in its research and diagnostic value and
in the ease with which it lends itself to statis-

tical treatment.
In reality he would propose, not one, but

three scales for mental measurement, one for the

very young, one for the school ages and one for

adolescents and adults, on the grounds that no one
scale would supply the needs of all subjects.

The

principles underlying their construction are always
the same.
The application of the Point Scale shows

that the influence of social status on the results
is marked,

that sex differences are slight as re-

gards the whole scale, but significant in the case
of certain of single tests that race differences

as revealed by a comparison of Hebrew and

Irish

subjects are hardly evident and that school training
influences the scores but little.
The Point F.cale method is young but it is

suggestive of future worth by reason of its scientific basis.

In certain respects it is undeniably

weaker than, say the Stanford Revision, but in it
there lies greater scope for improvement.

himself/

YERKFS

himself observes its demerits but shows great faith
in its possibilities.
"I

He writes optimistically:

believe that the method of graded tests

will steadily gain ground, and that the gradation
as gradually perfected will lead to unceasingly

accurate standardisation

-

that there will accumu-

late reliable and varied norms for the guidance

of the inexperienced examiner and that shortly our

scales for mental measurement will consist of in-

dependently graded and standardised tests which can
be used either alone for the measurement of particu-

lar response or in such groups as need dictates.'
BURT.
The most recent revision of the BINI'T
SCALE'.

that has appeared, is the outcome of the re-

searches of Dr.

CII, BURT

during a number of years

which were undertaken to supply the needs of an

adequate standardisation of the scale for application to English children.

Previous investigations

in England by MISS JOHNSON and WINCH proved in-

adequate for this purpose.

Discarding all re-

visions whatever, whether English or foreign, except
for;'

tio

for the purpose of reference, on account of the

dangers to which divergence from the original is
open)

BURT started with a translation of BINET's

own work and adhered to BINET's descriptions as far
as possible,

"The modifications introduced into the

procedure are almost entirely confined

to

such as

are inevitably involved in translating the tests

from French into English ".

Tests from both the

1908 and the 1911 forms of the scale were included
in order to make the results comparable with those
of other investigators.

scale

The application of the

English school children revealed the neces-

sity for a rearrangement of the tests.

The order

of difficulty did not correspond with that from

BINET's

experimentation and neither did the age

assignments.

Accordingly, a thorough investigation

was made resulting in the reclassification of many
(1)

items.

In December 1921

BURT presented his re-

arranged scale with meticulous directions at all
points regarding procedure in application.

The

second part of his book discusses the validity of
the whole.

Apart/

(1)

BURT:

Mental and Scholastic Tests.

Apart from the redistribution of the
Scale elements for use with Fnglish children BURT

recognises three comprehensive problems requiring
solution.

These are: "The average to be expected at each age

(1)

from English School children, both normal and abnormal, and more particularly
where the border line is to be drawn between the two types."

"How accurately do the tests, both severally, and as a whole, measure the intelli-

(2)

gence of normal and defective school
children and discriminate between the
two ".
"What influence is exercised upon the
performance, apart from age and intelligence, by various extraneous factors sex, social status, educational opportunity and emotional and moral dispositions".

(3)

The solution of the problems,

as far as it

was achieved, resulted from the statistical treat-

ment of results obtained from the examination of
2674 normal children in London schools,

dren attending schools for the
and 107

729 chil-

mentally deficient

juvenile delinquents from remand homes,

industrial schools, and so on.
In this vast undertaking, BURT sifted

thorougly/

thoroughly the matter of the stability of the tests
by determining the percentages of the children (normal and defective separately) passing the tests at
the different ages on the scale.

He determined

the order of difficulty for normal and defectives
and inquired into the equality Of the intervals

between tests in each group and tests in their relation to adjacent tests in other groups.

The re-

sult of this part of the investigation led him to

state "As regards equivalence of unit the number
of tests passed provides a measure quite as valid
as the number of mental years attained" but that

"as a scientific scale the graduation of the BINET-

SIMON teste, is not and cannot by any means be made
exacte
The distribution of intelligence,

for

normal and defective children of each life age up
to fourteen were obtained from the average scores.
The results when compared with previous distribution
(1)
relating to educational attainments
led to the

conclusion "Intelligence varies more widely than
school capacity ",

In addition, was observed an

apparent/

(1)

BURT:

Distribution of Mental Abilities.
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apparent tendency for the range of individual variability, as expressed in terms of the standard deviation,

to ir.:crease with age.

"In intelligence,

as

measured by the present version of the BINET -SIMON
scale, children in London Elementary Schools tend
to vary about the average for their age by exactly

one year at the age of eight and a half, and through-

out the earlier, if not the late, half of their

school career, by nearly one eighth of their age'.
The mental ratio mode of expressing mental

retardation, BURT finds satisfactory on account of
its independence of age.

In

defectives there is a

slight tendency for the mental ratio to decrease

with age, but this conclusion requires to be verified by subsequent experimentation.

mentally defective children

The growth of

is subject to so much

individual variability that caution must be exercised
in making conclusions regarding it.

On the average

their annual rate of growth is only one half of the

normal rate' and they reach early their limit of development.
As regards the "central problem" of the
work/

uLr

äiork,

namely, the line of demarcation between nor-

mal and defective children
)

BURT's suggestion is

that it should be placed at the point of "cleavage"

between the normal and defective distributions of
intelligence as expressed in terms of the standard
deviation.
S.D.

This point occurs somewhere about 2.8

which corresponds roughly to I.Q.

further suggested difficulties (see

P,

BURT to go beyond this conclusion and

70.

But,

.

165) lead
to state two

postulates.
(1)

"That mental deficiency must be treated as,
an adminstrative rather than as a psychological concept ".

(2)

That the line of demarcation for school
children must be enunciated separately
from the line of demarcation l'or adults.
In connection with the former he states,

"For immediate practical purposes the only satis-

factory definition cf mental deficiency is a per-

centage definition based on the amount of existing

accomodation.

If in the special schools of London

there is acca2modiation for only 1.5 per cent, then
to adopt a border line which,

followed out con-

sistently, would cut off nearly
clearly/

2

per cent, is

clearly indefensible.
The border line for children is taken at
70 per cent of the chronological age and

for adults

it is fixed at mental age eight.

The third general problem demanded a consideration of sex differences, social status, the
relation of intelligence to educational attainment
and vice versa, and a study of the test results of

juvenile delinquents.

With regard to the sex question, BURT declares that "the two sexes seem during their in-

tellectual progress to be playing a sort of statistical leap-frog, now one up now the other, during

their whole school course ".

Separate age norms for

sexes he considers hardly necessary.

Children of superior social classes are
found to succeed better with the scale than others,
a fact which,

ago,

BURT insists, as did BIN ET two decades

does not diminish the worth of the scale.

The

influence of both social status and sex is largely
confined to single tests within the whole,
than to the scale itself.
In/

rather

In considering the relation of intelli-

gence to school attainment BURT observes that there
is a marked tendency for educational agencies to

concern themselves with the improvement of the 'not
too dull'

and to neglect,

disinterest

and consequently cause

among, the children of superior intelli-

On the influence of educational attainments

gence.

upon intelligence his remarks are (P. 162) "With
the BINET -SIMON scale a child's mental age is a

measurin

not only of the amount of intelligence with

which he is congenitally endowed.

Not only of the

plans of intelligence at which in the course of life
and growth he has eventually arrived;

index,

it is also an

largely though not perhaps mainly, of the

mass of scholastic information and skill which, in

virtue of attendance more or less regular by dint of

instruction more or less effective, he has progressively aücumulat sd
i'ne

in school."

application of the tests to juvenile

delinquents evokes a warning against designating
them all "deficient ".

Exaggerated views of the part

played in delinquency amongst children, prevail and

contributory factors are ignored.
The diagnostic value of the scale concludes
thej

47

the investigation.

i'or

the most part the value of

the single tests Rs diagnostic Of normal ability,
is low.

descriminating the child of the special

''In

school from the child of the ordinary school, the
scale as a whole is tolerably successful; in grading
the special school children amongst themselves it is

almost as efficient; in grading the normal children

amongst themselves it is less accurate than other
scales that are now to hand; and in detecting super-

normal ability it it altogether invalidated by the

anomalies and

the lacunae among the problems for

the higher mental years ".

In the meantime it is

better than no scale and will lead to something more
satisfactory.
The great value of BURT's work lies in the

standardisation of the tests for use with English
children and in the avenues his analysis has opened
up for future investigators.

It

is

only when a

frank, clear exposition of the demerits of the

BINTT Scale
a real

is laid

open for general perusal that

understanding of its merits can be obtained.

BURT has presented this exposition in'tnental and
Scholastic/

yg

N

Scholastic Tests.

The

imperfections of the measur-

ing scale are plainly revealed but ''when new buildings have not been finished,

than to demolish the old

".

it

is/wiser to refrain

Perfection in mental

measurement lies with the future.
GROUP
So far,

TESTING.

the review of the historical

position has taken into consideration only individual methods of testing.

It was not until the time

of the entering of America into the Great War that

any other method existed, though about that time

Otis was beginning to experiment in a new line.

With the idea of testing the recruits of the Army
in order to allocate to each man his appropriate

duty, came the opportunity for group testing.

Since

then the development of group methods has grown
apace.

as

convenience of group testing, permitting

of the application of test to large numbers of sub-

jects simultaneously, is largely to be considered
in accounting for its popularity.

The question

of its relative worth as compared with the indivi-

dual methods of testing la a different ratter.

limitations/

The
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limitations of the group method are considerable,
For testing very young children, it is wholly undesirable and is not frequently employed.
The models upon which all forms of group

testing are more or less based were constructed by
the committee appointed to construct an intelligence

scale for a speedy testing of the men entering the
army from all the different avenues of life.

Two

forms of test appeared as the result of the com-

mittee's efforts, the one being the form known as
Army Alpha, linguistic or rather, verbal in character,

the other, Army Beta,

recommended

of a practical nature,

for the testing of foreign speaking men

or illiterates as well as for use with defectives who

failed to do credit to the other tests.
were carefully constructed

and rigidly

7,oth

forms

standardis -

ed.

(1)

The Army Alpha

scale of tests in its

final form contained eight varieties of test, namely, directions tests, arithmetical problems, tests

of/

(1)

YOAKUM & YERKES

:

Mental Testing in the American Army.

s0

of practical judgment,

synonym and antonym tests,

disarranged sentences, number series completion,
analogies and general information tests.

A time

limit of five minutes at most was attached to each

section of the whole and the number of tests therein
was such that not more than 5/ of all those tested
would finish in the time fixed.

required for

thee

Fifty minutes was

whole performance.

Alternative

forms of the test were made to prevent coaching and
cheating.

The scores obtainable

ranged from

0 -

from the test

212 points and on the basis of the

results the men were classified in seven grades
from
to

-

'.every

superior intelligence" at the one end

"very ihferior" at the other.

marked A.B.C, +C,C,- D D
and non- commissioned

-.

The grades were

As was expected,

officer

officer material rated high

when the tests were tried out on regular units,
privates tested average and men unsuited for any
service tested very low..
The

Army Beta test represented, though

not strictly, the Alpha in pictorial form.

It

sisted of seven types of tests, a maze test, a
cute analysis test, X

number/

-

0 test,

digit symbols,

con-

SI

number checking, pictorial completion and geometric
tests.

(Where necessary an abbreviated form of the

Stanford Revision of the BINET scale or the Point
scale were also in use).

Over two million men were

tested by the Army test and the outcome of the whole

immense piece of "mental machinery" was to create
in America a strong belief in the possibilities of

mental tests.

The belief was in some respects over -

great and psychologists had to check the over

optimistic views of the army official and others
and to see that the mental test estimate was not
the sole criterion for designating a man able or

otherwise.

From the employment of group tests in the
Army it was but a step to introduce them into the

schools and colleges with the result that group testAt

ing developed and new tests appeared every year.
the present time,

the method is largely employed

in

America but extensive use of group tests has been
made in :}ngland and some excellent tests have been

devised on this side of the Atlantic.
group tests employed resemble

some of the

the Army Test in

that they are miscellaneous in character.

concentrate;

Others

5.

concentrate on one particular type of "ability'', ii
it may be

so called.

Illustrative of the former

are The National Intelligence tests, derived from
the Army

tests, the Otis Group

Army test was partly based.

Test, on which the

The Northumberland

of Godfrey Thomson and the Crichton Test of

Test

?ALLARD.I

'-

The two last mentioned are English compilations,
The latter, concentrating on a particular type of

test and presenting it in the ferra of increasingly

difficult questions, is more restricted in nature.
But the claim is that tests such as BURT's Reasoning
Test and BALLARD's Absurdities touch rock -bottom

and give a good estimate of an individual's native

mental ability.
Group tests may be of the time limit or

non -tithe limit variety or they may be a combination
of both.

The time limit variety preponderate, but

in the light of much criticism of the method,

sug-

gestive of superficial tests and an emotional dis-

turbance of the child, there are apparent efforts
to adopt it with caution.

Until the problem of the

relation of speed to accuracy is determined the
worth of these tests will be more or less assumed
on account of the adequate correlation they usually
.

yield,

J

S3

yield with other estimates of intelligence.

A detailed study of the merits and demerits
of group testing is hardly suitable here.

Their

great merit., lies in the speed with which children
can be tested and compared with the slow process
of individual testing.

If the purpose is

to obtain

norms of performance in any test or scale of tests
their worth is unquestionable..

But it is not to be

expected that a short group test, and group tests

usually are short, can give as accurate an estimate
of each individual's mental ability as a more de-

tailed, personal,

oral examination.

Much of the

success of many group tests unquestionably depends
on the adequacy of the directions which aim at

making the situation clear to all those tested.
PERFORMANCE. TESTS.

Up to try, point reference to Pérformance
Tests has been of the most casual nature.

This

type of test is, strictly speaking, of greater age

than all others, going back at least to the middle
of last century when SEQUIN produced his Form -Board

for use with defectives.
t,1 testing proper,

backward /

But, with regard to

this branch is decidedly

men:--

sa

backward.

Practical tests find a place in the

BINET scale itself and nearly all revisions

of the

scale have attempted to cater for the practical

ability of the individual, but,

far their efforts

so

have seldom been crowned with much success.

Now and

then a single test has met with some success as, for
(1)

example, the Porteous Laze test,
'mazes'

It is composed of

of varying degrees of complication and the

test requires that the subject start at the centre
and with his pencil mark the way out.
e1.?BITera

?here are

mazes whose increasing difficùlty corresponds

to mental ages three to fourteen.

The restricted

nature of the material constitutes a drawback to
the worth of the test which fails to wield as high

correlation with intelligence as tests of

a more

verbal nature.
More success has met the:efforts of KOBS,

whose recently devised Block Design Tests yield
higher correlations with the BIN ET Scale than other
tests preceding

(1)

it.

The blocks used are sixteen

PORTEOUS Maze Zest:

see

KW.

dental and

Scholastic Tests.

rs

in

number,

of one

inch diameter and with all sides

painted a different colour.

Some sides are of a

.

uniform colour, others have two colours diagonally
placed.

The material is said to make an immediate

appeal to any subject.

with these blocks.

The test is to match designs

There are twenty designs of

raded difficultz, drawn on cardboard.

The modifica-

tions of the design are brought about by a number
of devices.

Each test has a time limit which is

longer than the time demanded on the average.

Scoring takes into account the time occupied in

matching the design and the number of moves required,
Penalties are given for over time and also if too
many moves are made.

KOHS claims that the test

requires "a high analytic- synthetic ability of the
mind

'

for successful performance.

In spite of a

high correlation of test results with BINET score
(82 +

.01) KOHS declares, and with truth, "No per-

formance test yet devised measures intelligence
as adequately,

and with

n.s

high a coefficience of

efficiency as the BINET or others ".
Scales of Performance Tests are few and
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far between.

Pintner

'(1)

and

Paterson

have devised

one to meet the needs of the psychological examining
of deaf children.

'performance'

They also recognise the value of

as against

'verbal'

tests for testing

children from poor environments, where the language
factor constitutes a problem.
"scale" is loose.

In construction the

As they themselves say,

"In a

sense, the scale is a grouping together of tests
in order to give a more general picture of the men-

tal make -up of the individual."

The attempt was

made to obtain variety in the matter of tests and
in this at least,

the compilers have succeeded.

General experimentation with the tests has revealed
their inadequacy for testing the higher mental
levels.
The same criticism applies to the test;
(2)

of Healy and Fermald

constructed for psychological

work in connection with the courts.

`heir value

lies in their variety and in their applicability
to/

R

(1)

pINTifl

(2)

HI'ALY and

and PAT ERSON:

A Scale of Performance
Tests.

FERMALD:

Psychological Lonographs
Vol XIII.
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to mental defectives.

There remains only the Army seta Scale of

been made.

which mention has

alread:,r

as it was for the

immediate purposes of the army,

Highly valuable

it has been subsequently found to be as

as

inadequate

other performance scale and considerably less

efficient than the parallel Alpha form.
The need for tests of a practical order
is

pressing but the difficulty of devising them

constitutes a problem.

There is the danger of

making such tests too technical in character and the
difficulty of choosing types that will make an
equal appeal to both sexes.

The suggestion that

linguistic tests favour the weaker sex (physically}
opens the way to a parallel suggestion that the

performance tests would favour the boys.
or not

Whether

this is true in regard to performance, in-

terpreted generally, remains a matter of opinion.
Certainly there are girls who can upholster chairs
and boys who can sew on bottons, and so on.

In

particular "performance" tests, of the nature
usually devised, there is very little doubt that
the boys are more successful on the whole than the

girls.
The/

Es

The main use to which performance tests

have been put, is the diagnosing of mental defect.

For this their success is unquestionable, since
'doing' is preferred

to

'saying' by such children.

LFROY STOCKTON, commenting on the inadequacy of performance tests for use with normal children indicates
that their limitations occur at about the mental age

limitation of defective children.

He writes "When

one looks at the amazingly uniform tendency of per-

formance tests to reach the limit of their differen-

tiating power at a point roughly shown in the graph
(about 12 years) one must feel that it is probably

more than coincidence that a mental age of 10 or
12 for adults has usually been chosen by intelligence

experts as the dividing line between normals and
feeblemindedness.

It

seems possible that performance

test standardisations have, perhaps unwittingly,

established the approximate point when abstraction
must gain the ascendancy or subnormally become

apparent ".

There is some truth in the statement,

but it seems to present a somewhat unfortunate
point of view with regard to performance tests and
to suggest a clea.'age between them and

of

//

other types

Sy

of test which does not,

in fact, exist.

The reason

for quoting the passage, however, is that it re-

veals in part the inadequacy of the performance test

hitherto devised.

Nearly all the FIT TNPR and

PATER.;ON and HEALY and

"PERM=

a limit of improvability

Tests do indeed show

at about 12 years of age.

But that this need characterise all performance

tests devised in future is insupportable.

KOHS

Block Design Test has further possibilities.

It

recognises in fact, what LFROY STOCKTON ignores,

-

the possibility of different degrees of abstraction
in performance.

o
MENTAL

AP IT.TY

The recognition of individual mental differ)

onces was no new discovery at the end of the nine -

teenth century.
idiot,

In popular parlance terms such as

imbecile and so on ha0 their place, though doubt -

less the connotations attached to the terms varied con -

siderably with the occas;ións-

on which they were used,

What was,them_ beginning to be recognised was the signif-

icance of these differences with regard to the competency or incompetency of individuals in practical life.
It was only a glimmering of recognition which the pro

cession of thirty years has served but to make slightly
'core

clear and definite in the minds of the populace

and the truth which wants yet to be thrust directly in

the face of blundering Society.

From Galton came the first attempts to measure the degrees of ability which various individuals

manifested, by the employment of definite individual
tests credited to grade individuals according to their,

capacities.

In the years that intervened between his

initial interest in the question of mental testing and
the appearance of the

Binet -Simon Scale,

it was more

or less generally believed by investigators, that cer-

tain individual tests

'tapped" the intelligence of

subjects with a high degree of success.
employed/

That the tests

(I

employed tended on the whole to be test of simple mental processes was undoubtedly a disadvantage, as was

later determined.

Neverthelêss, the first step was

taken towards objectivity in measurement.

The pioneer

movements in the field of mental testing were characterised by a certain desultoriness of motive and lack
of method which resulted in the scheme falling into

disrepute until

Bnet

original prestige.

recovered for it

more than its

The foundatión.:_stones of the new

Science' of mental testing were laid when the practica
need for detecting decided degrees of subnormality resulted in the appearance of the first Binet series of

tests in 1905.

Single test methods were relegated to

the background in the light of a new and more compre-

hensive conception of the use of mental measures.
Serdem

od'

tests were arranged at "mehtàl

age''

levels

correspcnding to the different life ages and an individual was regarded as normal or otherwise according as h
passed the tests of his own or other levels on the

empirically standardised scale.

Mental ability was

now definitely recognised as constituting a part of th
native endowment of man, as present in greater or less

degrees in all individuals and as lending itself to

measurement by the new test methods.
Further the idea of the development: of this
native ability presented itself through the same organ4.
isa.tion of tests for the different mental levels or

stages corresponding to the different life ages, and

closely following on the new emphasis came the notion
of/
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of linking the terms, before applied vaguely

to diff-

erent types of intelligent being, to the definite

mental levels or 'years' to which the different
tests in the scale were allocated.

The course of

mental development of the normal child,

from his

earliest years to the stage of mental maturity could
be observed

from measurement taken from time to time

and his normality would be approximately indicated

by his ability to pass the tests corresponding to
his particular age.

telligence. Binet

maturite

?regarding the maturity of in-

(1)
:vrites

"en quoi consists cette

Elle consists en parte dans une augmen-

tation de la faculte de comprehends et de juger
elle consists aussi dans l'augmentation du bagage des

acquisitions de toute sortes.
des caractere

Mais se sont peut -être;

second acres, et qui peuvent manquer

sans compromettre la maturation"

quality of good

The absence of the

judgment proclaimed defect wtiich

would show itself in the inability of the child to
pass the tests of his corresponding life age.

The

term idiot came to be applied to those whose mental
ability did not exceed the two years level, the term
imbecile to those whose intelligence did not surpass
the seven year level, and new terms

French

'Ci

"

moron" (in

'ebiie" corresponds roughly) and

supernormal

were /

(1)

Binet L1An'ee

sychologique -1908.

P.

81.

(93

were invented to designate respectively feeblemindedness above the imbecile grade and ability beyond
the grade into which normal individuals

urally fall.

T-ioreover,

,,mu'

'

nat-

as a general working prin-

ciple Binet took 'ockwar.dness of two years in a
child

of any lime age to be a clear indication of

mental defect.

The test method assumed a regular-

ity in the development of native ability which sub-

sequent testing has indeed proved to be true in the

average but which in no wise applies to all individuals' mental growth.

feebleminded gro

ath,

Particularly in cases of

as the work of Burt

(,) re-

veals, are striking aberrations from the true

course of growth shown.

Binet

is

careful to

point the limitations of his own method.

In re-

gard to the mental age device for expressing back-

wardness he says "It has no bearing On the cause
of the retardation, nor upon its particular nature, nor upon the means of rectifying it

defective child does not resemble

in any way a

normal one whose development has been retarded or
arrested.
hi

rid

,

He is inferior, not in degree, but in

The retardation of his development has not

been uniform.

Obstructed in one direction his de-

velopment has progressed in others.
tent he has cultivated

In some ex-

substitutes for what is lack-

ing; consequently such a child

is not strictly

comparable/
i

(1)
(2)

Burt.

Mental and Scholastic Tests P.
Binet,
Me,ntally Defective Children p.

1`4
12

!
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comparable to a normal child younger than himself ".
(rìtics have voiced objections to the
method of Binet, devised so as to yield a general
(1)

picture of development.

Thcac

Seashore

writes

"Retardation does not follow a common flat level any
more than growth does, nor even nearly so much.

A

child develops one capacity several times as fast and

often at the expense of another faculty.

The differ

entia,tion is even more striking in retardation.

What is more, those who employ the tests for practical purposes should not he satisfied with a flat

mental age

In a study of the normal individual

we seek to discover his fortes and his faults,

in

short to discover his particular deviation from the

norm

common level.

reason why the

There

Binet -Simon tests should not develop into specific

measures of the relative rank, or age, of individual
specific capacities and powers, such as reasoning
ability, sensory observation, memory, imagination,

initiative, emotional life, self control, etc
--

Similarly, Pyle

(c?')

".

arsues "There is not in the

Binet tests or any of the modifications yet proposed
sufficient system

-

no common plan running through

the tests for successive years

We should plan

a/

(1)

Seashore: Journal of Educational Psychology
Vol. III

()Pyle:

Ibid.

P.

95.

p.

0.
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a series of tests

for determining the degree of de-

velopment of logical memory ,note memory, attention,
imagination, association, and two aspects of mind
more complex, learning capacity and reasoning
It

is

more important, it seems to me, to know

specifically the condition of the child with reference to the development of the separate mental

traits than to know his average performance with
respect to them all ".

Apart from their "faculty"

savour, the truth of these assertions cannot be
denied and Binet would have been the last to do so.
But it is questionable how far they are radically
opposed to the Binet -Simon methods and how far they

Una/ash
is that

its worth. The only reply to such critics

the method

is still

in its infancy and the

belief is strong that something vital will
from the tentative scales now in use.

emerge'

Further con-

siderations of the question of mental development
are left over meanwhile.

CO-existing with the belief in the possibility of measuring intelligence and understanding
its development,

of better, existing as a radical

part of it is the claim that the tests do not measure more than innate mental ability.
ed

in favour of the mental test method

it is assert-

that the

knowledge which an individual has accumulated in
the course of life, is left out of consideration and

thereby/

V

thereby all individuals are placed
ing.

on an equal foot-

The mental Test is not designed to give an

estimate of knowledge; it rates the individual apart from, and in spite of the actual knowledge
he
may possess.

How far this claim is substantiated

is

another matter, regard to which investigators would
probably be at variance with one another,

Colvin (1

contributing his portion to the theoretical discussion on Intelligence in the Journal of Educational

PsychoJè

r

states "the tests in vogue are apt to be

tests of Knowledge ". Buckingham(

` iwrítj:rig in

he same

connection decla.res''By far the greater number of
tests test Knowledge

".

These are extreme views but

among serious investigators the influence of schooling or of environmental factors generally on test
perf.orma.nce passes not unrecogñised.

f5)

1911, Goddard
of the

As early as

realised the dependence of some

Binet ;bests on schooling and home environment

but without pessimism.

He notes "Perhaps there are

no better ones (.tests) than tests of experience and
we may some day conclude that the boy or girl

,aho

has had an opportunity

to the

and has not conformed

canons of civilised society, is fundamentally de-

fective in the

utilities necessary to a useful

citizen ". /'

(1)

Colvin.

(2)

Buckingham

(

-3)

Goddard.

journal cf Educational Psychology.
Ibid.

The Binet --Simon Scale.

1921

)
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citizen ". It must be noted that on the vexed question of opportunity for all Goddard has created

Utopia of his own, a society in which the most

a

able minds will devise schemes and the less able

help to put them into action!

In more recent

investigations Burt (1) has found it impossible
to deny the influence of social status, of school -

ing and the play of environmental influences gen-

erally on the performance of children in the tests.
The difficulty of determining the exact relation

between powers that are innate and powers that
are acquired

through experience immediately pre -

aents'itsélf.
Ballard

(2)

In this connection the view of

in the expression of

ìs_ oral

opinion of
it

intelligence merits recognition.
riot

saat to me possible

to

Fie_

ob.servesit'sioes

maintain a clear cut

distinction between powers that are innate and
powers that are acquired and to say that intelligence is concerned with the former and not with
the latter.

For, the truth is; that every type

of mental ability whatever its degree of generality
or/

(1)
(2)

Burt.

Mental Scholastic Tests.

Ballard.

p.

Group Tests of Intelligence.

COS

or particularity is both innate and acquired,
it
is

born with man as a potentiality,

as an actuality ".

it is acquired

The fact is that it requires

stimulus from without or as green would have put
it

"Intelligence does not exist in vacuo".

Ballard notes further that the distinction between
innate and acquired rests

being

'the

,gin

two

factors, the first

facility with which the appropriate

environment can arouse that ability to action,
the second,

"the degree of speciality in the en-

vironment itself ".

In short, his position is that

Mental Tests cannot and

"do not pretend

to elimin-

ate knowledge, but the knowledge is general.

We

cannot eliminate knowledge, we can only standardise its influence.

Intelligence is the relative

genoral efficiency of minds measured under similar

conditions of knowledge, interest and habituation ".
The insistence on the fact that the tests
are not unaffected by external factors is the

chief bent of the criticism.
of Jones

tions

%3?

But, the criticism

throws another sidelight on limita-

of the scale and its method

of measuring

intelligence./

(3)

Jones.

Some problems of Adolescence.
British Journal of Psychology

1923.
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intelligence.

"There yet remain: much to be done

in the way of critically examining the nature of

many of these tests from the purely psychological
side.

Their

are,

I

think too often regarded from

an external and matter of fact point of view, often

from an exceedingly adult point of view, without
due consideration being paid to the very subtle

ways in which the reaction to the tests may be

influenced by delicQte, effective, and commonly
quite unconscious factors.
ally still,

I

Speaking more gener-

would say that my psycho -analytic

work has given all a very high opinion of the
intelligence of childtEn and has taught me that
there

=ire

some important respects in which it

commonly becomes blunted with age or rather by the,

education which is an uí.escapable accompaniment
of the increase

".

Unfortunately, the control of unconscious
factors is too much to expect from any method but
the knowledge of their presence should constitute
a warning against an over emphasis

ive side

of the object-

of mental assessments.

All criticisms leave undisputed the

sterling worth of the

Binet Scale.

Twenty years

only have elapsed since its first appearance.

Per-

haps the wonder of it has dimmed in the process of
time,/

70

time,

or the promise of it became obscured in the

complications that have arisen out of it, perhaps
these have been side trackings from its suggested

path, but it remains, to all who have the will to
it,

see

a monumental discovery, pregnant

gested value for time to come.

with sug-

The desirability

of adequately testing the native ability of chil-

dren is great.

One has not lived through a school

life without being keenly aware both of the indi-

vidual differences

in the mental ability of chil-

dren and of the dangers of sub jc

a

Live estimations

nr. Burt believes that the best

of that

estimate

c

a

child's intelligence may be had from

competent teacher who thoroughly knows her class.

This may be true in general, the emphasis being

úpon the competency of the teacher.

In particular

cases, however, it is in question and it may be

precisely in these cases that the need for a true
estimate is greatest.

When one considers from

one's own experience how erroneous may be the esti-

mate of a pupil's ability by a competent teacher,
one is forced, with Búrt

and all leading psycholo-

gists, to pay due respect to the valiant attempt
at

''objectivity" which the advocates of mental tests.

=r_re

arid/

making.

The claim of the new tests 3s this,

and

nothing more, that they can best detect the in-

born mental capacity of the individual and can study
with some accuracy its course of development by

discounting the influence of schooling and all but
the most general environmental factors.
to their worth are the words of Yerkes:

Testimony
(1)

"_rental

tests are tools of some reliability in ascertaining
the level of a person's ability to profit by exper-

ience and to adapt himself to changing demands.
these tools are not 1001, perfect, but they are reli-

able up to a certain point an
future need

will find a place in

r ".

.
(1)

Yerkes; Mental Tests in the American Army.

THEORIES

of,

"INTELLIGENCE ".

is not proposed here to attempt a solu

It

tion

of

one of the most enigmatical problems that con-

fronts psychologists to -day.

But,

if there is one

thing that must tire all who are interested in the pro;

blem of the nature of 'intelligence'

it

is to hear the

familiar comparison of it with the problem of the
nature of electricity.
tricity,

We have no definition of elec

it is said, we do not know what it

is, but we

are content to believe that it can be measured,
as some humorist has added,
ed.

So,

and,

to pay for it when measur-

of intelligence little is known and some are

surprised that the world will not accept the fact of
its existence without questionings as to its nature.

The lack of a definition for each concept is as far as
the comparison can be extended.

What the populace-

ie

vitally concerned with is the practical utility of
each.

This established, def
nition is then a matter
definition

no consequence
(

Writing

a

considerable number of

1)

years ago, Wells makes the following statement regarding the position of mental

tests: "To justify them -

selves they must earn their bread in terms of.usefulness for the questions of life ".

That is what is

really demanded of the concept of intelligence and
until the demand is satisfied the denunciator of tests
must continue and those who employ them labour in the
face of opposition.

The root of the trouble lies in

the/

(1.)

Wells.

Science 1913.

/

the fact that the opposition to :rental tester, whether
it be

teachers

of,

other educational agencies,

is not

clear as to what the concept implies, and small won-

der at the circumstance, since to much confusion
exists among psychologists themselves.

Strictly speaking, to effect an entire separation between the theoretical and practical considerations of

a

problem is impossible, but the de-

sirability of concentrating on one or other of these
aspects is, at times, so great as to constitute

danger that isolation may go too far.
true

a

While it is

in the main, that the outstanding figures in

the field of mental testing are those who have allied

their practical work to their theoretical considera-

tions of the problem of intelligence, it must also
be admitted that a Tendency is evident for practice
to run adrift from theory, from time to time, and

vice versa, until some salutary influence brings

them together again.

The break away may be more

apparent than real when a bulk of mental tests is

hoisted on the market, it is charitable to suppose
that the effect has no v

chanical tendency but

the outcome of a real desire

to ®iasg1,°ythe

is,

concept

of intelligence itself and when theoretical discussions
are carried on at great length it is presumably

correct to infer that they have a direct bearing on

Practical methods.
In the early investigations, initated by
(1)

Galton/
(i.p alton.

Enquiries into Human Faculty.

P.

23-25.

r'T

Galton, the present day purpose of mental testing was

The object of mental tests as expressed in

ablsent.

the familiar words of the pioneer, was "To obtain a

general knowledge of the capacities of

a

man by sink-

shafts, as it were, at a few critical points.

ing

In

order to ascertain the best points for the purpose,
the sets of measure should be compared with an in-

dependent estimate of a man's powers.

We may then

learn which of the measures are not instructive ".

By

/

experlm ntation, certain simple sensory tests were
found to correlate highly with intelligence and to be
little affected by practice or experience.

But, to-

wards the general understanding of "intelligence" itself little progress was made, chiefly on áccount of
the limitation of the tests employed and the lack of

adequate statistical procedure, but also by reason of
a

distinct lack of aim in the testing practices.

in this period of experimental drifting,

Even

theoretical

sidelights on the problem of intelligence appeared in

alliance with the practice of testing.
(1)

Ebbing/laua

believes that "Mental

ability demands not mere relative capacity, readiness
of recall of facile association of specific past ex-

periences, it demands all this and something more,

something more complex and as it were creative, name -.
ly,

the ability to combine into coherent and signifi-

cant/
(1)
1.
P.

Ebbingrlaus:,,.

401.
283.

Zeitschrift VIM, psychologie XIII.

Whipple: Manual of Mental and Physical Tests;
Ì

significant wholes, mentally independent and even seeming'ly

contradictory impressions.

In .,port, intelli-

gence is essentially a combinative activity.

TO

measure intelligence, therefore we must employe. test
that demands ability to combine fragments or isolated

sections into a meaningful whole ".

Such a test may

be afforded by the Kombinations-methode or completion
test method which originated with Fbbinghaus.

This

test has the merit of being of the complex variety and
the demerit of being but a simple test.
is on the

The emphasis

ability to synthesise as Ebbinghaus' de-

finitions "Intelligencz ist Kombinationsgabe" makes
(1)

clear.

A recent writer, DOHS

,

finds some kinship

with this view, while pointing out

its'

inadequacy anda
1

over emphasis of the synthetic activities of mind.
He writes "Intelligence acts of all sorts recuire

both an analysis of the situation which confronts us,
a

critical inquiry into

a

consistent whole.

Our de-

finition of intelligence as adaption (see Pater) fails
to take into account the

analyses of the thinker

...

higher synthesis and
Intelligence more ade-

quately defined would be expressed as the ability of an

individual to analyse and synthesise.

Ability in this

direction varies as does physical height.

Analysis and

Synthesis/

(1)

Iflff:-.

Intelligence Measurement.

Chapter V.

7'6

synthesis are the mechanics of intellectual behaviour

adaptation to changing situations but are of tne many
results".
Theoretical considerations of "intelligence"
were at the bottom of tne revival of mental testing at
the beginning of this century,

though the real impetu

was given to the movement by the appearance of the

BINET series

s

tests.

The change of outlook that

characterised the new efforts is noted by HART and
(1).

SPEARMAN.

"Their purpose is no longer to gauge any

faculties such as apprehension, discrimination, etc.
but

instead to evaluate general ability ". Immediately

thus appeared a felt need to understand exactly the

nature of the ability itself.
theses formulated,

three

are.

Of

the:

various hypo-

outstanding and it is con-

venient, at the outset, to consider the problem of

the nature of intelligence from

the'

three points of

view so expressed.

Intelligence may be considered as a single
intellectual function permeating all activities,

or

as a compound of two or tnree highly generalised

faculties or functions,

or as composed of a

multiplicity of abilities all highly specific.
SPEARMAN(2
quoted

)

as

BURT

)

upholders

(and &TERN)
of

the

are

generally

first,

BINET

.probably
(1).

HART and SPEARIMAN.

British Journal of Psycriolo-

SPEARUAN

gv. vol. 1912 -13.
Ibid 1904.

BURT.
STERN.

.

All works.
Psychological letriods of
Testing Intelligence.

4

probably fits in fairly well with the second,and
Thorndike supports, with wavering fidelity, the third
of these general views.

BINET shows what might be regarded as con -

siderable reluctance to tie himself down to a definition of "intelligence

",

no doubt on account of his

comprehensive grasp of the difficulties entailed. His
later writings suggest that his view approximates to
what is known as the "two factor hypothesis" namely
the recognition of a general factor and specific
(1)

factors separable from it.
he states:

In his early writings

"It seems to us that in intelligence, there

is a fundamental

faculty, the alteration or

trie

lack

of which is of the utmost importance for practical

life.

This faculty is judgment, otherwise called

good sense, practical sense, initiative,

the faculty

of adapting one's self to circumstances.
well,

to

To judge

comprehend well, to reason well, these are

the essential activities of intelligence ".

So BINET

accords the first place to judgment. In a later
(2)
writing
analysising the 'thought process, or plan
of operation of intelligence he observes 'Though,as

we believe,

direction,

is compsed of three distinct elements: a
(3
an adaptation and a criticism', and again

)

more specifically 'Comprehensive' invention, direction
and/

(1).

BINET.

L'Annee ps,y hologique, 1908 - or The
Development of Intelligence in Children - translated by Kite.
L'Annee Psychologique. L'Intelligence
des Imbeciles, 1909
LesI.dees Modernes sur les Enfants.

and the power of criticism (censura)
in these four words ".

Further,

-

intelligence lies

the specific mental

progresses, as perception, discrimination and the
like,

are mere7phenomena of intelligence'

and control-

led by intelligence.

So much for Binet's approxoma-

tions to definition.

His profound analysis of the

characteristics ofnormal and feebleminded intelligence'
at the various stages of growth probably throws more

light on the problem than all these put together, besides emphasising the qualitative aspect of intelligence which subsequent investigators have tended to

efface more and more, especially in regard to normal
children.
The method of procedure adopted by those who

investigate the possibility of a single factor of
'general intelligence' permeating all mental activities,

4epends mainly on the employment of correlation.
the beginning of the century,

in 1901,

At

the method was

first employed by Wissler in testing college students
in America.

He obtained an estimate of intelligence

from the college marks of students in the various subjects which they studied and correlated'this estimate

with results from tests of simple processeo.

High

correlations were indicated between the college marks
in the different subjects of study and a failure to

find significant correlations between the tests themselves and between test scores and college marks, sug-

gested no common factor of a central character
entering/

7Y

entering into all special capacities.

Thorndike's

work (1902), in which tests of processes closely allied
to one another were

employed, and which on that account

might have been expected to yield high correlations,
served but to confirm the findings of Wissler.
In 1904 -05,

Spearman, using few subjects

instead of many as the others had done, and making
use of a variety of tests of intelligence from the

psyhological laboratory, obtained contrary conclusions, and demonstrated mathematically the possibil-

ity of a General Factor.

He obtained high correlations

of specific abilities with general ability and in-

ferred the presence of a common factor from the fact
that he could arrange school subjects and tests in

"hierarchical" form, that is, so that the values

diminished as the eye travelled from left to right, or
from top to bottom of the page results.

In a second

investigation he found that the correlation coefficient between any two abilities increased with practice and so he concluded that the central factor was "a

plastic function of the nervous system".

Following on Spearman's work came the early
(1)

investigations of Burt

at Oxford.

Using a series

ofi

(1)

Burt.

Experimental Tests of General Intelligence.
(British Journal of Psychology Vol. III.
P.P.

94- 117.

Experimental Tests of Higher Mental Processes and their Relation to General
Intelligence.
(Journal of Experimental
P

çhöpgy.

Vol.

I

.

P.P. 93 -112.

pf motor, sensory and sensory -motor tests as well as

tests of association and voluntary attention, and giving each test twice to obtain a measure of reliability,
e

obtained results which yielded correlations with

ther estimates of such a nature as to suggest that
here was such a thing as
that it could be measured.

'general intelligence' and
The general factor was part-

y of the nature of a plastic function of the nervous

system but its basis was also partly attentive.

The

arly investigation suggested the desirability of

developing tests of complex mental processes.

In a

later investigation at Liverpool, in which such tests
rere more generally employed, and most often group

tests, the results of the previous experiment were

confirmed.

Intelligence, for Burt, then becomes "in(1)

born, all -round mental ability:" and "Ofiftborn general

Papacities intelligence is the most important.

It can

est be measured by tests requiring the voluntary

aintenance of attention, quick and accurate learning
(2)

(;adáptáti

}and

on the higher levels".

The works of two additional experiments, of

Which mention is only made in passing, support the
theories of a 'general factor', but each of the writers postulates the presence of a second factor also of
la/

(1)
(2)

Burt;

Mental and Scholastic Tests. P. 199.
Psychological Tests of Educable Capacity.
(Report).
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a

general nature.

Maxwell Garnett finds evidence of

a factor which he would call

'cleverness' which,

incidentally, Ballard scorns on account of its'popular savour'and irrelevancy and Webb finds a new

factor which he terms

'persistence of motives' and

which he regards as 'permeating the character side'.
Where the truth lies regarding the nature of intelligence,

not possible to decide, but no doubt

it is

some portion of it resides in all hypotheses formulated.

AnIogoua

to the view postulating a general
(1)

factor is that of Stern

who complains of the

width of the definitions of intelligence employed by
psychologists which 'includes all the mental activities
that are not volitional or emotional' and who suggests
a further

restriction of'the term feasible only from

the teleological point of view.

"Intelligence "1O

maintains' "is a general capacity of an individual con ilciously to adjust his thinking to new requirements:

it is general adaptability to new problems and con-

ditions of life ".

Stern's claim is that such a defini-

tion distinguishes intelligence from memory, from
genius, "whose character is to create new spontaneously" and from talent "which is more or less specific
in character ".

In the employment of it, it must be

duly/

(1)

Stern:

Psychological Method of Testing Intelligence. (Whipple's translation 1914).

duly remembered that "only those Dhasis':of:_intelligence
testing which deal with a scale of degree are involved".

The importance of qualitative differences in

types of intelligence should not be minimised.

Despite

Stern's attempt to restrict the meaning of the term,
the change that is most frequently raised against the

definition,

is that

it is too wide and inclusive of

other aspects of mentality than intelligence pure and
simple.

Therein lies the difficulty of a teleological

definition that it lends itself to the confusion of the
"potentially" or capacity with the "Actuality" or

working out of the capacity in practice.

Leroy

(1)

Stockton

points out the variety of meanings that

can be attached to the term 'adaptability' in its

general employment with reference to the inorganic and
organic worlds, and suggests as an ail inclusive de-

finition from this point of view the following
"An organism is intelligent when it possess the ab-

ility to influence its destiny through the utilisation
of an inner, active, non -predictable, selective factor

Which chooses on the basis of similarity ".

It is

doubtful if this elaboration of Stern-'s definition is

necessary when due note of the word "consciously" in
(2)
it

is taken.

Terman's

objection to the definition

is similar - that it affords no clue for judging the

value/
(1)
(2)

Stockton:
Terman:

Journal of
on Intelligence.
1921.
March
Psychology.
Education
Sympo.e`i

Úr.
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value of different kinds

cf.,

ada;pt$tjon.He proposes

instead a definition more rest ±ddtéd in nature when
he states "An individual is intelligent in proportion
as he is able to carry on abstract thinking ".

A de-

finition of this nature does not readily meet with
general acceptance on account of its limited reference
to the conceptual levels of mentality.

It

is supported

in Termanas belief, by the fact that the tests which

survive are precisely those which measure abstract
thinking, and, as further evidence of the truth he

observes, that the races which survive are characterised by the power to think abstractly.
(1)

Thorndike

,

whose early experimental work

found no trace of a general factor of intelligence,

persists in denying the existance of a common factor.
He states,

"This doctrine requires not only that all

branches of intellectual activity be positively correlated, which is substantially

ön°é,

but also that

they be bound to each other in all cases by one common
factor, which is false.
no

The latter would require that

two intellectual abilities or branches of intellec-

tual activity should be more closely related to each

other than to the fundamental function by which alone
they are supposed to be related

But, unless one

arbitrarily/
(1),

Thorndike:

Educational Psychology.
P.P. 364 -366.

Vol.III

$4

rbitrarily limits the meaning of "all branches of inellectual activity ",

so

as to exclude a majority of

hose so far tested, one finds traits closely related
o

each other but with their common element only

oosely related

to the common element of some other

air ....The mind must be regarded not as a functional
nit, not even as a collection of a few general facul

'ties which work irrespective of particular material,
ut rather as a multitude of functions each of which

lawdlreB

content as well as form, and so is related

losely to only a few of its fellows, to the others
ith greater and greater degrees of remoteness ".

Thorn

ike's original adherence to the many -sided point of

iew has become restricted, in the main, to a recog-

ition of three distinct types of intelligence,

These

re Abstract Intelligence, or the power to handle word

¿otor Intelligence and Social Intelligence.

That the

ast named at least, contains factors other than those

hick are ordinarily designated 'intelligent'.,' Thorn ike would probably not deny,

since, in the afore men -

ioned Symposium on Intelligence, he suggests the

nsuitability of separating out intelligence from emoional and creative factors.

Regarding the measurement#

f these factors he says "In general

tests which re-

gire efficiency in analys sing a situation into eleants selëcting and weighing elements to fit a problem.

But a straightforward information testa is also
aluable.
(l)
lieuïs,un/
(1).

Lleumaun.

Vorlesungen.

V2.

II.

T.P.

721 -722.

8s

Malaga=

also (rit _see Spearman on the ground that

he merely translates an arithmetical result into
a psychological assumption.

He prefers to regard

Iotei! i Pence from a practical point of vier.

A

man's intelligence bears on his ability to create
Values in life, desire new theories and form new
aims.

7

;

The intelli=gent individual overcomes diff-

cult ìe s or avoids mistakes in action.

Three as-

pects are revealed in McUfliauh's idea of intelligence, a qualitative, the existence

Powers of thought

.an,

of.

certain

rtensive,a certain intensity

life mentally considered, and an emotional ank

--

oolitianai making possible the development of an

individual's nature endowme nt

.

The point of view is interesting, be-

cause it reveals a tendency which is all too manifest in definitions of mental ability, to widen the

meaning of the concept.

In the 1921

0740si=

on Intelligence both Thorndike and Freeman exhibit

a similar general point of view.

The former pro

tests against the separation of intelligent from

emotional and ..:poaf. 'ional factors, the latter desires that the meshing be extended to cover

"tern -

peraasent and moral characters as well, such as

'moral control', adoption of mental purpose ate.

Therein lies one of the difficulties that have

confronted

those who are concerned with the under-

standing of what is termed intelligence, that

Psychologists/

alo

psychologists ttiams.elves are not agreed a9 to tie
stoke of what they ara testing and that de1im .tut -.

ions of the sphere of mental testing are vaguely

conceived.

There seems to be no question that de-

finitions such as employed by
which include the emotional
of the total mentality,

Metirnaun

and.

and others,

/olitional

aspects

ara too wide to be acce,t-

able in reference to the tests employed..

If the

worth of the tests is established this cannot be
challenged.

What the tests actually aspire to

measure is not the total mentality of the individual
inclusive of emotional and volitional factors, but
only ability.

It is what the individual is capable

of doing generally (or maximally) that it is estimated, not what he may do under the force of special
(1)

circwnstances.

As Dr, Dreyer succinctly observes

"The acid test of life, leads maybe, to a different
veY>d_ict

fis

a general rule, mental' tests are

the tests of capacity and do not profess to be more.

Indirectly and incidentally they may throw light on
tendency, but they are not intended to do so ".

So

excellent an exposition of the claims of the mental
test and of"intelligence" generally, is offered by
(2)
Kellogg in his chapter on "Intelligence Tests"

that/
(1)

(2)

Report on "Psychological Tests of
Educable Capacity"
Kellogg: Mind and. Heredity. (P. 123). 1923.
Driver:

that a qudition, pardonably lone, may serve bast to

leave the matter clear.

"What is it that intelli-

gence tests test and measure?

we all know that any

person's mental make -up consists partly of something he has inherited from, or better, through his
parents,

and Partly of some things he has acquire

from his parents and others'acting as teachers and

perceptrs

.

and examples to irritate - or to avoid

imitating - as well as from books, observation 'and
experience and from the personal exercise or lack of
exercise of his inherited mental faculties.

Among

those things he has inherited are general !mental

capacity and certain specific mental traits, which
we can group together under the rage of intelligence.

And there are also emotion and temperament, natural
courage or cowardice, aR:D:recsiveness or retiringness,

born independence
or born following.

o10

born dependency, born leadership
Now of all those thin=g inherited

and acquired, what are those which intelligence
tests claim to, and really do, test?

Just and only

those, but those highly important, on as indicated by
the name intelligence, those inherited qualities of

general mental capacity and specific mental traits

which compose what we call intelligence, meaning
native capacity for learning by observation, experience and being taught, mental alertness and supple-

ness/

ce7

ON

ThE

UPPER

GROWTH

OF

LIMIT

OF

THE

INTELLIGENCE.

The Controversy.

The controversy regarding the upper limit

of

trie

growth of intelligence

recent origin.

It dates,

ery which arose from

trie

is

of comparatively

in fact,

from the discov-

result of the application

of tests to over two million recruits entering the

American Army at the time of the Great War.

The

discovery was made tnat the average mental age of
the population,

assuming the large male element

tested to be representative, was only approximately
13i years.

Previously it had been more or less

tacitly assumed tnat

trie

average upper limit at

which intelligenttgrowth virtually ceased was at 16
years.

The Binet -Simon Scale was then young and up

to the opening of the

controversy a comparatively

short time has elapsed for the scale to :make

known to the different peoples.

.i

»elf

The scale itself

was modelled in its best form only in 1911, but since

1905 when it first appeared,
e

psychologists -9r many

interested themselves in its principles,

applied and attempted modifications and adaptations
oPy

(,0

of it to suit the conditions of their own environ-

ment.

Nevertheless,

in no country had any degree of

finality marked the results and in many countries
the adaptation effected was purely tentative.

The

first radical adaptation of the scale to suit Eng-

lish children, was not,

in fact, available till after
Oopf
the controversy nad arisen, when BIN-E published his

Memoranda in 1921.
So far.

tnen,the main interest of investi-

gators was with the trying out of the scale itself

and with

trie

understanding or questioning of the

very principles of the scale's construction.

Up to

that time TER1AN was responsible for the most thor-

ough revision of the Scale.

The STANFORD Revision

of the BINET scale was probably more tnoroughly stan-

dardised that any of its predecessors and was extended beyond the upper age limit which the BINET Scale
itself had reached by the addition of many new tests.

From his test results TERMAN decided to employ 16 as
the basis of calculation for the mental ages of all

subjects at and beyond life age sixteen.

This was

equivalent to placing the average limit of intelligence at that age, a belief which he otherwise held.
(v.

As against the view the Army results
presented/

4'

?

presented an average limit of mental growth at 13*
years.

From this initial point the conflict starts.

On the one nand there is the view of TERlAN based

on his own experience with the BINET -SI.ON scale,
and,

in particular,

as/Ais testing of certain ado-

lescents and adults, and to th6 view he is nearly as

Staunch as to

belief in the constancy of the I.Q.

Ills

On the other hand is the view resulting from the

American Army tests, which finds a supporter in Doll.
At the same time tnere are a number of opinions,
are little more,

they

oscillating with considerable free -

doom between the two

a

ems, now edging towards one,

now towards the otner,and careful always to go with
the balance ofgeneral opinion.

GREEN.

Entirely opposed to either of these views
and to the sundry Valificatiorb of them is the view

(1)
of the late Professor GREEN
ing that it

is the

of Manchester,

insist-

height of absurdity to claim that

intelligence ceases to grow on the average either at
13* or at 16 years.
view,

Incidentally,

this is also the

though based on less scientific reasoning, of

the man in the street.
to individuals tnat

It comes as a mental shock

their intelligence should cease

to/

(1)

.

GREEN:

Journal of Experimental POycrnology 1922.

to grow after sixteen.

They tell you with emphasis

that you talk nonsense and that they are

far more

efficient now than they were at sixteen or so.
BALLARD has replied to such opinion in an attempt

GREENS objections, by saying

to answer

that all is

true, but it has nothing whatever to do with the

subject of intelligence pure and simple.

As a man

gets older, he feels more at home in the

world, and

accommodates nirnseif with less effort to his surroundings.

But he does not on that account expand

or develop further_Ais intelligence.

Generally speaking, it

is.

safe to suggest

that there has existed a too optimistic view of the

innate ability of man, based perhaps on the brilliant performance of the mentally alert and due

also to the fact that the lower intelligences were

permitted to sink or swim without .the cormnunity°

s

interest being attracted to the problems of their

existence beyond the mere attempt to obliterate
vice and crime by artificial measures.
al review of life

10: :.itself

But a gener-

enough to convince the

eye witness that the theory of the psychologist is

not devoid of reason and that the

undue failure to

recognise individual differences, and in particular,
individual/

9,3

individual possibilities or limitations havP been
at the root

of much trouble.

If there are square

pegs in round holes, there are also little pegs
in big holes and vice versa and maladjustments due
to unsuitable accommodation.

But BALLARD°S reply does not meet the

whole of GREEN °S position.

GREEN claims that the

investigations of intelligence are based on two assumptions
(i

(2

)

)

That there is something in the nature of
mind energy which enters in varying degree
into all controlled behaviour from trie
simple repeated movements, through sensory discrimination to the level of analogies, and synonyms.
That a hierarchical system of correlation,
such as found by BURT in his early investigations at Liverpool, is evidence
of the existence of a central factor.

Now strictly speaking, there is no such u-

niformity in the ideas of psychologists regarding
the nature of intelligence, as has been seen,

but

GREEN next goes on to suggest an alternative starting point.

It

is

better to begin with the biolo-

gical point of view and "regard intelligence as an

integrative function of mind, which in the last resort finds expression in adaptive behaviour ".

In

this way intelligence is a simple function "operating
at/

at

call but with varying efficiency

".

It ought to

unify experience, but it operates at different men-

tal levels.

.a.ind

never works in a vacuum.

It may

create its own would.
Two things follow from this view.
(1)

That intelligence is not a summation of
parts or a multi -dimensional entity capable of resolution in certain directions.

(2)

Intelligence is correlative with the universe in which it works. As the universe
develops, intelligence develops.
They
condition one another and intelligence
is revealed by its universe of operation.
In other words, we cannot measure a potential intelligence.

On account of his theory GREEN cannot believe that

intelligence

to

even

grow after 16 years

if it happens that a boy of 16 does as well in tests

as e.g. BALLARD' S Absurdities) GR:2N believes that

his position is still correct,

since he would not

admit that the detection of absurdities was a test
of intelligence.

The reason why the boy of sixteen

succeeds as well as,

if not better than a man of

forty, is that the test is suited to the environ-

ment of the former and alien to the environment of
the latter.

If the boy were put in the adult's

sphere he would succeed as badly.
The position of GR4

tains/

:N,

so

outlined,

con-

qS

contains certain truths, but as the

fact,

are in-

terpreted by xRLN, these are not altogether clear.
The instant suggestion that arises in the reader's

mind is that GREEN is not primarily a psychologist.
He was,

in fact, primarily an educationist.

His

criticism of the psychological views is based on a
failure to inquire into what the psychologist is

really testing.

The biological outlook is probably

sound but it has for the psychologist the demerit
of not being psychological.

However much the psycho-

logist finds community.: with the ideas of the biologist it is not on that account permissable to substitute the biological for the psychological point
of view.

Confusion in interpretation is the natural

outcome of such a proceeding.

A parallel case is

revealed with regard to STERN'S famous definition
of intelligence.

It is stated that intelligence is

more than adaptation and so there conies about a

gradual dethroning of the long spoken of favourite.
But STERN did not deny that intelligence was more

than adaptation.

He said that intelligence was

'conscious' adaptation, an entirely different thing,
and incidentally, with the merit of being psycho-

logical and having a psychological reference.
it/

so

7b

it

is

with GREEN'S position.

His fundamental analy-

sis leads him to neglect the fact that the intelli-

gence tester makes no claim to assess the total

make up of an individual.

Far from dcing so, he

rather bewails his incompetency, as yet to measure
one aspect of the total mentality.

There is no denying the truth of GREEN'S

assertion that as the environment develops
the
so

so

does

intelligence and as the intelligence develops
does the environment, that they are in fact cor-

relative biologically.

But what GREEN means by

intelligence has a much wider connotation than what
the intelligence tester means by intelligence.

Not

once but many times has it been expressed that the

word intelligence is unsuitably employed to describe

what the mental tests test, because of its relationship with the term "intellect" and with the same

term employed in the study of animal psychology.

BURT and SPEARMAN are most careful to avoid confusion
the one by employing the term innate all round men-

tal ability,

the other by refusing to identify his

"g" factor definitely with general intelligence as

ordinarily understood.
to

To/

In reality,

it is possible

acquiesce in GREEN'S outline with compromise.

91

To

reduce his position to terms of ááimplicity that

are almost childish it is this.

Intelligence and

environment exist and they are found together, or
are correlative.

Whenever there

is

there must also be environment.

intelligence

In the

first in-

stance their relationship is a very simple one

since that is all that is necessary.
would
a

say

"A simple

simple environment

As GREEN

intelligence is correlative with
".

But, gradually, both become

more complex and in the process they are never one

before the other or one after

the.

other.

So the

development goes on, until as in the modern environment great complexity characterises both.

significant is th.t the process is

so

What is

slow as to

require more time than can be thought of even with
difficulty, but the selection of the fittest and the

elimination of the lowest, if these are accepted as
probable processes, are virtually working themselves
out,

though their much protracted influence evades

observation at any point in the series.

Sven Pro-

fessor GREEN, however, might have been willing to
admit that at any cross section of the period of
time it could be found that variety reigned supreme
.

within the species.
that/

'There would

exist intelligences

that were complex enough to survive ultimately,

and

`.

intelligences that were bound to be wiped out, environments of a more simple nature and environments
of a more

complex nature correlative with the former.

Further, at any point of time,
year or a decade,
ing,

it

such as a day, or a

which is small biologically speak-

is not inconceivable that the blending of

environments and intelligences might not be
as

G?.F,TT

so

simple

would like to think when he matches simple

with simple and complex with complex.

If this sug-

gestion seems fantastical from the biological point
of

view it is because of the difficulty of taking

and observing a cross -sectional fragment.

It is

nevertheless borne out by the facts of everyday
life at any point

views.

of time which the psychologist re-

The real objection to this outlook, however,

lies in the width of meaning which covers the terms

intelligence and environment and the width of relation between them which is recognised.

The term

intelligence applies to the whole adaptative mechanism of the individual.
uses the term,

But as the mental tester

in the restricted sense of

*innate

mental ability" theree is no such comprehensiveness
implied.
vii

th/

Intelligence is not alwa70 correlative

q4

with environment because circumstances are such that
innate ability is not always given the best scope
for its development.

Only the brilliant transcend

the handicaps of a poor "environment"; even the average tend to sink in it.

To use BALLARD'S phraseology

the 'potential' mental ability can differ from the
'actual'

mental ability seen in-operation.

Intelli-

gence in the restricted sense of "innate mental
ability"

is not the only factor, moreover,

in the

adjustment of an individual to an "environment ".

Emotional and volitional factors contribute their
share and just how great that share can be is pro-

bably not generally recognised.

It all reverts to

the obstinate and persistent belief of the populace
that the mental tester claims to have labelled the

individual for all time and in every respect when he
has given him a short intelligence test.
Such then are the weaknesses of the argument which GREEN propounds, firstly, that intelligence as he employs the term, does not apply at all,
since it is not what the intelligence tester means
but has a biological significance and secondly that

intelligence in the narrow sense is not the sole
factor in the mentality of the individual and in-

telligence tests claim no more than to isolate one
factor and to test it by the best earaibleWh at/

,nears.

ii

What the mental tester means by intelligence is cut
and dried in the definition,
that he employs.

however inadequate,

The claim attached is that the

so called "mental ability" can be measured

apart

from the effects of school training or other educational influence.

Consequently the argument of

GREEN that the man of forty will fail in the envir-

onment

of the child of sixteen ought not to hold.

As well might it be applied with regard to the envir-

onment of the four year old as contrasted with that
of the sixteen year old.

It

is however,

ly possible to be dogmatic on the point,

not

strict -.

since a-

mong those who have laboured hardest with tests is
the greatest doubt apparent.

Dr.

BURT'S Memorandum

finishes up with an assertion that BINET test scores
are not uninfluenced by external influences and

that a child of ability but devoid of opportunity

would fare badly on that account.

The statement

of YERKS in regard to results from the application
of the Point Scale to older subjects again consti-

tute a warning.

Further still, it must be confessed

that there is some truth. in GREEN'S suggestion that
not all tests employed are adequate measures of

intelligence.

But these matters awaiting decision,

do not effect the general argument against GREEN'S

position./

lo(

position.

The controversy regarding the
upper
limit of the growth of
intelligence is not substantially influenced by GREEN's
opposition.

/02

IN SUPPORT

of the SIXTEEN YEAR LEVEL.

TERMAN

.

In constructing the Stanford Revision of
the I3INET SCALE, TFRMAN standardised. his higher age
tests chiefly on the basis of results from about

four hundred adults.

These were some 32 High School

Students, 60 business men, 150 migrating unemployed

chiefly between 25 and 40 years, and 150 juvenile
delinal ents mostly between 14 and 19 years.

tests in the scale extend to the
level (13 years or so)

.

The

'Superior adult'

From the result of these

adult subjects he concluded that the average mental
age for normal adult subjects was 16 years.

It

is

Questionable whether TERMAN'S conclusions here ara
justified, but, as he himself has more recently
agreed that the figure is somewhat too high and that
15 Years would more nearly represent the upper limit

for average intelligence, there is no
over-fastidious on this account.

need. to be

Regarding the

growth of intelligence TERMA?71 rites "We are war-

ranted in believifg that general intelligence prac-

tically ceases to develop by the age of 18 or 20.
The/

(?.)

TFRMAN:

Journal of Educational Psychology. Sept.
1921.

!off

Tha mental age of high grade morons appears to
change little after the age of 14 or 15 years.

With normal children development continues a little
longer, though at a decreasing rate.

It is prac-

tically certain, however, that growth of intelligence comes to a standstill somewhere in the later

Years of adolescence and that the cessation.
gradual rather than sudden".

is

Eurther TERMAN re-

cognises that his view differs from those of others,
such as the view that intelligence develops

"leaps and bounds".

In addition, he suggests that,

as far as results go the

aidt" looks like

by

a myth.

-

"much talked of adolescent
It is

hardly necessary

to add that when TERMAN speaks of the .limit of

growth being about eighteen or twenty years he is
not referring to the aver. upper limit but to the

maximum.

it

is owing to a failure to observe

the distinctions between the absoluta final limit
of growth and. the "average" upper limit of growth
that much confusion has arisen in the criticism of

TERMAN'S view and the views of other writers.

Regarding the rate of growth TERMAN maintains that it progresses at a constant rate for all

degrees of brightness and dullness

(vd:th the

excap --

tìon of imbeciles and idiots) but, as seen above

that/

101f

that mentally defective children fall off at ear-

lier ages than do norrnals, who on the average
progress beyond the defective limits,

]DOLL

thus, mis-

interprets TERMAN when he affirms that TERMAN

makes no reservation regarding the ape of arrest
of mentally directive children as also when
he

suggests that TERMAN proposes the same rate of

°rath for all degrees of ability.
In general criticism of TWT AN'

DOLL, the supporter of the

13;-

S

position

upper limit level,

refers to the 62 "normal" subject which TERMAN

employed from schools and business spheres, to obtain the norms. above 15 years.

His

that they were supernormal being high school chil-

dren and successful business men.

In the Grammar

School Grc ps'which TERMAN tested the median mental age was only 14 years, but TERMAN declares
that they were subaverage, being retarded for

their age.

BOLL suggests that

a combination of

these results with the former would yield a satis-

factory average of about 14 years.
ing on TERMAN' S later work(1) DOLL,

Then, commentsug"gest.s 'Chat

combining/

(1)
,

TERMAN:

The Intelìip'enre of SC110o1 Children.

by

/OS-

combining the averages which TERMAN obtained from
College Students with the averages obtained from

many other types, the mental age of 13 would be
obtained and would be nearer the truth.

It is

characteristic of DOLL as will appear later, that
he does not

give only ohs conclusion.

TERMAN'S position was more or lass accept -f
ed till the method of group testing with a time
limit to performance was employed in sorting out
the recruits of the American Army, to fill the poste

to which they were best suited.

The Army Test,

based on work which Otis was engaged on

was the

most extensive investigation that has been conducted, nor has it been equalled since.

In this inves-

tigation men of every social status and great range
Of ability were given the tests so that it seemed
as if here,

if anywhere a (claim, that the results

were representative of the average population, might
be

supported.

But the

suggestion was not mutely

accepted by those believing in the 16 year level
and if the suggestion of a cessation of growth at

16 had upset the population this latest result must
have astounded them.

TFRMAN( 1) against whom the new findings

reflected"

1) TERMA'

Journal of Educational Psychology.
Sept. 1921.

JOG

reflected more, refused to accept the results.

He

stated certain reasons for the non acceptance of
the view that i32 represented the average upper limit

of mental growth.

These reasons were:-

(1)

That his own results go to prove a higher
level, and, even if the validity of these
is in question, the Stanford Revision of
the BINET SCALE is probably somewhat too
difficult at the upper ages.

(2)

The man were not representativ of the
draft army as a whole. A' disproportionate
number carte from the South States "rile2'e intelligence is lower than in the Northern
States and Western States.

(3)

The draft army itself was not representative of the male population between 21 and
31 years.
"The cream of the Country was
excluded".

(4)

The conditions of testing

ideal.
(5)

An abbreviation of the STANFORD BINET SCALE
was used, and while the abbreviation yields
scores which correlated very highly with
the scores of the entire scale, it can be
shown that with adult subjects they tend
on the average -to run slightly lower.

(6)

Untrained examiners were employed.
Writing

a

supporter

of,

j

ore recently,

KOIÁ

c'(1)

like TwREAN

the 16 year level gives reasons for

rejecting the other view.

Such of the reasons as

differ from those of TERTIAN may be added at the point.
They/

(i

)

kÓHw

.

Intelligence Measurements.

They are summarised below.
(1)

That the Army test, together with the
con
ditions under which it was taken "in and

of-itself requires an adáptatiòn t6- anew situation; which is quite complex ".
This is an undesirable factor since
all
subjects will not adapt themselves equally and there will be a drag, especially on subnormal intelligence6.

(2)

while it is generally assumed that
ability
iñ 4 group test will correspond to ability in a BINET individual test, close
analysis will reveal that "Whereas a high
score in a reliable group intelligence
test is unquestionably indicative of that
mental level, because superior scores cannot be obtained by accident or haphasard
the same does not hold for hie_
scores".
Any number of factors may have entered in
to affect the lower scores and the
chances
ara the lower the score' is the greater
will be the number of factors. He adds
a figure to show that this "phenomenon
of progressive retardation would
yield to
the median performer who obtained an
intelligence rating of 16 on the BINET, an
intelligence rating of barely 14 in a
group test and thus in spite of the fact
that the resúlt .would yet yield a correlation of unity.

(3)

The Army Alpha over rates reading ability.

(4)

There is over emphasis on the Speed element
in Army Alpha.

(5)

Whereas it is generally believed that approximately gg of the whole population is
mentally defective, the army data would,
employing the same crß.teria, .rate 30.3%
mentally defective. Employing eight years
instead of 12,= the army results would give
2¡` mentally defective, but the
question
now arises of individual5of mental age
eight
d mentally fit to manage their own
affairs

/ Le-0 o

log

affairs.
The problem here reflects on
the proportion of feebleminded who are
in institutions and it also reflects on
the employment of the existing I.Q. method of c'Ïássification of intelligence.
(6)

There was a constant need for supplementing the BINET tests in examination by
group tests.
These required AddlitloAal
directions which probably were not equal to all tested.

(7)

For a check on the testing the STANFORD BINET age of 653 drafts _from 9 various
camps were employed. '`The assumption
that these were representative of a random sampling is only questionable.
(KOLIS enters into details, which show
that the scores were lower)

(8)

The Pragmatic Tagt has supported the 16

year level.
(9)

Through the employment of group tests the
possibility of relationship between the
individual and the tests was cut out.

(10) Numerous factors of personality and temperament undoubtedly had an effect on
the results.

(11) So far, statistical sanction has :ind.icated
no error in the s39cteen year old criterion.

(12) Even the BINET tests probably are not adequate for det er k :adult mental age.
(13) On the basis of any statistics only 15%
of the drafts examined r; osured over
the years of age. ''-Were 85r then below
average?

(14) If the exemption of the feebleminded counter-balancesthe elements of the superior men, then the results might be valid
This has been claimed to be so, but in
fact, only the lowest were eliminated.
,

(15) A satisfactory standard. of the average
mental age of adults should include statistics gathered from women.
(16) Common!

roo

(ls)

common sense objecte to the 13 year
level.

(17)

Lastly, YERKET1limself points out the dan
ger of taking the figure too
They involve an error dependent on the1
fact that the men were tested by Alpha',
and seta and not by a mental age.

literally.

So much for -KORS' evidence.

It

is long:

and it seems that its clarity has at times been

sacrificed to its exhaustiveness and that MRScould have expressed the essentials in briefer
spans.

Some of his objections

are founded

and are worthy on that account.

on fact

Others, such as

the comment on the emphasis on reading ability and

temperament apply to nearly all test situations and
are not to be regarded as exclusive to the Army

Alpha testing on that account.

The point treating

of the relation between tester and tested. is of

doubtful significance in this matter.

It

is not

undesirable that there should be no relation between the two, especially when they are adults.
where

DOHS confirms T7'RMAN'

S

beliefs he is inter-

esting but the contribution is chiefly interesting
for several suggestions which it made regarding not
only the Army Results but the method of approach

to the whole question.

If the theory of "progres-

sive reduction" holds good, then here is another
ar.Tument!

IO

argument to add to these already existing
against
the eiploym nt of group tests for solving
the problems of mental growth. Or again,
if the factor of
is

a

raal

'

handicap to ñ

some

,zn

subjects then

speed tests must be regarded as inadequate. This
remains to be proved but it is
probably true that,
in conjunction with the far from
perfect conditions

under which the testing was undertaken,
the factor
of speed constituted a real
difficulty and a real
handicap for certain types

of.

intelligence.

A further contribution to
the whole argu-

ment, presented by LINCOLN (1)
does not at first
sight bear the impress of a favourable
support of

TERMAN'S view.

LINCOLN starts by questioning all

TERMAN'S arguments with the single
exception of the
first, relating to the STANFORD
REVISION., He doubts
the validity of TERMAN' S statement
that the draft

was not representative of the army as a
whole. "Evidence against TERMAN' S view, though slights is
cumulative". The assertion that the draft was not

repre-'

sentative_; of the whole population, but that the
cream'

of the Country was excluded, may
also be questioned.
The statement can neither be provednor
disproved,
among, those

men.

but,

excluded were "dependent", mostly married

LINCOLN suggesti that early marriage is not a

siönr
(1
)

LINCOLN:

Journal of Educational Research.
Sept. 1922.

ll!

riPn that individuals are mentally superior.

The

most intelligent man are for the most part, engrossed in other matters between twenty and thirty years.

Aliens, men excluded for

111611rv°

reasons, Caen physically and
none of them be regarded as

rial and occupational

rrorallyunfit could
thy:

cream of the

Country..

Farther, though Collage Students and graduates, being volunteers, were exempted, these were not dis-

proportionate in number.

LI:r or,\t suggests that in

place of multiplying reasons of this nature, TFRMAN

should rather have turned to the schools themselves
and noticed that children surpassed the army average

scores in the Alpha Examination.

3

e °'erring to

DOLL'S

investigations at Franklin he points out that the
upper averages obtained ara low because the best
children had probably gone to the

Fin

School.

He

reports an investigation carried out with High School

children in M-adiaon, Rockford and Sioux City Carrie
out by 5YLVEST_1 R and ?)OrßS.

(School and Society. Oct.

1919) The results are in terms of the Army Alpha

scores and are reported below.
Table

15.8

14.8

121.2

192.4

109.7

96

unior

Sophomore

fteshmen

17,4

MENTAL AGE

N.

enior

TFDIAN SCORE

MADISO
0
71.

SCORE

y.

16.0

14 8

130.2
121.1
107.9

16.4

15.3
14.5

119.7

107.0
94

MENTAL AGE

(ITT

17.4

137.6

TtiTiAli

F'!IOUX

123.3

MENTAL AGE

K 7 0 R

MEDIAN SCORE

0

At first sight it might appear strange
that LINCOLN is on very dangerous ground in using

High School children for the problem.

Their aver-

age mental scores indicate their superior mentality
at all stages.

But LINCOLN pertinently asks "Can

selection alone account for the 14 year old scores
being 50% above the Army Alpha general average and
for the 16 year olds being 100% above the Army average? (Roughly,

60 points is

the Army Average)

Again, a report of another investigation
in which

High School pupils are tested by

i{OHS

and

PROCTOR shows that these investigatOrs find a lower

mental age to approximate to the Army Alpha Scores
than the Army Alpha suggests.
is as

The table they give

follows:-

Alpha Scores

j

FIGPS

Army Alpha

45

12

13.0

50

12.4

13.3

55

12.8

13.6

60

13.0

14.0

65

13.4

14.3

70

13.8

14.6

The/

The exact age at which these two investigae¡o1s would indicate a cessation of development
is not

indicated.

They are content to disprove the

army Alpha results from practical testing experiences.

The inadequacy of these experiments is ap-

parent but theyindicate a need for further elucidation of the matter.

Probably the experimenters' in-

tend to support TFRMAN'S view of a sixteen year old
level since they reject the Army findings.
In addition YERKES Pööint Scale results

point to development up to about 15 years with

little or no improvement

KOR

'thersafter, while

'

mental age equivalents of total scores from the
Block Design Tests indicate a levelling at sixteen
years.

BURT'S Group Test (1) norms reveal a slowing down after 13 years.
the upper limit

Regarding the placing of

of intelligence growth at the

place

indicated by the Army results, he has this

to

say "with this extreme deduction my ohm results

hardly conform.
of acquired

Apart from the immense accession

knowledge and skill, setting aside too

the/

(1)

BURT:

Mental and Scholastic Tests.
IBID

P. 222
P.

244.

the gradual emergence of
and feeling
to confer,

new

;_

owers of character

which the process of adolescence seems
there can indeed be little doubt that,

after the age of leaving school, the further development of natural intelligence is in most persons far

smaller than is commonly thought.

Nevertheless, the

opposite assumption that intelligence grows by equal
annual increments up to the beginning of puberty and
then abruptly ceases is equally mistaken

Meanwhile, those who consider that
limit (ice)

my upper

is too high

might be willing to

accept as a temporary compromise

an age of 15 for
n

the

virtual cessation of normal mental growth

AGAINST

TERMAN' S

VIEW.

DOLL has already been indicated to support
the results of the

American Army Tests and the

placing of the average upper limit of mental growth
at

131 years.

His view is based on experimentation

With tests of the BINET order as applied to subnormal children.

In addition to actual results he of-

fers his personal "Opinions"
on the matter.

The

interest of the study lies
in the point of attack.

The whole work
is left over for minute analysis
later.

Of/

Of the smaller investigations that of

DEARBORN (1) merits some discussion.

DEARBORN

states a preference for the lower level, ,but his ac -i
tuai conclusions scarcelyb'ear out his support.

He

presents data from the testing of unselected groups
of 14 and 15 year old children and "tents the as-

sumption of a lower mental age
dult (than TERMA N' S) by

for the average a-

applying it to

data secured

from the testing of practically all of the children

from three communities,

between the ages of 8 and

13 years and those who remained in school after
that

age".
In the problem of fixing the average

upper limit for the growth of intelligence he recognises two difficulties.

The first is due to the

variability of individuals.
of mental age two, we must
of variability as

If we recognise adults

recognise the possibility

great towards the other end.

Renee our average does not preclude the
of some

possibility

progressing mentally beyond the twenties

and even farther.

But as the Adult idiots do not

represent more
than a very small percentage of the
adult

(1)
Journal of Educational Research.

ir

adult population, neither will the exceedingly sup-

erior.

(This ought to act as balm to those unwill -.

ing to admit that their mental growth ceased in the
adolescent .period!)

The final status of the indi-

vidual "variant" depends onCthree factors viz;initial ability, rate of growth and duration of development.

Perhaps even

fourth might be added-the

a:

factor of environment.

There is evidence, in DEAR -

BORN'S opinion) of correlation between them, so that

an individual. of special ability develops faster
and during a longer period of time than an individ-

ual of average ability.
The second difficulty arises when it is

seen that mental age increments seem to increase

up to the age1 and this makes it difficult to accept
132 as the level,
cease abruptly.

since presumably growth does not

DEARBORN quotes the norms (below)

of his own group tests to prove this gradual decrease of growth.

AGE.

SCORE
NUMBER of CASES

The/

82

92

102

112

1247

132

142

25

37

49

51

73

85

97

400

429

395

413

379

412

337

US'

The 142 group are selected so that the increase,

which is equal to all previous increase, is really
a sign of decrease in average growth
since it

is

partly due to growth and partly due to selection.
If DEARBORN reasons from this, as he seems to,,that

average mental growth ceases at 142 then it might
be asked where his prior recognition of the
gradual

decrease of average growth
table

14

comes in.

From the

seems to represent the point at which de-

crease first sets in

Oil

the average and it is not

unreasonable to assume that it becomes still lower
with another year and probably improvement then becomes negligible.

Incidentally it may be noted that

DEARBORN is keenly alive to the inadequacy of group
tests method which conceals individual differences
in ability and in rate of growth.
the possibility of variation

in'

He recogniseeJ also;

the form of growth

curve due to differences in the nature and difficulty

of the tests employed.
The other part of the investigation invol-

ved the testing of children of 14 and 15- years, at-

tending Regular Schools and Continuation Schools in
Massachussets.
school

Attendance at one or Other type of

school is compulsory between fourteen and sixteen
Years.

Continuation School children represent un-

salected subject material which usually drops out of
tha school life

at fourteen years.

It

of these children which would be most

is the study

advantageous

for the fixing of the average upper limit of intelligence

growth.
The results of DnRBORN'

are placed below.

S

investigations

DEARBORN adds distributions to

show the great similarity of form in the distributions of Regular School and Continuation School results.

He

explains the increase in the average

scores of the 15 year -olds over the scores of the 14
Year -olds as being in some part due

Pupils to Continuation Schools.
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DEARBORN does not accept his own results
(seen in the column headed "All Schools "), that

intelligence on the average practically ceases to

develop at fourteen years, since many of the children tested were of foreign parentage and tested
lower than the ordinary children would have done.
He suggests a slight heightening of the figure to

14

,

and offers a further justification for the sug-

g'estion,ly using the figure fourteen as the denomi-

nator in the calculation of the I.Q's of the subjects tested, from the Regular Schools,he obtained a
gain in the I.Q'a for the fifteen year olds, a find-

ing

w:iiich

he beli d vsd to be necessary since the fif-

teen yeas olds remaining in the Regular School were
almost certain to be superior in average ability.
If on the other hand he employed the figure sixteen
as the basis on which to calculate the I.Q's at both

ages, the fift

,n

year olds obtained lower I.Q's than

the fourteen year olds.
The

study is unfortunately limited in scope

but it seems in reality to have a leaning towards
the fifteen year old level suggested by TERMAN and

others rather than to support the view resulting from
the Army testing.

A further extension of the inves-

tig'ation beyond fifteen years might have shown that

average/

average growth was still preceptible

.

The combina-

tion of the results from both schools conceals much,

especially the considerable difference in the average scores for the continuation Schools fourteen and

fifteen year olds.
Within the last few months another group
study has appeared. (l) which is discussed here on

account of the affinity it bears to the study to be

Presented later and to reveal certain inadequacie
in interpretation of the results.
R.R. DOBSON'S investigation had a threefold

aim.
(1)

To determine if written tests could select
the brightest children in the school.

(2)

To determine by means of such tests
whether there is a limit to the growth
of intelligence and at-what age it is

reached.
(3)

To de termina which of the particular tests

employed depend on innate ability and
which On school environment and teaching
Hie:

employed in the investigation Grammar

School children, both boys and girls.

The boys' age

ranged from eleven to 18 years, the girls from 16
to 18 years.

Men in attendance at an Elementary

Teachers'/

(1)

DOBSON:

British Journal of Psychology. Oct .1924

Teachers' Training College, University Students,

Honours Students reading for degrees.

University

Lectures and Professors, were also tested.
tests were prepared by Burt

The

on Olvil Service 1ine~3

and were contained. in book form.

They comprised.

synonyms and opposite, anal ies, mixed Sentences
completion. and reasoning tests.

They were

time

:

liait tests which required only under -lining for
solut io.s

.

The scores obtained were correlated

with other estimates of intelligence.

In the table

below the essential results are quoted.
score available

189.

iras

BOYS

RESULTS.
SCORE.

AGE
11 - 12 =

34.2

12 - 13 =

91.1

13

-14=

100

14 - 15 =

109.5

15 - 16 =

112.3

16

--17= 125.2

1'7

-18=

T :AINING

13b.4

COLLEGE !RN

Av. Age 192

HONOURS

=

116.3

TOMEN
130.6

and so on.

The total

1

9.3

DOBSON'S conclusions from the full table

of results, which is only partly reproduced here, are
that Grammar School boys improve up to 17 or 18 years

and that the University Students make even higher
score than the others.

boys.

The girls test lower than the

DOBSON expresses his conclusions so "There

is an increase in age performance in all tests up to

the age of seventeen years.

There is little or no

improvement after that age.

Judged by the total

score it appears that, for the great number at any
rate, intelligence apart from experience ceases to

grow except among people of exceptionally high abil-

ity ".
year.

Further from the scores obtained by the "two
Students" he suggests that the best boys and

girls from the secondary school do not go in for

elementary teaching.
The conclusions of DOBSON cannot be accepted at their face value.

There is no evidence that

the subjects tested from age to age were average sub -,

jects and not selected and there is positive suggest

ion that they were.

They were secondary school

Pupils it appears and it is surprising how small is
the total percentage of all children in the secondary

schools. Moreover, they are not only few but they
are/

/4

are generally able., at least beyond the

pulsory attendance.

a.g

,e

of com-

The results are singularly

parallel to the results obtained in the following
experiment, but the interpretation

differs.

The

results themselves offer the clue to det:.ction of
selection.

The average scores of the boys indicate

a fairly steady increase from 112 to 122 and

to

13

and during the next interval.

frozim

Imo;

But it is

significant that after 15, at the point where se-

lection would be expected to operate with children

of this type the average increase is not half as
Preat as it ras before

.

Between the 15 -16 and 16-

17 groups the average growth is recorded as 12.9

units, which is greater than the average growth of
nine units in the two intervals between the 13 and
15 years,

and therefore obviously due to the opera-

tion of selection.

In spite of this, DOBSON finds

the average upper limit for the growth of intelli-

gence to be situated at 17 yearn.

jow, the immense

increase in average sere between the 15 -16 and the
16 -17 level of age is presumably due to selection.
It is praceded

by an average increase in score

from 14y to

which is very slight, so slight in

15'2

fact as to raise the question whether selection did.

not operate before that age but concealed itself

in/

05

in combination with selective. factors.

:Further

evidence of a 17 year old level being too high for
the average appears when the Training men's results
,

are noted.

They compare only with the 15 -16 years

group at the Grammar School, and they are doubtless

celdoted themselves.

The same applies to the results

from other of the adult groups

tester.. intil

or unless

there is added supplementary information regarding
the possibility of selection ileing at work in the

middle of the rramhlar School Period, the means of

explaining the abnormally large average grovrth between 16 and 17, lies heavy on the investigator's
shoulders.

.,

!26

THEORETICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

OF

GROWTH.

Qualitative differences between individuals
and between children and adults were recognised

long before an attempt was made to measure them in

quantitative terms.

Parents would rhapsodise on

the brilliance of thb child or bemoan the stupidity

That a village had a village idiot and

of that.

other peculiar characters was no unknown occurrence.
Moreover,, it was generally recognised that the

average child of four years was less intelligent
than the average child of sixteen years and so on.

But in spite of the recognition of individual difference at any stage of growth, and of differences be-

tween individuals at different points of the growth
period, it was left to Binet to devise the first

scale with which to attempt a measurement of the

existing differences.
Two assumptions underlie the use of mental
tests.

The first is that intelligence can be

measured apart from knowledge, the second, that the
growth of intelligence follows an orderly development from birth to the time of maturity, whenever
that may be.

in/
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In confirmation of the former belief

stands the whole body of evidence regarding the

correlation of test scores with various estimates
.

of intelligence as well as the practical outcome of
the testing itself,

as everywhere evident,

even with

tests which, as yet, make no claim to perfection,
but which are gradually being shaped to better

forms,

No claim is made that the scale employed
is the best conceivable instrumèht$,that could be

ciscovered for the purpose.

A

deficiency in test

material. is especially characteristic of the upper

years, where normal school life is finishing.

But

the outlook as regards mental tests, though it has
not yet passed through its period of infancy,

is

promising of good future developments.
As regards the latter assumption,

it is

generally conceded, and testing has tended to
establish as a fact,
a

that mental growth tends to be

gradual process, not given to leaps and bounds,

to periods of stagnation and periods of extraordin-

ary "spurts ", and that these characteristics if
found, are exceptional and due to particular

circumstances.
since/

Jiheord ical

)''(erntAl

grapA Curve

Adu# Level

.

/?S

Since mental growth can be measured and

follows a regular course of development it is
possible to construct

a

theoretical curve of mental

growth in the same way as we would construct
of physical growth.

curve

a

The curve is generally believed

to be similar in form to

that obtained from physical

measurements, such as height or brain weight,

or

any other trait.

Such a curve exhibits the form

shown

Growth proceeds with regularity

opposite.

during the early years and towards adolescence ex-

hibits a gradually slowing down movement reaching
a

final

"upoer limit" somewhere during the adoles-

cent period.

The Binet -Simon Scale, empirically con-

structed so that the medium mental age corresponds
to the

medium life age, and based on the assumption

that increments in mental age from year to year

are equal in amount,

ually

a

straight

yields a curve which is virt-

liris..tt°'s

Squátion is y = x up to the

limit of the scale Binet's concern was with' mentally

defectives and the exigencies of his duties neither
compelled nor enabled him to carry his scale beyond
twelve years satisfactorily.
Goddard's Revision of the Binet Scale,
based/
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based on the principle of locating; the different
tests, a point which BINET had overlooked shows an

efficiency limit at 10 years.

That is to say the

equation it yields Is y = x up to 10.
Similarly, TERMAN'S scale, constructed on
the plan of deliberately securing an arrangement of
tests whereby the median mental age of unselected

subjects would correspond with the median chronological age,

and supplying a deficit in the other two

forms of the scale by the introduction of many new
and excellent tests at the upper end, shows an

efficiency limit at 16 years.
equation is y = x up to 16.

That is to say, the

TERMAN was handicapped

by no such purpose as BINET in constructing the scale

but experimentation with the Stanford Revision proves
it to be

somewhat unsatisfactory at the upper end.

This suggests either a difficulty of devising tests
at the

upper levels, or an early cessation of the

development of intelligence.

In calculating -

TERMAN found it convenient to adopt this as the basis
of calculation of all mental 'ratios appertaining to

"adult" subjects.

DOLL has calculated from the tabulated

results of GODDARD and TERMAN the exact form of the
curves/
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curves obtained fromAtheir scales
this is placed opposite.

A facsimile of

The curves indicate what

experimentation from time to time has revealed, that
the GODDARD SCALE is too easy at the lower end and
inadequate at the upper end, and that TERMAN'S SCALE
is efficient

up to 14 years at least.

The retro-

gression thereafter is explained by TERMAN as being
due to the testing of sub -average subjects.

But the

TERMAN higher tests are really too difficult for
the ages to which they are assigned.

As before suggested, the true mental growth curve

is probably a modification of the theori

etical BINET curve, and is probably analogous to the,
curves for physical growth.

But whatever form the

true aurvev takes it reveaIS always a slowing down

towards the adolescent period which gradually

comes more and more evident
solute average limit in

so as to suggest

the adole- ac°ertt

result of investigations, hítherte:

period.

bean ab-

The

undertaken, to

determine this point are as conflicting as opinions
on the subject

itself.

134

The age of final mental arrest, as indicated on a curve of mental growth depends on the ini-

tial ability of subjects,

on their rate of growth

and on the duration of their growth.

The factors do

not permit themselves to be completely separated
one from another;
final result.

they act together to produce the

The present stage of development of

mental examining is such that a complete knowledge
of their

relationship is not possessed.

Were it

possessed the solution to the problem of mental arrest would be forthcoming.

Theoretically not one curve is required
but several for the different degrees or "levels"
of ability.

It is customary and practically it is

necessary to separate idiots from imbeciles, imbeciles from morons and so on.

g theoretical curve of

growth will then be required for each "level" of
ability.

But it is not to be forgotten that the

several curves exist for convenience only and are

absolutely artificial constructions.
it

Practically,

is obvious that there is not a clear line of

cleavage between imbecility and moronity any more
than between moronity and average ability; they
shade into one another at some point as border -line
cases,/

cases show and as qualitative studies make clear.

This being so the curves require to be carefully
employed with a full recognition of their artificiality.

The matter of constructing theoretical
mental growth curves is not by any means resolved
when the different "levels" are recognised.

The

question ofrate enters to complicate their formation.

At the present time nearly every possible

conclusion regarding rate of mental growth is suggested by one investigator or another.

Regarding

progress in mental development as regular, at least
on the average,

there exist the possibilities of

all "degrees" developing at the same rate, all at

different rates,

or some at one rate and some at

another, it may be proportionately to mental ability.
Further,

progress may not be spasmodic yet unequal

at different stages of growth.

If the so- called

"adolescent spurt" in physical growth is paralleled
in mental growth it is an indication of this irregularity.
)ne of the most controversial topics in

mental testing has a peculiar relationship to the
subject of rate of growth.

mental/

As a means of measuring

{Y3

mental retardation, BOBERTàG and others substituted
for BINET'S 'difference between mental and physical
age'

method the I.Q. or 'ratio of mental to physical

age'

method.

STERN, TERMÁN and others have not only

recognised the superiority of this over the old method,

but have also emphasised its predictive value.

If an I.Q.

say of 75 can be regarded as representing

a ratio of mental to chronological

age at all stages

of growth then the limits of an individual's capacity

can be predicted.

If the constancy of the I.Q. were

established this predictive value would be enormous.

Unfortunately at the present time there is no general agreement that the I.Q. is constant.

It is not

proposed to enter here into the details of the controversy at the present time, but only to indicate
a matter of vital

growth curves.

importance in the construction of

Opposed to the idea of constancy is

the view that rate of mental growth is not uniform

but decreases regularly with advancing years.

It

may be that the final outcome of the controversy depends on the further development of mental measures.

There is a fair body of support to the idea of constancy and if the outcome is in TER1WN'

S

favour, as

seems possible, it will be so much the better for

practical/

14

practical educational purposes.
As regards the combined operation of the
two factors,
ety

ability and rate of growth, much vari-

of opinion exists.

Whether the lower "levels"

of mentality develop at a slower rate than the higher,

whether all develop at

a

similar rate but the

lower for a shorter period than the higher remains
to

be discovered absolutely.

It is true that, with

regard to the lowest mental "levels" a uniformity of

opinion is generally found and it is conceded that
idiots develop slowly and during a short period of
time.

It is as though the effort which is required

to bring out the small

'potentiality'

readily exhausts itself.

they possess

With imbeciles too, it is

generally seen that rate of development is very slow
and that the years of growth are few.

The question

of age of arrest is easily settled in such cases.

But immediately the so- called border line of imbecility is passed a variety of views is apparent.

complications are not strange.

The

If ability were the

sole factor to be taken into consideration it would
be simple to conclude that the lesser intelligences

reached their final goal before the greater.

For,

to use an expression of BURT "like a shall projected

with/

i3S

with an inadequate charge, their momentum is exhausted half -way to the target ".

But the factor of rate

comes in also as has been noted above.

There are

those who suggest that the moron, the average subject and the supernormal individual develop at the

same rate and those who believe that they develop
at different rates according to their degree of men-

tal ability.

Complications ensue.

When, with some,

the age of mental arrest for moronity, normality
and supernormality is placed at the same chronological age, the assumption is that their differences

show themselves on the mental age or ability side
only and that morons, for example, have been "com-

pensated" for lack of ability by being given a longer period in which to develop to their extreme limit.
On the basis of similar reasoning the supernormals

are metaphorically penalised in terms of years,

for

superior ability which expands with greater speed to
a point of exhaustion or complete growth.

That the

"compensation" is paid twice over seems unjust.

The

feebler intelligence is given a slower rate and is
also given longer time!
the view,

On the other hand there is

supported here, that "unto him that bath

shall be given and unto him that bath not shall be

taken/
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velopment.

Altogether apart from results pertaining

with reference to the duration of de-

to the upper levels (moronity,

average ability and

supernormality) there seems to be no logical reason
for granting imbecility a longer period of life in

which to develop than idiocy to express the matter
so for a anvenience, and not permitting the same rule
to hold with regard to average growth as compared

with

subnormal growth.

lacking in support of

Experimental evidence is not

this

view.

It is obvious that the final forms of the

mental curves and in particular the age of mental
arrest will depend on the complete knowledge of the

inter-relation of the three factors discussed.

Here

is not the place to be dogmatic, but it may be sug-

gested that the most adequate form of the curves,

leading to the fixation of the age of mental arrest
for all degrees of ability seems to be such as is

drawn opposite.

The suggestion is made with an

understanding of the manifold factors which contribute to the final result and with a recognition of
the infancy stage of investigations which seek to

discover the truth.
PARALLELISM/
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PARALLELISM BETWEEN MAITAL AND PHYSICAL GROWTH.

Recent additions to the study of mental
and physical growth have contributed much to the

understanding of their development from birth to
maturity.
Of the two, physical growth curves are more

easily established.

Study extending over a large

number of years such as that of Baldwin(1) verify
certain general beliefs regarding growth.
says,

The author

"In the 1914 bulletin it was discovered that

the increase of growth in height is comparatively

uniform for each individual, so that the growth
curves enable one to prophesy with a high degree of

accuracy, how tall a child of normal growth will be
in a subsequent age, providing his or her relation
to a given medium or norm is known.

In brief, tall

children do not become short; neither do short children become tall under normal conditions.

This dis-

covery has been verified again with these new data ".
On the assumptions that mental growth on
the average is regular from birth to maturity and is

measurable at least to some extent by the scales in
use, the attempt is being made to establish curves
of /

(1)

BALDWIN: Prom the Univ. of Iowa Studies in Child
Welfare. Vol.I. No.1

of mental growth which will have the same predictive

value.

TEBMAN(1) writes "The problems relating to

native mental abilities and to the developmental
changes which come with maturity are among the central problems of educational psychology.

We cannot

intelligently plan a child's later education without
means of forecasting what abilities he will possess
at a given time in the future.

Anything that adds

to a knowledge of mental growth is of practical sig-

nificance for education.

It is safe to predict that

I.Q. 75 will never attain I.Q. 125 or vice versa.

These predictions are, of course, very rough".

BALDWIN (2) has presented data confirming
the similarity between mental and physical growth
curves.

But, in indicating his belief, acceptable

or otherwise,

that the average curve of superior

children presents a different level of development

from that of average children and that the curves
become increasingly dissimilar with age, he at once

suggests the greater complications arising on the

matter of mental curve constructions which have been
indicated/

(1)

TERM':

(2,

BALDrVIiN

Journal of
Sept.1921.
Educ. Psychology.
Frôm the -Univ. of Iowa Studies in
Child Welfare. Vol.II. No.l.

Mental Growth and the I.Q.

:

::

indicated in the previous section.
On the subject of the rate of physical

growth in children BOAS(1) writes "During adolescence

the rate of growth is considerably accelerated and

decreases again after physical maturity has been
reached.

There is a maximum in the curve before

sexual maturity and after that soon zero growth.

The acceleration is sooner with girls ".
Several studies have been concerned with

detecting whether such an "adolescent spurt" as BOAS
shows to exist in the physical side, is also charac-

teristic of the mental growth preceding the supposed

upper limit of growth.
view.

TERM) has refused to accept

He writes "The much talked -of adolescent

looks like a myth ".

spurt

BROOKES(?) in the study of 171

children retested for three years found the rate of

growth constant and no evidence of an adolescent
spurt.

He admits individual irregularities in mental

growth which can only be discovered by repeatedly re-

testing the same individuals over a long period of
time.
BALBWITI/

(1)
(2)

BOAS:

Science Vol.66
The Growth of Children.
Change in Mental Traits with Years.
reviewed by Parker, Journal of Educ.
Psychology 1922.

BROOKES
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BALDWIN. & STECKI+;R(1)

,

however, in the

second work previously indicated, found that there
is a significant change in the trend of the curve on

approaching adolescence and that an adolescent superiority of girls is also revealed.

further he main-

tained that the prepubertal increase appears earlier
in superior children.

MURDOCH & SULLIVAN(2), comparing the
height, weight and I.Qs of 580 children of each sex

from

6 -18

years found some evidence of an adolescent

increase in the rate of growth.

The conclusions from these studies are
conflicting.

It appears that the parallelism, if it

exists in this respect, remains yet to be fully revealed.
An interesting study of a different nature,
by PORTEOUS(3),

endeavouring to disclose a parallel-

ism between brain capacity and growth of intelligence

may be mentioned by reason of its bearing on the
central/

(1)

BALDWIN & STECKER:

(2)

MIURDOCH & SULLIVAN:

(3)

PORTEOUS:

Psychological Bulletin
Report 1923.
Ib id ;also Journal of Educ.

Psych. 1922.

Temperament and Mentality
in Maturity, Sex and Race.
Journal of Applied Psychology. March 1924.

Io!

central topic of the research.

PORTEOUS contends

that hie extensive studies of brain capacity, as derived from three different head measurements,

contra-

dict the findings of the psychologists regarding the

limits of mental growth.

"So far from brain growth

being complete at 16 years, in the male, it will be
seen that it continues right on to a period between
20 and 30 years of age.

If mental growth ceases at

16 years of age then the additional brain growth has
no connection with the growth of intelligence.
is an unlikely assumption ".
a connection,

This

In order to establish

if any existed, between brain capacity

and intelligence, a mental test was given to 200

cases at either extreme of ability.

From the results

he concludes "The relation to intelligence is obscured because there are both large -headed and

small -

headed, but there are four times as many (feeble-

minded) among small -headed ".

This only applies to

the group and not to individual cases.

Unfortunate-

ly for PORTF,OUS'belief in the parallelism between

mental ability and brain capacity, the results do
not throw much light on the matter, since they are

inadequate for decisive purposes.

Until more direct

relationship between brain capacity and intelligence
is/

is proved, PORTEOUS'

opinion regarding the continu-

ance of growth of intelligence to 25 years, must be

relegated to the background, and a warning issued
against extending the 'parallelism' notion too far.
Further, the contention that, on the average the

development of brain capacity of women comes to a
stop before that of men remains to be supported on
the side of intelligence by discoveries not yet

made in the employment of mental tests.

HISTORICAL

BEARINGS
OF MENTAL

Trie

ON THE Q,UESTION

ARREST.

problem of the age of mental arrest,

it rias already been seen,

does not easily separate

itself from adjacent or complementary problems of

mental growth.

Hence the review of historical con -

tributions must include all aspects of the situation.
The age of mental arrest depends on initial ability,

on rate' of growth and on duration of growth.

convenient to review

trie

It is

matter from the side of dif-

ferences in ability and to observe what different

writers have

to,

say with regard to the mental growth

of idiots, imbeciles, morons, normal and supernormal

subjects.

NORMAL OR AVERAGE GROWTH.

.

In the previous exposition regarding the

nature of the controversy, certain opinions bearing
on the question of mental arrest were stated.

It was

seen that Terman placed the age of arrest at fifteen
years (most recently) and that in this he was supported by a number of investigators.

Trie

Army results

pOi'nting to a thirteen -year upper limit afforded

strong opposition to this view and a tendency was
evident

evident for some investigators to avoid these extreme

placings and to fix the average upper limit somewhere

between the two ages.

The 16 year old upper limit

was derived from the practical application of

BINET -SIMON scale

to.

adolescents and adults.

the:

Of all

the general forms of the Scale TERMAAN'S alone ex-

tended far enough to fringe the mental arrest pro-

blem in its relation to average subjects.
BINET, the originator of the scale,

was

chiefly concerned with problems of mental defect.
His scale does not extend far enough to indicate

directly or sufficiently, a cessation of mental

growth in normal subjects.

There are those who sug-

gest that BINET'S difficulty of supplying tests for
the later age groups was due to the slowing down of

mental growth at about 12 years.

This may be true.

The difficulty was certainly there.

By the con-

struction of the scale the rate of normal development is unity and is assumed to be constant for all
ages.
GODDARD, like BINET

conf .ned himself

largely to an extensive study of feeblemindedness,
but his scale was standardised on the bases of an

examination of very many school children.
parent/

The ap-

apparent tendency of GODDARD'S median mental age to
fail off after 10 years is not a true indication of

cessation

of mental growth., but an unfortunate

result of the testing of unsuitable subjects at the

upper ages.

Regarding the level of mental arrest

for normal subjects. GODDARD

(1 ).
writes
"The indica-

tions are that normal development ceases as a rule,

somewhere near

completion of the adolescent per-

trie

iod ".
(2

)-

expresses Ais belief thus

KUHLMA1'TN

development of intelligence stops
trie

"T12a

approximately at

age of 15, so far as it has been determined by

these tests, and

trie

scale (his own) registers men-

tal ages up to this point ".

A mental age ought not,

on this account, to be divided by a figure larger
than 15, when the

I.Q,.

is

the average adult level,

required.

cannot be given a mental age.

More recently BALLARD
actual problem.

Subjects over

(3

).
has discussed the

The curves of mental growth which

he/

(

1).

(

2

).

(

3

).

Human Efficiency and Levels of Intelligence.
1920.
KüHLMANN: handbook of Mental Tests.
BALLARD:
Group Tests of Intelligence: Chapter
on trie Upper Limit of the Growth of
Intelligence.
GODDARD:

he quotes from WOODROW,

are drawn on a later page.

suffice to say here that he presupposes the same
,life age, of arrest for subnormal, normal and

supernormal growth, and fixes the age at 16 years.
His conclusion is based on the

use of his Absurd-

ity Tests with children of all ages.

Results from

these tests indicated a slowing down of mental growth

after twelve years of age, with normal children.
BALLARD comments

on.

the findings of POR.TEOUS regard-

ing the mental. growth of Australian, aborigines,.
wh.àch

pointed to an age of mental arrest several

years sooner than that for white children.

A dis-

cussion. of BALLtRD-'S reasoning regarding, the age of

mental arrest is reserver. for later comments.
SUBNORMAL

GROWTH.

The literature on this side is more plen-

tiful and worthy of consideration for the light it

throws indirectly on the question of normal growth
.arrest.-

BINET

,S

interest in the problems of sub-

normality was profound.

His studies of normal men-

tal growth were often intended to throw light on

mental defect.
progress/

He writes "Understanding the normal

lt+7

progress of intellectual development, we snail be
able to determine how many years an individual is

advanced or retardedt in a word to determine to what
degrees of the Scale
ity correspond".

idiocy, imbecility and moron (1).
He desires
further to know if

"states of intellectual inferiority are caused by

arrested development or by very slow evolution continued regularly or intermittently, or to see if
some essential factors would increase while others
remain stationary or undeveloped ".

The impossibil-

ity of predicting future development from a single

mental age determinant is noted when he remarks "It
is

understood that these diagnoses apply only to the

present moment.

He who is an idiot to -day may with

the progress of age become a moron; or on the con-

trary he may remain an -*idiot for life

-.

One knows

nothing of this, the prognosis is reserved ".

The

upper limit for moronity BINET places at about 12
years.

(2)
states that
GODDARD writing recently
there is an

efficiency limit for each individual

which, when once attained, cannot be surpassed.

"The

study of feeblemindedness has confirmed our own belief/
(1).
(2).

The Development of Intelligence P.143
(Kite). LBAnn4e Ps,ychologique. 1908
GODDARD:Human Efficiency and Levels of Intel ligence.

EINET:

belief that intelligence is a matter of brain cells
and neural Patterns, and, still more definitely it
is a question of

development of the larger ass -

tree

ociation areas of the brain, the function of which
develop:: relatively late and hence the development
is particularly liable to arrest.

Moreover, when

arrest has-taken place there is no evidence that it
ever starts again.

Experimentation.

has.

taught us

that if the mental level is as much as three years

lower

titari

tae chronological age,

it is practically

safe to assume that arrest has actually taken place

and that the level will never be higher or at least
(1).

significantly so.

In another place

makes the statement

a'

GODDARD

Peeblemi:lc.edness

is clearly an

arrest of development at some time previous to adolescence - a stopping of mental development all

along the line.
den.

The arrest is°1Ot necessarily sud-

mere- is usually slowing down covering several

years*.

it

(2

qualification oft 1s

pinion is expres-

).

sed thus

"Haw does the child

of arrested development?

down or by a sudden stop,?

Is

it:

r

:act Pis point

by a gradual slowing
Perhaps it is a

matter/

(l 1.

(

).

GODDARD.
LL:

Feeblemindedness, its Causes and
P. D46.
Consequences, 1914.
P.

19.

i

matter

the individual.

o)f

some another

*Some develop one way and

There are some

indications,

that some children are pretty-nearly normal

however,

.

until about eight or nine or ten years of age, and
then they drop rather suddenly

Others seem to

have always been a little backward, but keep getting

more and more backward, until the age perhaps of nine
or ten, when: they seem to have entirely stopped ".

And

conclusively GODDARD writes(

process may begin at

any' time

1..)7The

slowing down

during childhood.

Of

course, with the idiot the matter is relatively

g41day settled;
with. the

wit4 the imbecile less quickly and

moron it becomes a problem for a number of

years

Its

does not seem likely that all such

defectives have the same rate of slowing down; some

probably reach. the stopping place more quickly than
others,

just as some begin the slowing down process

at an earlier age than others ".

As regards the age of arrest on the mental
.side,

GODDARD designates as idiots, those having a

mental age of one or two years.

Imbeciles may be

classified/

(1)

.

Psychology of the Normal and suunorma1«.P.16.
quoted by-DOLL P.19.

fSo

classified as Low Grade, Middle Grade and High Grade
and are between three and seven years mentally.
Morons have a mental age between. eight and twelve.
This classification was confirmed by CHOTZEN.

BOBERTAGos (1) experiments lead him to
conclude,

gain

age

Children whose intelligence is above avermore rapidly than those whose

intelligence

is average while those below average gain more slowly,

than those who are average.

-

Also within the

group of those who are average it must come about
that some who are average must become retarded and
some become advanced (in units of the difference be-

tween the actual mental age and the standard mental
age for the life age of the subject.

prefers to use

I.Q,.

)

ratio in expressing feebleminded-

ness or any deviation from the normal.

stancy of the

I.Q,.

BOBERTAG

So,

But the con-

he cannot accept and he rejects

the form of curves which the constancy of the

implies.

(P.

I.

Q,.

532) and which he expresses thus:-

"Das Entwickl,ngs_s,

gliche der AufwVa

:.

tempo der Kindlichen Intelligenz
evegrang aimes Lifts.

teste Kind entsprache dem am schnellest

Das begabfahrenden

Lift,/

(

1).

BOBERTA.G :

Zeitschrift f ür Angeuxudit
chologie 1912. P. 528.

:
,

.

Psy-

Litt,

das unbegabteste dem am langsamsten fahrenden".

The curves of development are wrongly drawn when
they have a straight line form

(

GERADE- KURVE); they

ought rather to nave a "projectile "form
KURVE'

(WURb'AAHN-

BOBERTAG has several reasons for his re-

).

jection of the curve forms, not the least among

which is that

CHOTZEII' S results with the Hilf e: chule

children indicated that mental decrease was not absolute from year to :year but increased relatively

with increase in age.
(1).

KUHLMANN is reported by DOLL

to be-

1ienethat feebleminded growth continues up to 15

years for any degree of defect ex eptidiocy.

He is

not consistent in reference to rate of development,
in one place saying that it is constant and challeng-

ing BOBERTA G'S view that it is a decreasing variable,
at another time supporting the contrary belief.

More

(2).

recently

KUHLMANN concludes that mentally defec-

tive children develop at a rate proportional to the

grade of intelligence and that the rate of develop-

ment decreases with ago for all grades.

His conclu-

sions/

(i).
(2).

DOLL:
KUHLMANN:

The Growth of Intelligence P. 95.
Journal of Applied Psychology.
Sept. 1.921.

conclusions may be summarised as follows:(1)

The Mental ages of feebleminded increase
with age and at a rate proportionate to
the degree of mental efficiency.

(2

On the whole the mental age ceases to increase between the age of 15 and 18, for
idiots about three years earlier than
for borderline.

)

(3)

The lower grades lose more frequently in
mental age than trie nigher grades.

(4)

The frequency in loss in mental age increases with age independently of grade.

Regarding the rate of mental development
(1).

STERN

remarks

"

Si.hce feeblemindedness is a

condition of development that is below the normal
condition, the rate of development will also be a
slower one and thus every added year must magnify..
the difference in question".

The absolute differ-

ence between mental and chronological age is not

satisfactory for expressing feeblemindedness.

sAnee

a year of mental growth means a different thing at

different stages.

He therefore uses the I.Q. and

Of it says "'The quotient does not seem to afford an

actually constant expression

mindedness

but.

age increases.

of the

degree of feeble -

shows a tendency to fall in value as
This tendency, it is evident,

is but

slight/

(i).

STERN:

Psychological Methods of Testing Intelligence.
P. 79.

(ç

slight within the limits of age that have been mentioned,

and so for many problems it may be disre-

garded.

Before and after tnese ages the fall in

the value seems

case of
gible,

trie

to take place more rapidly.

In the

later age levels this is easily intelli-

for once

trie

age of arrest is reached the

quotient obtained by dividing the mental by the

chronological age must decrease

as

age increases".

trie

In other words

chron, IogLeal
I.q,.

can only

hold during the period of mental growth.

Then later (P.84.) he writes:feebleminded child,

"Tt.e

it must be remembered, not only

has a slower rate of development than the normal
child, but also reaches an age of arrest at an age

when the normal child's intelligence is still pushing forward in development ".

In a later(2)Writing in speaking of the
mental growth curves STERN emphasises the difference
in age of arrest for normal and subnormal

children

in pointing out that both normals and subnormals

lessen in development as they near the end of their

intellectual growth period but with the subnormals
the/

(2

)

-j,eitscnrift:.tan A

ewandte Psychologie. P.4.

!S

the time comes sooner.

mit

abigvi

Konnen

mender

His own words are :

G:e'schw.indi ke.i.t

Zwei

steigende Kurve

sehr wohl in einem Konstaten Verrialtriis

dock.

Zueinander stehen, indem die Ordinaten der niederen

(Schwachsinne Kurvé $icl duroh.einen Constaten Faktor
z.13,

von den Ordinaten der hofieren Kurve unter-

Dieser eutsprechende Verlauf

scheiden.

muss aller-

dings dort ein Ende haben, wo die Entwicklung des

einen aufhört, wahrend die des anderen noch weit
geht ".
to

In the same passage STERN takes exception

the conclusions of ROBERTA G that

trie

development

of mentally defectives progresses at

an ever de-

creasing rate on the grounds that

subjects test-

trie

ed were unsuitable for proving or disproving the

constancy of the I.Q.
to

trie

The same criticism is applied

results.
other writer's
(1)
TERMAN
finds that mental growth devel-

ops at a constant rate for all degrees of brightness

and dullness,

except idiots and low -grade feeble-

minded and that "the mental age of nigh -grade morons
appears to change little after the age of 14 or 15

years",
BURT/

(1)

TERMAN:

The Intelligence of School Children
The Stanford Revision of trie BINET
Simon Scale. Ch.III.

15s

(l

BURT
of the I.q,.

)

observes that the predictive value

is not yet established.

With feeble-

minded subjects there is a tendency for the ratio
of mental to chronological age to decrease in value

with successive years.
steady ".

"It is small; but

But in the re- examination of 72 backward

children, he found that the
stant

it is

I.q,.

remainelfairly con-

during the period of growth.

In the upper

age groups the decrease was noteworthy but, BURT

concluded that "'such a gradual subsidence of pro gress must be a universal characteristic.
grades have no monopoly.

The lower

Older defectives of all
7

levels exhibit a premature loss of development ,like
a shell projected with an inadequate charge,their

momentum is exhausted half -way to the target ".
In the same connection he adds
the typically feebleminded

"The progress of

wáes appreciably

as

end of their school career is approached: their

years of growth are few and slow ".
DOLL

(1)

BURT:

Mental and Scholastic Tests.

the

DOLL.

It has seemed desirable to omit from the

various parts of the review any relevant considers(

1)

tians that arise from the work of DOLL

in

who,.

support of the American. Army results contributes one
of the few existing books on the Growth of Intelligenicef.

The omission was made, partly on account of

the desirability of discussing DOLL S curves of
o

growth. as against other possible curves and partly

because of

trie

In

a.

contradictioWin his whole exposition.
general introduction, DOLL exposes,

sometimes erroneously, the views of

other and

trie

earlier investigators on the question of growth of
intelligence.

R.egarding normal growth, he discards

TERMAN'S views Has before stated in favour of the

Army Results.

His arguments against TERMAN have

already been shown, but at the áutset

.

it

must

tue

noted that they refer to the 16 year old level, wnich
TERMAN` has now discarded for the year below.

Trie

opposition of DOLL challenges the standardisation
of/

DOLL:

The Growth of Intelligence 1920.

JS]

of the Stanford Revision itself.

In the latter

part of the book the constancy of

trie

I.q,,

is also

refuted.

On the subject of subnormal
is

DOLL

growth:.

more justified in speaking, since his original

research is based entirely on data available from
the retesting of subnormal children and adults from

/910 to 1919 at Vineland School N.J.
The value of DOLL'S investigation is

lessened by the small number of suitable subjects:
tested.

Although some 203 individual' record sheets

(from individuals aged 6 to 46 years, plus one «gel
66) were utilised in the report only only 95 of the

subjects were under 15 years of age at the time of
first testing and, therefore,. the test had presumably
already, reached their final limit of growth.

A

further unfortunate circumstance was the employment
of the original translation of the BINET SIMON 190a

Scale, during 1910 and the employment, subsequent to
that date of the GODDARD or VINELAND REVISION of

Scale.

trie

This necessitated the transcription of the

1910 results in terms of the GODDARD REVISION, if

they were to be preserved,moreover, it was not always possible to do this on account of the omission:

isF

of certain BINET Tests from the GODDA
well as Qn account of modification of

precedure

in giving the tests.

IncaTT as

scoring°

The tramearibet

records being often incomplete, DOLL Gdei

di

a sertes

of objective rules for scoring incomplete recants

t 10

which were not so incomplete as to demand re ÿ:

A still more serious objection to the incomplete records resulted from the narrow range of the testing

method employed in the early work.

Another series

of objective rules for overcoming this incompleteness

was devised.

DOLL himself was entirely in charge of
the direction and analysis of the examinations and

re-examinations from 1913 onwards, except such as
were carried on at

Summer Schools, which were con-

ducted by thoroughly competent individuals.

In-

accuracies arising from the personal equation of
texamAilerS3 are considered to be insignificant in re-

gard to the examination of mentally defectives.
(it seems impossible that so many limita-

tions to the value of a work could present themselves

without some at least being true.

Apart from

the.

objectivity of the method of cjmpletng. the record
Sheets
undesirable that it should h ave been
it is
,

necessary at all, and it is doubtiful if a series of
seven/

I5"7

seven rules, with a varying number of subheadings
under each attains anything like the possible acs

curacy of a true and adequate examination).
The record sheets completed in accordance

with the rules, the mental age was then calculated.

An attempt was made to standardise the time interval
between examinations so as to reduce the work of the
calculation.

For this purpose, as well as to sum-

marise minor fluctuations which arise in mental ages
it seemed best to

smooth

the growth records.

This

was done by calculating two-years averages of the

successive mental ages.

DOLL remarks "This procedure

had the additional advantage of furnishing age
intervals of a single year, which gives a convenient
basis for further calculations.

Each mental age was,

accordingly, used twice to give the Qtrueo mental age.

Where gaps of one or two years came in the test records, the method was to interpolate hypothetical

mental agesby means of averages from the mental ages
before and

after the gap.

As these gaps occurred

most frequently -with subjects over 15 years the

matter was not strictly important since these subjects
at least had ceased to develop,

The exact life age

on which the mental ages were calculated, was not

ascertained so that a slight error enters into the
tabulations/

rta

tabulations on that account.

justified by its

is

In

DOLLS opinion

simplification

:h.#'

it

the present-

ation of the data.
The classification of subjectsis on the

bases of final mental age.

The desirability of

classifying by life age had to be put aside because
of the "small and unequal members at each age and
the varations in mental ages at each life age ".
the same way it was impossible to make use of
I.Q,.

to

a urt
m

o0e-,of

In

tile

the two factors of age and

mental age, since it dIntlarrIstwo assumptions which
form the very basis of the study.

These are

(a) That the level of arrest is independent of
the age of arrest (the level being reached
about 16 years of age.)
(b)

That the rate of development is constant for
all types as well as all degrees of intelligence.

(What these remarks may mean, it is im-

possible to say.

DOLL has not noted that TERI1AN

places the age of arrest for moronity at about 14

years while placing the age of arrest for normal
jects at 16.

The truth is that he has managed so to

intermingle three ideas, if they might be called
TERMAX,
the one
of/

stt -

I,.q,.

so,

and 16 years that the thought of

invariabWassociates itself with the thought

of the others.

Amongst other tnings,too, DOLL has

forgotten for the moment that BOBERTAG, (whose influence on Aim is marked)
all employed the

least,

its constancy or

level.

I.Q,.

without believing in

once hearing of the 16 year old

To pass on,

)

CHOTZEN and KUHLMANN, at

the classification reveals the

amount of increase for each subject after one year,
two years and so on.

The discovery is soon made

that the annual rate of increase,expressed

in per-

centage form was very small, in general.
The analysis of the data is undertaken
for two main purposes.

(1)

To determine the relation between the age
of arrest and trie final mental age level.

(2)

To determine the relation between the rate
of mental increase and final mental age.

relation of Age Arrest to LevelArrest.
A

Limitation to analysis is imposed by the

small numbers at the younger age periods.

But DOLL

conclusions are as follows: -

(1)

Substantial increases are limited

to

sub-

jects who are under 15 years of age.
(2

)

(3)

Only two subjects snow decrease in mental
age amounting to as much as one year.
Only 39 subjects gain as much as at least
All but one
one year in at least 5 years.
at trie first
age
of
are under fifteen years
a the first record i.e. 6110 of the subjects
under/

under 15 fail to stow mental increase
amounting to as much as one year in five
years. Further, the lower the mental
level the greater trie number of subjects
who have reached
r`inal level. So,
the lower the mental level the earlier
the age of arrest.

(4)

is difficult to calculate the age of
arrest for each me=al level on account
of the small number of records from
young subjects.

It

(DOLL ..gqutes ,ai table ,hèrev to give some indica tion of the ago of arrest
)

Mental Age Levu. -1
Age of Arrest

(5)

10

2

3

8

6 11

4

5

6

7

12 15 15

10

8

9

12

15 14

There is observed among subjects who are
older than the age of arrest for their
mental level a slight tendency to decrease in successive examinations independently of age. (DOLL takes this to
be evidence against Icoacnings in the
tests and as evidence against the power
of experience to affect the mental level
There is some suggestion too that institutional regime may affect individuals
so as to deprive them Of everyday knowledge such as the date etc.
The general conclusions are four.

(1)

That the age of arrest is associated with
the level of arrest.

(2)

Within a particular final mental age group
the younger subjects are more likely to
improve than the older, independently of
actual retardation.

(3)

Gains are restricted to subjects under 15
years.

(4)

Variablility is very great and prognosis on
the basis of mental age alone is practically
impossible for individuals.
Relation/

/G3

Relation between Rate of Mental Increase
and final Mental Age.

From the data DOLL concludes that most of
the

subjects under 15 are developing at a very slow

rate.

Rate of growth may be a function of life age

or of mental age or of degree of retardation, apart

from

external influences

.

Individual differences

being so great resort to averages is necessary.
cause the validity of the

I.Q,.

is no question,

Beit

cannot be employed in the study of degree of retardation.
;

Correlation methods would be best for deal-

ing with the problem but the numbers are too small.

Trial calculations indicate that the rate
of growth is practically independent of mental age.

Therefore it remains to be seen whether life age and
rate of growth are related.

better quoted here: (P.62)

DOLL'S own words are
"vie

are concerned with

the amounts of increase as well as the strength of

the tendency.

Therefore ït seemed advisable to

calculate the actual average rates of increase for
the successive life ages.

average functional
age.

We could then plot the

relation between rate and life

If there were at any life age a correlation be-

tween rate and mental age it would be necessary to
allow/

allow for this influence.

But if the distribution

of mental ages at each life age period is approximately the same from age

to age,

traen

an average rate of

growth by life age may -be established independently
of mental age.

Or if triere is no significant corre-

lation between mental age and rate of growth at each
life age grouping, then again the rate of growth will

appear as

function of life age independently of

a.

mental age.

91

DOLL presents a table showing the annual
rate of increase for all subjects under 15 years at

each

lire

,ag-e,-

relates from the table that there is

no consistent dependence of rate of growth upon

age at any life age grouping, on the other

mental
hand,

rate of growth seems to be a direct function

of life age.

The obvious conclusion is that "the

average rate of mental age increase of these feeble-

minded subjects decrease regularly and steadily be
green the ages of 8 and 14 years and reached a practical

r

at 13 or 14 years."

Lest this con-

elusion. seems to be in contradiction to the previous

conclusion that the age of arrest is a function of
the level of arrest the data from improving subjects

are studied alone.
subjects/

The results of the 38 improving

/GS-

confirm the previous findings

subjects

to a slight

and point

negative correlation between rate and
DOLL then proceeds to study

degree of retardation.

the relation between age of arrest and rate of growth.
He plots the average growth curves for each final

mental age group as well as the limited numbers per-

From the curves he is able to state more de-

mit.

finitely -than before the relation of mental age to
age

lf.

Final.

most.

Mental Age.

Age of Arrest

1

2

3

9

10

?

?

7 11 11 12 12 12 15

15

4

6

5

7

8

"if._term8 of the grades of feeblemindedness

we may say that the idiot and low -grade imbeciles are

arrested probably below

7

years of age,

the upper -

grade imbecile about 12 years and morons about 15

years°
The average rates of growth. are practically

negligible for final mental ages

1

year to 4 years

For

inclusisre after the life age of 6 to 10 years.

final mental age groups

5

to g the growth rates are

approximately the same between the life ages of 8 and
14 years

At all the mental ages where

trie

subjects are young enough to fenish data for the rate
of growth the rate is a progressively decreasing

variable.

P,

Moreover,

variable.

inspection of Fige10, lends

colour to the theory that the upper grades of feeble-

mindedness have approximately an average normal rate
P

of growth early in life.

This concludes DOLL'S original investigation
The results support the initial beliefs as expressed
in the words

-

"Logical considerations lead to the

belief that the age of arrest and the rate of retardation are both functions of the level of arrest,
the average at least.

siderations

on

Psychological and logical con-

indicate that for the feebleminded it is

probable that the rate of growth is a decreasing
variable

".

In addition to the original data, DOLL

makes use of some material given by Miss Gillingham,
whose interest is in the study of supernormal children
The data bear on the

children of life ages

test results of 35 superior
9-

to 12 years at the time of

first examination.

Regarding the age of arrest for super normal children DOLL remarks that "it is safe to
assume that it is not earlier than 13 years of age.
The rate of growth of superior cni1dren will depend

partly
level/

on life age, and also partly on the mental
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As a postulate DOLL suggests that to counter-

level.

balance the decreasing rate tendency of the subnormals
the supernormal rate may be an increasing variable.

From

trie

actual data at hand definite conclusions can-

not be made.

Trie

separate age.

numbers are too small at each

But DOLL observes

"We may say that

in the case of children of superior intelligence be-

tween the ages of 8 and 12 years inclusive, the rate
of development is apparently independent of age,
it

is

fairly constant, except for

mental age.

trie

influence of

There is only a faint and uncertain

dency for the rate to increase with age.
however,

thus,

ten

The rate is,

somewhat related to mental age during these

periods ".

This/

This then is the sum of DOLL'S effort to
obtain the upper limit of the growth of intelligence
and to study mental growth generally by the method
of individual "BINET" testing.

It is time now to

turn to his theoretical curves of growth to see how
they are borne out by the results of the investigation.

DOLL'S initial theoretical considerations
of the
it

problem and the various contributions towards

led him to

construct curves of growth after the

manner of those drawn opposite.
the growth, taken on the average,
ciles, ma ^ons and normal

Curves representing
of idiots, imbe-

Of a

subjects are included.

dissimilar type are those suggested by BALLARD(1)
and,,

whereas DOLL supports the Army results and a

13 year old limit of intelligence growth, BALLARD

adheres to the 16 year old level.

The form of the

curves which DOLL outlines is in keeping with his
thesis and with the results which he has reported

from the testing of many feebleminded children and
adults.

The average idiot progresses during the
period of growth at a very slow rate and reaches a
final age of arrest at about

7

years life age.

imbecile/

(1)

BALLARD:

Group Tests of Intelligence.

The

imbecile with .somewhat more average celerity to a
final level of

The average moron curve

say 12 years).

sleeper

e'

10 years (DOLL'S actual results

9,:car

in the growth period shows a gradual de-

crease in rate and

a.

flattening which continues to

the age of arrest at approximately

Lastly,

still.

13.i

years.

the adult curve, presumably conforming to

the principle of the DINET Scale Construction, where
a.

year of mental age corresponds on the average to a

year of life age,

manifests a still greater average

rate of development, but, an arrest of development
at approximately the same age as is

average moron..
arrest in
"It

is

trie

by the

Referring to the subnormal level of
course of his argument DOLL says: -

probably something more than

a.

coincidence

that this age of arrest of the average rate of

feebleminded growth coincides with the age of arrest
of average normal subjects previously discussed ".

Probably; but it would have been more convincing if
a reason had

been attached to the statement.
Taken

DOLLS
tion/

curves

present

at

a

their

glaring

face

value,

contradic-

rl

sharp bend in the theoretical curve at 13 years so
that thereafter there is zero growth immediately

Now, in reality, no growth curve or any

indicated.

other curve ever did behave in this fashion.

Even

supposing that he has drawn the curve purposely
after this fashion he at once reveals a weakness of
the plan.

There is no indication of the

'

sl

owing -

down period' of growth that precedes mental arrest
and as the curve is

drawn it could not easily be

indicated so as to keep the mental age at 13 without

displacing the chronological age of arrest at least
two years.

This is, however, pure surmise and must

not be considered overmuch.

Regarding the subnormal age of arrest and
rate of development DOLL has claimed to have found

results which fit in with his theoretical curves.
His results,

however, have to stand the test of

severe criticism on the ground of the inadequate

number of suitable subjects tested and the smoothing

process adopted in the treatment of results which
as TERvIA.N(l

)

points out inevitably flattens the

curves/

(1)

TERMAN

:

Mental Growth and the I. Q.
of Educ . Psych. 1921.

Journal

yy

curves of growth.

Supposing for the moment that DOLL'S position stands unchallenged by any results, it may yet
be asked if it is theoretically sound.

curves of DOLL and of

BALILfiRD

Both the

establish an average

upper limit for the growth of subnormals, average
subjects and supernormals at the same life age but
at different mental ages.

BALLARD

,

f

1

Ì

writing on the upper limit of

average intelligence and the possibility of fixing
it at 16 years, writes: "If after 16 years of age
the curve of growth is virtually horizontal, as it

seems to be, we are forced to conclude that this is
not the average age at which growth ceases, but the

maximum age.
of a

For the general

curve is the resultant

large number of individual curves and if the

resultant curve is horizontal after 16, then, either
all individual curves are horizontal
if some rise others must fall.

after 16, or

In other words, we

must choose between two alternative suppositions,
one that nobody improves after 16, the other that
some people in sound health begin at that age to

suffer from senile decay ".

If this view is not based

on the idea of subnormal average and supernormal

growth/

(1)

BALLARD:

Chapter
Group Tests of Intelligence.
of
Intelligence.
on The Limits

Theorel ical ÌenThal

Grow-th Corre S.

16
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growth ceasing at the same life age, it has no meaning.

DOLL's views are inconsistent.

They support

neither one nor other of the only two tenable hypotheses.

It would be possible to draw average mental

growth curves for idiocy, imbecility, etc. so as to
indicate for each a different mental level of arrest
with cessation of growth at the same life age for all,
as BALLARD does or so as to indicate a different men-

tal level of arrest for each with cessation of growth
at different life ages for all.

But a confusion of

these two principles is not permissible.

It is ob-

vious that the average growth curves indicated are
resultant of many individual growth curves.
that,

thel

It follows

at some point or other, imbecile curves will

shade imperceptibly into moron curves and so for the

other levels.

If this is not so, then an absolute

difference must be established between any two
levels.

With the growth curves as drawn by DOLL in

his book, this absolute difference or cleavage be-

tween curves must occur between the imbecile and

moron average curves.

If it occurs it would be in-

teresting to know at what point it appears and how
mental measurements distinguish it.
evades

This point

17,t

evades attention when it is forgotten that the average curves (regarding whose artificiality comment

has already been made) are only a convenient method
of expressing the individual growth curves.

over,

More-

the scale that measures ability is a quantita-

tive scale and

'

quality'

is only implicit.

On this

account, it would not suffice to attempt to explain
the contradictory structure of the curves
6-3

and DOLL draw them by anything outside the possibili-

ties of mental testing or beyond its realm.

This

point serves only to emphasise the inconsistency.

DOLL'S curves, or in particular,
of the normal

the form

curve which he draws, is not supported

by his theoretical arguments as far as these extend.

If "logical considerations" lead him to believe that
"the age of mental arrest is a function of the level
of arrest ",

they lead others to believe the same.

Summarising his conclusion, he states:-

(P 4a)

"The lower the mental level the earlier the age of
arrest" and proceeds to add tables, already given
above, in support of his argument.

But the next

"logical" step surely is to suggest that, since

idiots are arrested before imbeciles, as he has
proved and others knew before, and since imbeciles
are

wc,ld

are /

arrested

have

before
believed,

morons,

as

then

morons

One

(75"

are arrested before normal subjects on the average.
In argument DOLL supports what in theory he will not

believe.
Added to all this are the facts concerning
the collection and treatment of the data.

The full

outline of his work has been given to show the manifold unfortunate circumstances that detract from its

worth.

The value of the test sheets from the early

investigation is questionable.

The smoothing of the

data has its advantages, no doubt, but flattens the
growth curves for each individual.

Sundry minor

criticisms might follow regarding inconsistent and
false statements in the report but the other aspect
of the problem merits more attention.

As regards

the problem of rate of subnormal development, DOLL
is no more fortunate than in his considerations of

the age of arrest.
At the outset "logical considerations"
and psychological considerations lead DOLL to sug-

gest that "for feebleminded it is possible that the
rate of growth is a decreasing variable".

The

number of subjects tested considerably hinders the
solution to the question.
After grouping the results under the different life ages and arranging records within each

life/
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life age in order of mental age,

it is true that he

finds no general correlation between rate of growth
and mental age.

This leads him to emphasise that

"rate of growth is practically independent of mental
age ".

(P.62)

By comparing the average annual rate

of growth for each life age he concludes that "it is

instead a function of life age ".

It is desirable

that DOLL should get this result, to support his

thesis that constant rate of growth is not character

istic of subnormality.

But common sense rebels

against his argument and seeks to defend itself by
a thorough analysis of the data.

He tries to show

that within each life age group with the individuals

ranged in order of mental age, there is no evidence
of greater rate of development in the case of those

having higher mental ages than in the case of those
having lower mental ages.

What then is the signifi-

cance of such a statement as this, used by BURT'')

"The average progress made by the entire group (of
subnormals) during the year was +0.47 mental years,
a rate of barely one -half a mental year per annum"

and what can be said of it as against another and

suggestive/

(1)

BURT:

Mental and Scholastic Tests. P.155.
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suggestive one of DOLL'S statements: "the rate of
growth is inconsiderable in the lower mental ages "?
The suggestion in the latter case seems to be that
the rate of growth is not so inconsiderable in the

higher mental ages.

Then this is a coincidence and

no more:

There is a qualification to DOLL'S conclusion incidentally remarked on by the author and
it is this "There is some tendency at each age for

the rate to increase with mental age from mental
age one year to about mental age 5 years or 6 years;

after the point the rate tends to decrease.

The

net result of these compensating tendencies is to

produce a negligible correlation between rate and

mental age at each life age ".
The evidence in support of the dependence
of rate of growth upon life age might prove DOLL'S

thesis were it emphatically or indubitably apparent.
But, as it happens, the results are neither emphatic

nor indubitable.
The first tabulation from which the con-

clusion is derived includes all subjects under life
age 15.

But of these DOLL recognises that 61% are

non -improving subjects, and their slight fluctuations
of/

of growth in years beyond the age of arrest may ob-

scure the true findings.

Accordingly he gives an-

other tabulation excluding the unsuitable records.
The subjects who remain are only 38 in number and
are divided among the life ages

7

one peculiar case at 19 years.

Beyond

to 14 years with
9

years,

four individuals at most represent each life age;
the greater representation numbers eleven.

fore averages are not reliable.

There -

Moreover, of the

38 subjects at least half are imbeciles so that the

moron results are based on less than twenty cases.
This goes to show that DOLL'S moron 'rate of growth'

conclusions may not be justified at all except re-

garding these special cases.

His conclusion

likely to be untrue as true.

No doubt the number

al

say

as

affected the fixation of the age of arrest for
Chance selection seems to have resulted in

morons.

it being placed too high.

If DOLL has not succeeded in finding that
the mentally defective rate of growth is constant
he has certainly not succeeded in proving the con-

trary.

If he contends that his data go to show a

correlation of rate of growth with life age it is
possible for others not only to indicate the insuf-

ficiency/

f

7?

insufficiency of his proof but to deny it altogether.
The majority of the 'improving subjects' are imbeciles.

DOLL'S results bear chiefly on their growth.

He indicates,

as before quoted

"There is some ten-

dency at each age for the rate to increase with men tal age from mental age one to about mental age 5 or
6

years" and so on.

That is to say, he submits that

there is a dependence of rate of growth upon mental
age in this period, and so disproves his own inex-

plicable thesis that rate of growth is independent
of mental age.

subjects

-

Beyond this period there are few

too few subjects on which is based any

conclusions regarding this matter with reference to
the moron level.

This by no means completes the criticism

that DOLL'S argument and results could receive.

DOLL is not always clear and often inconsistent.
His conclusions are variable and suggest some dubiety
in the writer's mind regarding the beliefs he ex-

presses.

His curves of individual growth fail to

support his argument concerning the relation of rate
of growth and mental age,

alone/

and that from inspection

I To

alone.

The validity of the records and scoring have

already been commented on.

TERMAN;li)n reply to

DOLL'S refutation of the I.Q. remarks that after a
GODDARD mental age

7 a

year of growth as measured by

GODDARD'S Revision is 1.2 years by the STANFORD BI.NET Revision.

The result is the production of an

"exaggerated flattening of growth curves ".
The general criticism reveals one thing at
least, that this work, suggestive in some ways as it
is,

scarcely merits the lengthy discussion it has

been allowed.

The reason for this discussion was

not solely to expose DOLL, but also to lay a convenient foundation for the outlining of another view by

referring to the form of curves of growth which he
designs.

ALTERNATIVE VIEW.

This other view has already presented itself in the course of the criticism.
ots,

It is that idi-

imbeciles, morons, average subjects and superior

subjects are not only distinguishable by reason of
their different mental ages but also by reason of the

different period of life age at which they cease to
develop.

The curves opposite express this pictorially.

DOLL'S/
(1)

and the I.Q.

Journal of

I

lgt

DOLL'S view is rejected as being inconsistent:the view that all 'levels'

show signs of cessa-

tion of mental growth at the same life age is rejected because it cannot be made to apply to the lowest

grades of mentality as far as they are measured by
test methods and because adequate experimentation with

the lower levels augmented by DOLL'S inadequate ex-

perimentation with the lower levels, proves the contrary.

14

On the same principle DOLL'S

level is

set aside as being nearer to the level for moron

subjects, though probably too high.

The experimen-

tal evidence from the work of many thorough psycho-

logists stands directly against the

,army

results.

The arguments launched against the Army testing are

mostly indisputable though some of them are inapplicable to other situations as well.

Lastly the results of the slight investi-

gation that follows, inadequate as

it

is in many

respects, at least makes one thing clear that from
the sample of Scottish children tested the possibility of placing the average upper limit of the growth

of normal intelligence at l3z years is unmistakeably

small.
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INVESTI q4TION.

Purpose.

The purpose

of the investigation is to

determine the upper limit of the growth of intelligence so far as it can be measured by the use of mental tests.

dent that,

From the foregoing discussion it
so far,

is

evi-

little definiteness has character

ised the attempts to decide the question and that
in fact,

those investigators

who

have contributed

to the problem at all have mostly done so rather

indirectly than by design.
Of the difficulties which lie in the way

of such an investigation, two are especially to be

mentioned.

First, there is the difficulty which

the present stage of the development of the tests

themselves presents.

Twenty years only have elapsed

since BINET made the initial attempt to measure in-

telligence by definitequantitative means.

Most of the

investigations of worth since BINET's time have been
concerned with trying out and modifying his tests

under every possible condition
jects of every age.

most/

to all

available sub-

TERMAN's Stanford Revision, the

II

most efficient of all, d6teronly a few years back

BURT's thorough standardisation of the scale for use:
with Fnglish children is even more recent, though

presenting the labour of many years.

group tests

date roughly from the American Army investigation.
it cannot be supposed that the measures

Therefore,

employed be they of the individual or group variety,
are altogether satisfactory.

Perfection is the aim,'

but those who have laboured hardest are least satisfied

to -day

because the goal seems very remote.

It

is only possible to make one step at a time and that

with much hesitation.
Another difficulty is the finding of suitable subjects.

Investigations with intelligence

tests have been confined largely to the two extremes'
to the testing of children in the elementary schools

and to the testing of adults in attendance at col-

leges and universities.

The intermediate group has,'

for the most part, escaped, owing to the fact that

children leave school when the age limit of compulsory attendance is reached, namely at fourteen
years, and thereafter cannot be found grouped to-

gether except in evening Continuation Schools.
For the purpose of an investigation
bearing/

bearing on the upper limit of the growth of intelligence this is precisely the group that it is most

desirable to test.

Any other group tested beyond

14 years tends to be influenced by the factors of

selection, factors which exercise an increasing in-

fluence as the .7ears pass, and thereby renders the
experimento.rs

.

task of making conclusions from

results an exceedingly difficult one.
In face of these two difficulties, it was

necessary, first of all to determine what tests
would be most suitable for the possible solution
of the problem, and,

in conjunction with this,to

take every possible measure to obtain subjects whose
test results would go to make the solution possible.
It appeared

that taking all things into

consideration it was better

to resort

to group test-

ing than to employ individual test methods

'

^he

latter) if need occurred and if time permitted) could

be applied later.
test method

-

differences

z.nd

The disadvantages of the group

the failure to disclose individual

the concealment of individual rate

of growth did not seriously affect the attempt to

discover the average upper limit of mental growth.
Mental/
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:rental

testing, historically regarded shows

that parallel with the movement towards increased

exactitude in measurement has existed the aim of

improving the tests employed in experimental investi
gation.

The improvement lies in the discarding of

tests

simple processes in favour of those bearing

bd:

on the complex mental processes.

One of the earliest

experiments with tests of complex mental processes
was DR. BURT.

As the outcome of his work, he was

able to show that higher correlationsexisted be-

tween these and intelligence otherwise estimated
than between simple mental processes and intelligence otherwise estimated.

Since this fact became

generally known, intelligence test sdales have embodied more of the complex types of test.

Pure

performance tests are often omitted on account of
their lack of appeal to higher processes.

croup

tests in America have relied more or less on the

higher mental processes.

Accordingly the attempt

was made here to select tests which would be most

suitable for detecting ability at the upper limit
of intelligence growth and disregard tests of

discriminatiris worth only at the lower levels.

Subjects/

mc

SUB JEC TS

.

The first steps taket to find suitable

subjects for testing purposes were, of necessity,
Bruited

to certain

spheres.

not ,welcome at all doors,
DR.

The mental tester is

2hrouäh the interest of

DIVER, under whose supervision

the investiga-

tion was carried out, and by the courtesy of the

headmasters, access to two schools was readily
obtained.

These were the James Clark School for

junior technical education and George Watson's Boys'

College.
The former recruits pupils of both sexes

between the age of 12 and 15 years, from the ordinary Board Schools of Edinburgh.

It offers three

possible courses of study, a boys' technical course
in which handwork is uppermost, a girls' technical

course, which emphasises domestic science, and a

commercial course leading to clerical work of various kinds, which is followed by both boys and girls.

Concurrently, the general education of the pupils
is kept up.

George/

George: 7atson's Boys' College,

one

of the

most famous of Scottish schools, draws pupils from

professional and business homes.

It has elementary

and secondary departments and therefore may cover

the whole school life of a child educating him from

earliest childhood to the time when he leaves for

business life or for University studies.

A large

proportion of the children entering the school at
some stage in the elementary department continue
to attend at least to 15 gears.

farther.

A number go still

The influx of pupils from other schools

at the beginning of the secondary school period is

considerable but probably does not have the usually
noticed effect of increasing the average performance
of the boys at the ages concerned.

The difference

that exists between the children attending this

school and those attending ordinary day schools
is

one of

social status.

They may

ie

superior

average scores but they are still suitable for the
purpose of the experiment in that they present an
almost entirely homogeneous group up to 15 years.

Beyond 15 years selection operates to complicate

matters at the later years.
By/

($S

By the courtesy of the Headmistress of

Edinburgh Ladies' Coilege,a secondary school for
girls of exactly the same type- as George Watson's
Boys' College,

facilities were given for testing

pupils who would correspond in type and age to the

boys in the "brother" school.
These three schools provided the children
of school age who were tested with the tests,

only

children from 12 years upwards being included in thei
investigation.
Adult subjects were obtained

Edin-

burgh University Psychology Classes, (ordinary and
medical) from Edinburgh Provincial College for the

Training of Teachers, from Heriot Watt Technical
College, from Dunfermline Physical Training College
and from the Y.W.C.A.

Indian Students' Hostel.

Owing to the language difficulty the last named
made very unequal scores in the test.

the discovery

was worth while since it led to the rejection of
these results and the results of any foreign subjects

tested/

14

tested in the adult groups

*

TEE TESTS.

series of tests constructed for ap-

The

plication to all subjects was built up on the
omnibus -cycle principle.

original

Most of the tests are

though conforming to old principles.

Six

different t:7pes of test were included, namely,

analogies, proverbs, mirror letter reading, number
series orientation and what may for want of a better

name be called

'word penetration'.

Each type

was

represented three times that is to say there were
three cycles.
was placed.

At the end of each cycle an odd test
The

three odd tests were, logical reason-

krk
ing, acuse test and a comprehensiAte test.
'

In all

21 tests were given and subsectionsoccurred in many

cases/

*

I take this opportunity of thanking all who have
kindly permitted me to carry out investigations in
the schools and colleges and those who have assisted
with the testing itself.
In particular is my thanks
due to Dr Dreyer for valuable help and encouragement
in carrying out the investigation as well as for
actually testing the boys of George Watson's College,
to Dr Morgan, Principal of E.P. T.C. for many upheavals of the College time -table and to Tr. McLelland, Lecturer in Education at '.P.T.C. for much advice and any statistical knowledge I possess.
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cases.

Some attempt was made to increase the diffi-

culty of the tests from cycle to cycle but this was

done merely

on the basis of opinion and, it may be

without precision on this account.

Where the type

of test permitted a sample test

introduced be-

-aas

fore the real test question i.e.

number series.
tests

t

in analogies and

The order of presentation of the

was the same in each cycle.

The

selected tests were printed on three sides of a

double sheet of paper.

On the first sheet were the

necessary directions, and the time limit for the test.
In order to fix a suitable time limit for answering
the questions,

the test was applied to a number of

superior adults and to children of different ages.
As the result of their achievements

20 minutes was

placed as indicating the time limit.
The Test Sheet is reproduced below.

the directions

:and

PSYCHOLO TICAL

then the actual tests are given.

EXAMIN4.TION.

TIME LIMIT

NAME/

First'

-

15 Minutes.

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

COLLEG;,

DATE

DO not open this Pamphlet until you are told to
do so by the Examiner.
On the remaining pages there are a number of
problems.
In each case you are told exactly
what to do.
Notice the Instructions carefully.
Do not ask any questions.
If you come to a
problem that you do not understand, go on to
the next problem.

You will be given only 15 minutes.
Solve as
many problems as you can in the time allowed.
Solve the problems in the order given.
skip about on the page.

Do not

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO BEGIN.

1.

Each of the lines below, when completed will con-

tain four words, the first two of which are in
the same ref. Lion to each other as the second
two.

In each line there is one term missing.

Fill in the blank with a word.
T,

EXAM °LES
(a)

.

King is to Queen as Prince is to
(The missing word is Princess)

(b) eye is to

as

see is to hear

sing word is ear).
egg/

(The mis-
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egg it to bird

as seed

table is to

ss window is to glass.

finger is to hand
is

is to

to patient

as

is to

as

lawyer is to client

foot

celery is to vegetable as salmon is to
2.

What letter in the word SPECULATION has the same

position in the word, counting from the left,
as

it has

in the alphabet?

Answer
3.

1.

Strike while the iron is hot.

2.

Catch the bear before you sell his skin.

3.

The mouse that has but one hole is soon
caught.

4.

It pays to do

5.

Desperate people cling to absurd hopes.

6.

Do not attempt the impossible.

only one thing at a time.

Which of the proverbs above means the same as the
following:

-

(a) Don't put all your eggs in one basket.

NUMBER
(b) Make hay while the sun shines.
NUT,

ER/

93

NUMBER
(c) A drowning man will grasp at straws.

NUMBER
4.

If these six letters were

seen reflected

in a

mirror, some would look the same and some would
different.

Pat a ring round those that would

look the same,
H P A I V N
5.

Fill in the missing steps in the following num-

ber series:

-

EXAMPLES.
(a)

2

4

6

8 10 12

(b)

1

5

2

5

1

3

5

7

9

2

2

3

3

4

1

4

-

-

5

6.

6

--

5

11

-

(The missing numbers are
14 and 16 ).

5

(The missing numbers are
3 and 4).

-

4-

13 16 19 22

32 30 28 26 24
7

-

7

-

- 18

-

7

3

Make a mental picture of some streets with which

you are familar.
North/

The streets of the city go

North, south, east and west.

north.

A man is facing

He asks for directions to a certain

place and is told:

TO

come to a church.

At that point turn east and

straight on till you

walk till you come to a school.

Then turn

Your house is on the east side of the

south.

street ".

Fill in the blank spaces belcw, using the
words right and left instead of the words north,
south,

east and west, so that the meaning will

be the same.
"Go straight on till you come to a church.
and walk till

At that point turn to your

you come to a school.
Your house is on the

7.

Then turn to your
side of the street ".

Fill in the blanks in the following:

is

to hero

quarrel is to
poem/

C

than D

A is

Fill in the blanks in the following:
reward

than

therefore B is

B is greater than D

8.

than D

C is

A is greater than B
A is less than C

-

-

as

is to trai-

as agree

is to friend

tor

poem

is to poet

as statue

is to

coal

is to locomotive

as

is to motor
car

is to

9.

ignorance

as wealth is to poverty

What two letters in the word PREBENDARY have the
same number of letters between them in the word
as they have between them in the alphabet, and

occur in the same order in the word as they do
in the alphabet?

Write the letters here

and
10.

1.

Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

2.

Far from the eyes, far from the heart.

3.

A scalded cat fears water.

4. Every bird

likes its own nest best.

5.

There are no gains without pains.

6.

Distance lends enchantment to the view.

Which of the proverbs above means the same as the
following: (a) A burnt child dreads the fire

NUMBFR

(b) Familiarity breeds contempt.

N[IT.íB

(c)

11.

Out of sight, out of mind.

Draw/

Z

NUIIRER

11.

Draw a line under each of the following words
that would look the same in a mirror.

MADAM
12.

NOON

LEVEL

PEEP

TOOT

MOTTO.

Fi11 in the missing steps in the following..num-

ber series: 12 14 13 15 14 16
-

16
1

-

-

- 44 36 28 20 12

4

- 15

11 14 10

4

16

=

21 18 16 15

13.

-

9

- 36 49

64

-

-

9

6

When you enter my house you will find a window
on your left in the side wall of the passage.

When the sun rises it shines straight through
What

this window on to the wall opposite.

direction are you facing when you stand in the
doorway and look straight across the street?
ANSWER
14.

A three-inch cube, painted red,

inch cubes.

is sawed into

How many of the inch cubes have

paint on two faces only?
ANSWER
15.

Fill in the blanks in the following:
caress/

-

/ft

caress

16.

as blow

is to anger

ye tibule is to house

as

is to book.

not

is to ton

as but

is

before

is to behind as future is to

aspect

is to space

is to

as phase

to

is to

What are the two letters in the word EQUILIBRIUM
which have the same number of letters between
them in the word as they have between them in
the alphabet, but whose order in the word is

the reverse of that in the alphabet?

ANSWER
17.

and

1.

A stitch in time saves nine.

2.

Untempted virtue is easily retained.

3.

Birds of a feather flock together,

4.

A small leak will sink a ship

5.

Met the cobbler stick to his last.

6.

Persistence knows no defeat.

Which of the proverbs above means the same as the
following:
(a)

-

Nightingales sing their own songs best.
NUMBER.

(b) Reputation may be

.rri.ried

NU

ERI

by a word.

NU ,Lß ER

Constant dropping

(c)

away stones.

NUMB ER
18.

A clock seen in a mirror appears to show the
time twenty -five minutes past eight.
is the real time?

19.

What

ANSWER

Fill in the missing steps in the following num-

ber series.
24

27

-

2

-

--

34 30

39

32

35

36

39

8

12

17

23

30

-

-

16

12

7

10

20

22

-

-

92

27 54

-

36

12

24

4

8

81

20.

If a boy stands on his head with his face to
the

south, where will his right hand point?

ANSWER
21.

Read:

''The

poetry of Milton differs from that

of Dante in that the images which the latter.
uses, being employed, not for ornament, but

simply to make the meaning clear, speak for

themselves :whereas those of the former have
a value which depends less on what they direct'H
ly

represent than on what they remotely

suggest V
''

/79

suggest

if .

ANSWER

-

1.

Which of the two poets mentioned
employs images that speak for

themselves?
2.

For what purpose does Dante employ images in his poetry?

Z.

On what does the value of Milton's
images depend?

No further directions than those indicated

were given.

The time was regulated by the use of a

stop watch

LURK I NG

.

In this initial stage of the investigation
the marks were more or less arbitrarily fixed to
,-Irious

t

e

questions, but, since it was a time limit

test, with a certain regard for the
the problems.

to echie

For each single analogy completed

one mark was given.

The

sions viz. Nos 2, 4,

9,

ceived four _arks each.

reasoning/

time tain

questior with
11,

The

13,

14,

no subdivi-

16 and 18 - re-

question on logical

00

reasoning also received four marks in spite of subdivision within it.

Partial credit was allowed, two

marks being given if two spaces of the total three
were correctly filled.
one space was filled.

No marks were allowed if only

In the proverbs tests each

of',

the three subdivisions valued two marks making a
oSvx
tptalnfor each of the three questions, 3, 10 and 17.

In the number series completion tests one mark was

given for each series completed, that is

5

marks

were obtainable for each of questions 5, 12 and 19.

Question

(orientation) was most easily marked by

6

giving partial credit for each direction noted and
the same applied to
ly produced

These marks happi-

question 21.

a total of 100, a convenient number to

work with.

KEY TO THE TEST

-

CORR?ECT SOLUTIONS

As far as possible verbal tests were

chosen so that only one response would be suitable.
In certain cases it was necessary to give credit to
the ingenuity of children but very seldom was this

done and only in cases where it was impossible to

discredit a naive response.

The number series

questions have one solution only

(

but there is one

answer to all in spite of some teachers' disbeliefs.

1.1

)

2o

1.

plant: wood: toe: doctor: fish:

2.

i.

3.

3,

1,

4.

H:

A; V;

5.

13,

6.

Right; right; left.

7.

Greater; less; greater.

8.

Punish or punishment: enemy or foe: sculptor: petrol: knowledge.

9.

P and

V

10.

3;

2

11.

TOOT

12.

15,

13,

North

14.

12

15.

Love;

16.

Mand U

17.

5; 4;

18.

Twenty five minutes to four.

19.

East

20.

Dante:

5.

15:

1;

5,

5:

60, 52;

17;

7,

12,

10:

22,

13; 9,

20:

7,

4.

25; 12, 10

preface or introduction: tub: past:
time.

6;

to make

the meaning clear: on what

they remotely suggest.

Age/

1o2-

AGE GROUPING.

The principle adopted throughout in regard
to grouping children according to age is to classify

from half year to half year.

For example, 13 years

is written always to express the group including

children from
age ¢róup s

12-i

to 13i years and

so with the other

.

PROCEDURE.

The testing was carried

out during the

months of March, April and May 1924.

The first test;

was only a tentative approach to the subject.

All

the subjects in the James Clark School in Edinburgh

ladies' College, Edinburgh University Psychology

Class and in Edinburgh Provincial Training College
were tested by the investigator.

The subjects in

Dunfermline physical Training College were tested
by Miss Young. assistant in Edinburgh University

Education Department, and the subjects in the Heriot
Watt Technical College by Mr Muir, Lecturer in

Engineering

and fellow research student in the de-

partment of Psychology.
Watson's/

Owing the fact that George

!
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Watson's Boys' College drew boys and Edinburgh Ladies'
College girls from the same famill9 it was considered
wise to test both schools on the same day.
ly Dr Dreyer tested

According-

the boys and the investigator

tested the girls.. The same procedure was strictly

observed

in all testing and all who tested had con-

siderable knowledge of testing difficulties.

All

test results were handed over to be dealt with by
the investigator personally.
In the James Clark School the children

were tested

in their classes,each class singly.

testing occupied two entire school days.

The

Children

who were tested during the first day were put on

their honour to have no conversation whatever about
the tests.

The necessity for this was probably not

great because the tests were not for the most part
such as could be readily remembered.

Nevertheless

the only precaution which could be taken,wa.s taken.
In Edinburgh Ladies College the same method

was followed and also in the adult groups tested.
Only in

b W.B.

College was the work facilitated by

the grouping together of the boys in two very large

masses in the school hall.
sufficed/

Little over an hour

lot"

sufficed for the testing of the whole number Vihether
the size of the groups tested makes any difference
to the results has not been ascertained.

It has

been suggested by some investigators that individuals
should not be tested in groups that are too large.
There is no outward evidence- that the r..W.B.C. results suffered on account of the size of the groups.

On the contrary,

of all the groups tested, it pre-

sents the most satisfactory and regular results,
so that

it might be asked if the grouping of the

pupils in a mass, regardless of class differences,
does not act as a stimulus to good achievement.
It

is not desirable from the point of view of testing

that this view should hold good, because the wish
is not to create an atmosphere that is unusual.

another point is noteworthy.

But

Any subjective in-

fluence arising from the personal equation of the
tester, which is well- known to be variable, would
be less likely to inflrence unequally the results
of one or two large groups than

twenty such,

thiP

results of, say

oS

JAMES CLARK SCHOOL.

(Technical)

The test was applied to 446 children of
both sexes, from 12 to 16 years of age, inclusive.
Of these 239 were boys and 207 were girls.

The Table below shows the numbers of each
sex tested at the different ages;

12 years= 11i Years

-

12* years and so on.

Age

12

13

14

15

16

Boys

12

84

100

35

8

239

Girls

21

60

90

30

6

207

33

144

190

65

14

446

Total at
Each Age

Total

The first thing that meets the eye is the
inequality of numbers at each age.

A particular

paucity of subjects is evident at 12 years and at
16 years.

This can easily be explained.

Children

coming at first to the school are more likely to
fall into the 13 year old group because it extends

from 122 to 13i years.

Those in the 12 year old

group are most probably of the 'young bright' variety:
Again, the normal course at the school is of three
years'

duration so that subjects in the 16 year old

group are probably duller or otherwise retarded
pupils/

pupils.

This explains the small number at the upper-

most age group.
noted.
of study

It

There is one further fact to be

appears that, although the normal course

extends over a period of three years, a

considerable number of children leave at 14 years
of age.

Their purpose in the school presumably is

only to obtain the benefit of specialised education

during the last two years of compulsory school attendance.

The school has to tolerate the presence of

such children although its concern is not primarily
ther educati on.

The table above reveals the fact of

their withdrawal very clearly.

The matter is inte-

resting from the point of view of this experiment,
because selective factors might obscure the actual
course of average mental development from 14 to 15
years.

Moreover this may be ,úpported as

of subsequent revelations.

the

.

+bsult

This same school was

retested after an interval of nine months and if it

can be assumed that the second test was as good a
test of intelligence as the first, it appears that
the selection on the basis of ability i» the

chief factor.

Of those children who were tested at

14 years in March, the majority of whom had presumably entered the 15 year old age group in December,
as/
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as many dull as bright had returned.

The age group-

ing from half year to half year coupled with the

interval of less than a year obscures this to some
degree, but a penetrative analysis reveals that the
.dulard s are

eliminated more than the able at this

The selection by 'ability'

point.

goes hand in hand

with 'opportunity' and other external factors.
,another

yeas

difficulty in judging the results at lb

is due to the small numbers available

for

testing.
The second thing that the Table reveals
is

that the number of boys and girls at each age

group is approximately equal, a circumstance which
renders the comparison of the sexes easier.
J.C. DISTiIIBUTIOïdS.

The distribution of scores for each age

was drawn up to facilitate calculations and give a
pictorial representation of the results.

These

distributions are shown in miniature form on the

opposite page.
regular,

They are, on the whole, fairly

except at the points where skewness might

be expected.

siderable/

The overlap from age to age is con-

BOYS

Age

Mean

St.Dev

n
.

P.E.of
Mean

Median

No.

12

12

23.25

9.3

22

13

25.66

9.1

25.3

.66

84

14

29.95

11.2

30.55

.75

100

15

33.74

12.6

34.8

1.4

16

32.83

13.7

28.5

.

1.9

35
8

GIRLS

Age

Mean

St.Devn.

Median

12

23

7.2

23.16

13

23.71

9.8

14

26.24

8.19

15

30.13

10.2

28.5

16

26.16

10.2

25.5

P.E.of
Mean

No.

1.05

21

22.9

.86

60

26.56

.58

90

1.2

30
6

ALL SUBJECTS.

Age

Mean

St.Devn.

Median

P.E.of
Mean

No.

12

23.12

8.26

24.5

.0

33

13

24.8

9.45

24.5

.53

144

14

28.7

10.22

28.4

.49

190

15

32.1

11.9

32.7

.99

65

16

30.4

12.6

27.25

.

14

considerable.

The girls' distributions are less

regular, if anything, than the boys'.

The distri-

butions in themselves point, though not too clearly,
to a slight increase in average growth throughout
the school period.

They require to be interpreted

in the light of known facts regarding the subjects.

The chief interest of the results being
in the average performance of the subjects at each
age and their general variability, the means and

standard deviations were calculated for each age,

taking boys and girls separately, and together.
For subsidiary purposes the median and Probable

Error of the Mean were also derived.
The results are presented in the table
below.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS.

It is assumed in théb type of investigation

that age 14 represents what in the course of a year

age 13 will become.

Without the assumption the

comparison of successive age groups means little.
Comment has already been made on the limitations of
the/

the group method of testing so that further remarks
on tai s matter are unnecessary.

The tables show a steady increase in the
average performance of both boys and girls during
the ages 13, 14 and 15.

There is at all points a

slight superiority of boys noticeable.

The results

at 12 and 16 years serve only to bring out what was

previously noted regarding the composition of the
groups at these ages, namely that the 12 year olds
are few and bright while the 16 year olds are few
and dull.

Parallel with the increase in average
score from age to age is an increase in the variability of each group, more consistently apparent in
the boys'

results.

The boys show a tendency to be

more variable than the girls at all ages except one.

The peculiar instance is at 13 years, where the girls
results show a variability of 9.8 against the boys'
9.1 at the same age.

The period at which the diffe-

rence occurs is significant at least.

The two facts

increase in variability from year to year and greater variability among boys are in keeping with general

belief that variability increases in going towards
the adolescent period and that boys are more variable!

IS}
JArnes

Jest
Clark

Schooi.
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3,
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Year

mark

variable on the whole than girls.

From the tables it is a simple matter to
construct the curves of average growth from age to

Accordingly these curves have been drawn and

age.

are placed opposite.

The red line represents the
gr ó e rz.
combined results, the dotted Ha-ek line the girls'

results and the 'stroke and dot' line the boys' results.

These curves taken in conjunction with the

table of results make the situation clear.

There is

considerable similarity in the form of the curves
of both sexes,

though the girls' curve falls a little

lower than the boys'.
Neither from the tables nor the curves is
it easy to draw conclusions regarding the age of

mental arrest.

Viewing the results superficially

one might be tempted to say that 15 years represents

the maximum point reached and therefore seems to mark
the limit of average mental growth.

At age 16 there

is no advance on the 15 year average, but instead a

slight retrogression

-

a point which might give still

further support to the view.
The data require closer analysis.

BOYS

a

To begin with the boys' results,

it is seen

from the tables that there is an average at 12 years
of/

of age which is higher than would be expected from
tested
average subjects of that age, The childrenawere un-

doubtedly bright.

Accordingly the interval between

12 years and 13 years is somewhat smaller than it
should be;

or,

looking at

from the inspection of

it

curves, the ascent of the curve line is steeper than
it

ought to be.

The intervals between 13 and 14

years and between 14 and 15 years seem to be marked
by regular average growth.

I

o

selective factors

enter in the first group so that it is probable that
the growth is real.

The reliability of the means

suggests that they are trustworthy.

Between 14 and

15 years interpretation is not so simple.

The ave-

rage growth indicated here barely equals that in the

previous interval.

Moreover, at 15 years selection

begins to operate freely, so that the average score
at that age is not

indicative of normal growth alone

but is due also to the fact that superior ability

has contributed to it.

These two facts, taken to-

gether, point to a diminution in average mental

growth in the interval between 14 and 15 years.
The 'barely equal growth' would not itself suffice
to suggest a decrease but coupled with selective

influence it makes no other interpretation possible.
At/

At 16 years there is a positive decrease which in

itself is not remarkable since the 16 year olds are

probably dull.

What is interesting is that even

the decrease surpasses the 14 year old level so that
the few dull 16 year olds, but slightly inferior to
the 15 year old level, are markedly superior to the

average 14 year olds.
GIRLS.

The analysis of the girls' results follows
similar lines.

The 12 year old girls barely reach

the average of the 13 year olds.

The boys aged 12

years surpassed the following age.

The interval

between 13 and 14 years indicates a certain amount
of average growth,

which is, however, less than in-

dicated in the boys'

results.

Between 14 and 15

years the growth which the actual figures and curve
reveals is greater than in the previous interval.
Since there is every reason to believe that the
averages at 13 and 14 years are reliable, some reason
for the increase must be found.

It is without doubt

due to selective factors entering at 15 years and

tending to obscure the true course of growth.

The

selection that operates may easily be more rigid
in the case of the girls than in the case of the
boy s/

boys

,

but it cannot be proved.

At 16 years the

girls represented attain only the height of the 14
year olds but the numbers are insufficient for any

reliability to be attached to the figures.
ALL SUBJECTS.

The results obtained by combining the
scores of boys and girls show the same characteristics as the separate results.

The interval between

14 and 15 years misrepresents the true average growth

between these years.

There is in reality every

indication of a decrease in average growth after 14
years.

;there this

decrease becomes a minimum cannot

be said but without doubt it is not later than 16

years.

It may be even sooner.

A comparison of average Scores in two
groups does not tell much regarding the differences
in groups as a whole.

If it is assumed that the

distributions are approximately equal the measure
of variability may

culty.

But,

suffice to overcome the diffi-

for adequate and satisfactory compari-

son it is safest to indicate the percentage of the
one group reaching or exceeding the median of the

other.

the/

In this case it has been chosen to represent

the percentage of each group reaching or surpassing
the median of the median below.

The tables below give the actual percentage.

BOYS

GIRLS

ALL

Percentage of 13 year olds passing median of 12 year olds

41.6

57

54.8

Percentage of 14 year olds passing median of 13 year olds

50

62

57.8

Percentage of 15 year olds passing median of 14 year olds

60

62.8

60

Percentage of 16 year olds passing median of 15 year olds

.

37.5

37.7

It is to be feared that the table is no

more illuminating than the other results.

The

difficulty is that there are too few age groups represented and even such as are included require to
be interpreted

through other known facts beyond the

scores themselves.

The boys'

table suggests a

superiority of 15 year olds over 14 year olds which
is still significant but the table extends no fur-

ther.

At the age below, no superiority exists BO

that the suggestion is that the superiority at the

year above is due to selection.

But the girls'

table does not support such a finding and moreover,

conclusion/

conclusions relating to the 15 year old group must

always be made in remembrance of the small number
tested there.

Up to 15 years the girls' distribu-

tion or group is progressing.

Probably the figure

62.8 is due partly to selective influences, but

some part of it goes to indicate a general superiority of the 15 year old group over the 14 year old

group.

The percentages bearing on all the results

taken together are once more obscured by the selective agencies at work from 15 onwards.

As suggested

this method of expressing the difference between the

successive groups serves merely, in this case, to
support the findings previously noted, namely that
up to 14 years at least growth is progressing.
After 14 years there is some indication of a slight

average decrease in growth and after 15 years this

decrease undoubtedly becomes marked, though the inadequacy of the data at hand and the limited range
of ages tested

render the task of fixating the limit

with accuracy a very difficult one.

Still, weighing

the increase in average growth against the selective

force whose influence is generally

limited to the

exclusion of the lowest intelligence it appears that
no concession can be made, therefore to DOLL'S

proposal that the upper limit of the growth of intel-

ligence is at 131 years.
er need be said here.

Beyond this nothing furth-

ALTERATION OF THE TIME LIMIT.

It was incidentally discovered while

testing the JAMES CLARK School that an adult who
had considerable practice with mental tests was
able to complete the test sheet and obtain nearly

the maximum score in slightly less than 20 minutes.

The circumstance was unfortunate, but it was

deemed advisable to alter the time limit to 15
minutes, since many adults were to be tested later.

Therefore, in subsequent applications of the test
only 15 minutes was allowed.

-

142 age group.

(This is a consistent happening as

the second test shows the

same increase).

The time

seems to be a little late for an influx of pupils,

falling as it does between 13 and 14 years.
there
do

it is.

It

But

is probable that the new arrivals

not materially alter the general average scores

for the group.

Later comparison of children

of dif-

ferent social status will make the reason clear,

At 12 years the children tested are again
of the young bright variety, being advanced for their

years since

school.
it

they have a place in the secondary

But from 13 years onwards to beyond 15 years

is safe to assume that selective factors do not op-

erate.

What distinguishes these children from other

children,

is the differenceir

eocial status.

15 or 16 years the selection of able pupilE

After

occurs an

continues to operate till the end of the school period.

paucity of subjects at the upper end of the

Tr.ti

table is the result of the rigorous selection.
In the body of the table the numbers at

each life age are sufficient to yield satisfactory results from the application of the test. Further in
the three age groups 14 15 and 16,

jects is

scores/

a,

-oproxiamtely equal.

the number of sub-

The dïstributionsof
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scores are placed opposite.

They are for the most

part regular, excepting in places where regularity

cannot be expected on account of the small number of
subjects tested.

The overlapping of the successive

age groups is so great as to render analysis impos-

sible without a knowledge of other factors.

The dis-

tributions reveal a slight tendency to increase up
to 16 years and thereafter

little improvement can be

The fact may be due only to the smaller

observed.

numbers tested after 16 years, but it is noteworthy
at least that after 15 years when selection on the

basis of ability first appears there is no correspon-

ding tendency for the scores either to increase no-

ticeably at the top end of the distribution or to
shorten the

`tail' of the curves at the other end.

The schools of this type, as intimate knowledge shows

harbour many who would profit more by being in en-

Opportunity alone ensures

tirely different spheres.

their presence always at the later years.
The table below shows the results obtained

for each age group tested:

Table

-

AGE
12

IVEAN

37.6

n
ST.DEV.

MEDIAN

P.E.OF
MEAN

(12.8)

38.3

1.21

20

NOS.

113

33.42

9.8

33.6

.76

74

14

34.72

11.76

34.1

.74

113

15

33.46

11.97

33.8

.78

105

16

37.7

11.9

38.1

.76

109

17

40.87

11.9

40.7

.95

80

18

46

11.37

46

1.21

40
6

ANALYSIS

OF

RESULTS.

The figures are not at first sight reassuring.

The large average at 12 years is explained by

the selection of subjects and the accompanying vari-

ability of the group is not reliable on this account.
The average score at 13 years is coupled with a vari-

abi1ity measure which suggests a homogeneous group.
The distribution confirms this suggestion.

From 14

years onwards there is fairly steady increase in

average score, with a 'reversal' at 15 years which

looks ominous.

At the same time the groups are re-

markably similar in variability.
this

At the later ages

this may be accidental but it is not without interest,

and comparison of one group with another is rendered

simpler on this account.

The interval between 13 and

14 years is marked by a very slight increase In aver-

age score, which,

if it be taken to indicate average

growth, reveals that progress is very slight.
years, however,

At 15

the score decreases, a fact which

might suggest that 15 year old subjects are on the
average only as good as 14 year old subjects.

study averages alone is insufficient.

To

The marked

difference in the variability of the two groups 13
and 15 years suggests that a further analysis of the

group scores is necessary.

The disturbing factor at

15 years immediately becomes apparent.

A glance at

the distribution shows that extreme measures at both

ends influence the average.

The group contains one

very 'intelligent' boy and five very 'stupid' boys.
The tail of the curve is unduly lengthened almost to

reach zero ability.

The elimination of these five

cases heightens the average to 34.66, that is to say,
the 15 year olds then show an average ability which

approximates to the average ability of the 14 year
olds.

many/

After 15 years selection enters to eliminate

Test
George Wilson's Boys Co1lese
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Scale.
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Year

I

I

mar k

"cz

many of the children of poorer mental ability.
average score at 16 years is large enough

t,:;

The

show

that the increment from 15 to 16 years is due mainly
to this factor.

The fact that there is no appreciabl

difference between the 14 year group and the 15 year

group lends support to the opinion that it is all due
to selection.

The same average increment character-

ises the next interval, while at 18 years the average

score is much larger than at the previous age.
The growth curve opposite, which is derived

from the average scores, exhibits the results in
clearer form.

The most noteworthy feature is its

flat appearance from 13 to 15 years.

The dotted line

in violet shows what the course of the curve would be

with the elimination of the extreme scores at 15 years.
The addition of the table showing the per-

centage at each year reaching or surpassing the

eat
median of the previous year, does not in this year
add much to what has already been discovered.

Its

interpretation involves a reference beyond the figures
themselves.
Table/
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Percentage of 13 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 yr. olds

65

57.5

61.4

49.5

46.9

27

At 12 years the figure is not unexpected-

ly small but at 13 and 14 years each group barely

manages to equal the

preceding. group.

When the dif-

ference in variability between the 13 year and 14 year

group is remembered the low figure is not surprising.
The figure 49.5 supports the conclusion arrived at pre-

viously that as far as can be determined from the
data there is no appreciable increase at 15 years over
14 years and that,

further, from 13 years onwards the

average growth is so small, as to indicate that the

upper limit of the growth of intelligence is revealed
soon after this point.

The tables,

the curves and

the percentage figure indicate 14 years it is true,

but it is not easy to accept the results for the 15
year old group as being satisfactory.

The mean has

if anything a greater unreliability than it ought.

But the chief reason for dubiety is that the results

from Edinburgh Ladies' College, which are expected to
follow the same average course, point

to,

tinuance of growth even beyond 14 years.

a slight con -

The James

Clark results, as far as they permitted analysis seemed to point to a similar conclusion.

ercised
limit./

Care must be ex-

in selecting any fixed level as marking the

limit.

The distributions reveal the fact that the

overlapping from age to age at all periods within
the scope of this investigation is so great as to

swamp the differences from age to age.

The selected

12 years old boys tested, have as high an average

score as the average 16 years old boys.

At 12 bright-

ness explains all, at 16, however brightness and dullness intermingle.

The fact is certainly worthy of

note.

EDINBURGH

LADIES'

COLLEGE.

The girls at Edinburgh Ladies' College were

tested in their classroomsand not in large groups.

A

certain number of the older pupils were not tested.
They were specialising in science and were out on a
pre -arranged botanical excursion.

In all 428 pupils

were tested during part of one school day.

The ex-

perimenter had to adopt the plan of starting one
class, noting the exact time when it must stop and

proceeding to another class.

In this way a few clas-

ses were kept going at once.

Familiarity with the

school made the matter simple.

All the classes were

tested before the lunch interval so that the danger of

communication/

communication was avoided.
The numbers tested at each age are given

below:-

AGE

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

dr

34

72

85

84

69

49

24

8

3

428

At 12 years and above 17 years the number
of girls tested is too small to permit of adequate

conclusions being drawn regarding these groups.

In

the middle section the numbers are larger though only
at 13

years as large as the paralle,6 numbers in the

boys school.

There is no marked influx of pupils

from 132 to 142 as was shown in the 132 to 142 age
groups of G.W.B.0

It is a noteworthy feature.

It

happens that the influx of girls from other schools
occurs considerably earlier, and is not marked at
stage.

The

any,

junior school collects the pupils who cone

tinue to attend at least to the

'intermediate' Stage.

Only a sprinkling of new pupils enter at the 122 to
132 or 132 to 142 age groups.

After 16 years the

selection of superior intelligences begins and increases till the end of the school period when pro -

bably

probably mostly bright children remain.
In the table below the results obtained

from each age group are collected

AGE

MEAN

n
ST.DEV.

MEDIAN

:

-

P.E.OF
hEAN

N°

12

30.76

8.4

29.78

.96

34

13

31.08

9.8

31.1

.79

72

14

32.6

10.5

32.74

.87

85

15

35.83

11.9

35

.90

84

16

38

37.1

.81

69

17

40.1

11.9

39.5

1.1

49

18

44.89

11.3

44.33

1.23

24

9.45

ANALYSIS

OF

RESULTS.

At 12 years, as before, selection tends
to

heighten the average.

The bright children of

this age were tested but also a few from the pre -

secondary school stage.

The result of the combina-

tion is that the average score which the 12 years
old girls make is not so high as that which was in-

dicated in the corresponding group of boys.

Great

reliability is not attached to the figures on account
of the small number tested.

The 13 years old group

shows a slight average superiority over the 12

years/

2zß

years old group which would probably have been more

marked if selection had not entered at the lower
year

From 13 to 14 years t® average increment is

small, from 14 to 15 years it assumes a larger size.

Some explanation of the increase in average growth
is necessary.

At this point the main concern is to

explain the increase relative to the whole age series.
Two possible explanations present themselves.

there is evidence of selective factors at
the apparently large average increase is

Either

?ork,
L-Le

to us-

ually small average scores at the lower years.
ther explanation is improbable.

Though,

or

Nei-

in dealing

with the George Watson's Boys College results it was
assumed that the selective factors did not enter at
15 but at 16 years,

as the figures are used here,

there are good reasons for believing that selection
on the basis of ability begins somewhat earlier with
the girls than the boys.
i

A comparison of the first

year old group with the second year 15 year old

group revealed that those who returned to school were,
if anything slightly superior in average ability.

But the boy's group showed no such happening.

It is

conceivable that the girls of lower ability do tend
to be eliminated.

only/

The elimination is not marked,
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only observable.
Perhaps a better explanation offers itself

when it'ia'remembered that probably the girls of 13
and-14 years might naturally be expected to exhibit
lower average scores than the boys of the same age.

Unfortunately, the ages do not extend low enough to
show if this suggested explanation is the real explanation, but confirmatory evidence lies in the
boys

results.

The average score at 15 years has al-

ready been commented on and aTssatisfacttionexpressed
regarding it.

It is not surprising now that

it should

occur at that point and it is naturally later than

with the girls.

The puberty question offers

a satis-

factory explanation of the anomalies at different
periods in each sex.

But interpretation must also

bear in mind the unequal number of boys and girls re-

presented at each age.
Beyond 16 years selection is rigorous.
increase in average scores may be entirely

presentation of normal average growth.
the variability of the groups,

a

The

misre-

With regard to

it is noteworthy at

least that after 14 years all age groups show approxi-

mately the same standard deviation.

The boys' re-

sults revealed the same characteristic.

The small

variability at 16 years, which the distribution of
scores/
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scores makes clear may be due to the elimination after
the so called

'intermediate' stage.

The growth cur-re based on the results and

drawn opposite presents a fairly regular appearance.
The trend of the curve after 14 years is deceptive

and not indicative of average but of 'selected'
growth.

If the most reliable

14 (and 15 ?) years,

interpretation.

scores are

"od

at 13,

then there is no danger of mis-

The growth curve

to become parallel in the earliest

-hows a tendency
.ages

but the tend-

ency is counteracted by the unduly large increments at
the later ages.
In the table below the percentage of each
¡group reaching or surpassing the median of the group

'below indicates the general change from one year to

another In a more concise fore than the distribution

(opposie) from which the results previously analysed
lare derived.

Table/
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Percentage of 13 year olds reaching or exceeding the median of the 12 year olds.

62.5

57.1

44

55.9

50.6

48.8

3a

From the table there is no possibility of
fixing the average upper limit of intelligence beyond
15 years.

The percentage of 16 years old reaching or

exceeding the median of the 15 years old is only 44%;
that is to say the measure
our of the lower group.

of change is all in fav-

At 16 years, moreover,

selec-

tive forces are operating so that instead of a de-

crease an increase might be expected.
sults show such

The boys' re-

an increase when selection enters.

From 13 years to 14 years the change is almost negligible and from 14 years to 15 years the increase is
marked.

Taking into consideration all the known

facts concerning the condition of the subjects, and
the selective factors in operation it seems safe to

Conclude that the figure 55.9 at 15 years is not due
to

selective factors so much as to a 'revival' of

ability in the girls generally.
tribute its share.

Selection may con-

The decrease at 16 years is an

indication that average progress is non existent.

heightened percentage at 17 and 18 years can be explained as being solely due to selection of able
pupils at these ages.

COMPARISON OF GEORGE WATSON'S BOYS' COLLEGE
AND'EDIN. LADIES' COLLEGE RESULTS.
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Before any comparison is undertaken, let it
be

admitted that the results of the preliminiary test-

ing

too irregular to be entirely satisfactory.

This holds for both boys
Edin. L.C. and G.W.B.C.

and girls' results.
are

'brother' and

Since

'sister'

schools a fair degree of similarity in the results

may be expected.

The expectation is not unfulfilled.

Speaking generally, the schools are comparable throng
out from the

poi

of view of ability though the
1

greater number of boys tested at each age hinders

comparison to some extent.
ences

1.:n

greater

At certain ages differ-

average ability are not unexpected.
.Varia,bilitlye of the boys

The

usually remarked

on by investigators is apparent up to 14 years, but

not thereafter.
the later years.

The girls prove

just as variable at

This may be due to the vagaries

of the distributions owing to the selection of abil-

ity at the later ages.

It is of interest to note

that

as regards average ability the girls hold their own

during the later school years.

Superior intelligence

is not generally regarded as being equally

buted in the sexes.

ditri-

A more rigorous soIactieneeay ex-

plain the equality evideraed in these groups.
The/
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The growth curves of boys and girls placed

together (as on opposite page) reveal differences in

average growth up to 15 years and an approximately
similar pathway of advance from then
the school period.

to the end of

That the dissimilarity before 15

years can be explained is shown in the previous analysis.

The lesser difference after 16 years may be

due largely to unequal

:

embe e.

'ahe

superimposed

distributions of boys and girls on the following page
serve to support the suggestions.
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In addition to the school children 345

adult subjects were tested

different groups.

.in

these 94 were men and 251 were women.

Of

They were

drawn from colleges to which access could be obtained.

Edinhurn University Psychology Class contributed
79 subjects (33 men and 46 women) between the ages

od 19 and 24 years, Edinburgh Provincial Training

College contributed 205 subjects, (44 men and 161
women.)

.

Heriot Watt College gave 17 men (engineering

students) and Dunfermline Physical Training College
44 women.
The students of the Psychology Class were

for the most part preparing for the degree of M.A. or

already held it.

The

:

.P.T.0

.

students were gradu-

ates in their year of traininq for the teaching of

elementaty or higher subjects, and ordinary College

trained students in the two year course for non
University men and women, whic=h prepares chiefly for
elementary teaching.

The Harlot watt College

students were non-University men studying technical
subjects.

The Dunfermline Physical Training Centre

trains girls to becomeGymnastic and Games' Mistresses
in schools and Colleges.

Years of age on entering.
of/

Girls must be at least 18
The course covers a period

.

A.

Men.

Total .
2

14

44

34

10

10
71

44

3

54

5

1

84

24

62

66

15

41

29

4

5

2

1

29

5

10

15

6

32

3

54

10

2

Tot al Woven Alone

14

14

.

.

9.4+-

57

46
11

10

13

7

3

23

3

11

25

7

17

161

44

46
3

TOTAL

2

r

33

24, &ov

14

344 Te sted )

22

(

AGE.
20
21

19

13

2

2

.

.

18

ADULT S

5

1.g.romen

Women

Men

Women

Man

Women

men

17

pxî.g.

Men. Alone

Tot al

Cole

Trainin. g

Physical

DYJNPERMLINP

0011e ge

ITTIlliTOT WATT

Ord.

Q .

Moray House

sycholo
Class .

OLLEGE

DETAI ITIT

INITFSTI GATT ON.

13y.

of two years.
The

table below

shows the

distribution of

adults, men and women, at each life age. The different sources of the subjects are also introduced.
The sign 24 + is used to designate subjects of 24
years and above 24 years of age who are grouped together so as to constitute one age group after ?3
years.
TABLE/

US

FPINRIMGH

InTIVInPITY

PSYCHOLOGY

CLASP.

The students tested were 79 in number

representing only half of the Psychology Class.
test was given by the experimenter.

It

The

has frequent-

ly been slid that in testing adults the experimenter
is in the hands of the subjects, whereas with child-

ren the reverse holds true.

On this occasion the

results prove that the subjects were not entirely
serious as regards the performance.
were imperfectly read, though

was allowed

The directions

ample time for rending

Probably some of the subjects were

.

quite familiar with what was required of
test.

t'

ie

in a

i

all events, a number of them failed to ob-

At

serve that a number of questions ,"ere printed on the

back page of the sheet.

This was ainisfortv.ne

.

It

appeared that the word Tfremaininp'" in the directions
(referring to 3 pages) did not raggest to some
subjects that a sheet has four sides.

However, the

fact was noted and never again was a test applied

without the preface of a warning against this fault.
The results are briefly indicated below,

but with
u.re

clue

regard to the possibility of their

eliability.

If this had

ccurred anywhere alse

than in the Preliminary Investigation all the results

would/
1

zVe

would-have been discarded..
finality is not in question.

But, at this point, their)

Because of the small

number of subjects at each age the results given
refer to all the men, to all the women, and to all
subjects taken together.

Men

Women

46

41.6

43.69

33

46

79

Average
SCore

All

The men's seox)s ranged from 15:77,
*omezi l a _ score. from

22777. Thère
-

in this respect between

tiïü

-

is:

The

little difference

sexes, but the range for

both is very wide.
By comparing the results obtained from this
group with the results obtained from the schools, it
is seen that the average adult score obtained from

students whose ages stretched from 19 to 24 years and

over is approximately the same as that obtained by
18 year old pupils.

Were the results reliable and

were the number tested large enough to make the score

representative of the kind of subjects the indication

would be that in the average students preparing for
University/

z17

University examinations in the Faculty of Arts have
an average intelligence which is not superior to the

average intelligence of 18 year old school pupils.
But, in tain case, both the qualifications are in

question so that the exact placing of the group is
not revealed.

EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAINING COLLEGE.
A

certain number of the subjectc tested here

were ordinary eóllege stddánts
small class groups.

These were tested in

The others were graduates and

they were tested during an Education lecture period
in one large mass.

Practically all the men were

University Graduates and about half of the women. More
than half of the small number of men tested were 24

Years and over.

The girls ranged from 17 to 24 years

with most cases between

13c.21

years.

The general results are shown below.

Men

Average Scores
St. Dev.
No. of Subjects.

It/

50.7
11.9
44

Women

42.7
9.17
161

All

44.5
10.29
205

23$

It is impossible to compare the men and. women ade-

quately on account of the totally different numbers

tested in each sex.

The superiority of the men can

be explained by the fact that the girls average

score is made up of two sections, a University and
a hon.

University one.

The variability of the men

equals that of the school children at the later

Years

of.

school life; the variability of the women

is noticeably small.

The men's average exceeds any-

thing found at the school period but the girls'-ay -eraae falls between the 17 year old and 18 year old
age groups.

A

further diminutibn

in the average

score of the women is brought about by the eliminatlOn. of the

University women contributing to it.

The average then becomes 40.01, that is to say ap-

proximately equal to the Edinburgh LADIES' COLLEGE
17 year old score.
The result obtained from this College goes

to suggest that the averages found in the Psychology

Class are probably lower than they should. be.
The comparison of the results with the

School results indicates that on the average the
general ability of the subjects is level with that

of 18 year old children.
HERIOTj

231

HERIOT

WATT

COLLEGE.

The students at Heriot Watt College were

tested by their lecturer in Engineering Mr MUIR.
Mr MUTIR followed the 'directions given him regarding
the application of the test to the students.

number of

students tested iS salUronly in
a4

The

subjects

between 19 and 24 + years being then available.
average age was 24 years exactly.

obtained was 42.35.

The

The average score

The scores ranged from 16 to 61

These students would on the average fall into positio

between the 17 and 18 year old average scores obtained

from the schools.
The group is undoubtedly selected and pro -

bably the men ara generally superior in average
ability.

The small number of students tested is awk-

ward for thé forcuulatingkd:efinite conclusions.
trere cases influence the averages.

Ex-

The median score

is 45

DUNFERMLINE PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE.

The test was applied by Miss YOUNG M.A., B,

Ed., AstiAtantin the Dep. of Education at Edinburgh

University and,ther2visiting Lecturer at the College.
The girls tested were between 19 and 21 years (inclu-

sive).
¡

aged/

Twenty were first year Students in the course.

240

(aged 19 and 20 years).

Trenty-four were senond year

Students (aged 20 and 21 years).
The average number of marks obtained by
JFIt

Year group was 36.1

37.3.

and.

tile

the 2nd year students

The average for all students was 36.79.

Again the number tested is too small for
any great reliability to be placed dn the results.

Nevertheless the range of abilities, which is strange
ly mall, indicates a homogeneity in the groups of

subjects tested.

In the first year group the marks

ranged between 26 and 49, in the 2nd year group between 24 and 43.

These students represent a level of

development corresponding to that of 15 or 16 year old
children.

In reality the average score falls between

these two years.

COMBINED

So far,

ADULT

RESULTS.

in the description of the results,

each group of adults has been treated separately and
the scores at each age massed together to give a grand;

total or average for all the men and women.

When the

¡

groups are treated together it is possible to consider,
each age by itself and to compare it with other ages.
In this way the character of the adult growth curve

becomes clear.

From the table previously given the

number of adult subjects, men and women, at each life
age is seen.

Nearly three times as many women as men

were tested owing to a difficulty in obtaining male
subjects.

The number of men tested at each life age

is too small to be very useful, either for the purpose

of obtaining an idea of the average ability of such
subjects or for the purpose of comparison with the
results of the women in the parallel age groups.
With the women it is otherwise;

and when the two are

taken in conjunction matters are improved.

half of the men were

over. 24

years of age.

About
The 24+

group is more satisfactory as regards numbers than

the previous adult men's groups.

At ages 19, 20 and

21, a fair number of women were tested but before and

after these ages the numbers are again too small to be
satisfactory/

42.

satisfactory or representative.
It is evident in such a group as this that

the subjects are selected.

The adults tested cannot

be judged representative of the average adult popu-

lation.

Perhaps they could not be further from

representing it.

It is rather true, that here is a

fairly uniform group of "superior intelligence"
subjects, those, as BALLARD would say, who hava

evaded the clutches of selective forces all along
the line.
The table below gives the results obtained

from the adult groups tested.
The distributions of scores from which the

results are derived are placed beside the general
discussion.

They require no discussion.

general inadequacy speaks for itself.

Their

I"Tes
du)i. Curves

Çr

S.6

Men.

Score.
eNimen.

35

5o

11

26

23

11

Ag e,

Sc4,Ie
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I

I
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ANALYSIS

ADULT

OF

R7StrLTS.

The curves corresponding to the adult

average scores are drawn opposite.

As before the

red line marks the average curve obtained from the

combination of men and women's results.

M EN

.

with regard to the results obtained from

testing men students it is evident that the numbers
tested are too small to allow of adequate conclusions

being drawn.

The erratic turne of the curve prove

the inadequacy of the testing.

At 19 and 20 years

the averages obtained are the same but at 21 years
there is a marked descent in average scores.

This

descent proves temporary only since the curve again

rises at 22 and 23 years.

Up to 23 years averages

are derived from scarcely a dozen subjects.

Another

drop in the curve appears from 23 and 24 years.

The

average score at 24 years derived from 46 individual
scores carries more reliability with it than the
adult mans'average scores at the other age groups.
It is roughly equivalent to the 18 year old school

score for both boys and girls and eze, than the

average scores for men at any adult group.
year,/

The 21

I.

M.
W.

M.

23

24

(44.63
(41.54

(46.

(50.2

(48.1
(43.94

(45.3
(42.65

ALL 44.03

ALL 47.87

ALL 44.88

ALL 43.14

ALL 41.49

ALL 42.12
..

.71

.92

(1.54
(1.93

(2.3
(2.33

(3.3
(1.17

(

(1.68

(

(1.76

1.22

1.6

.82

.83

.75

.76

10.22
.

7.91
9.1

(

(14.28
9.5

(11.3
(12.8

(15.89
(10.22

(

(

(

(

9.45
9.03

13.72

11.97

11.9

9.1

10.36

(44.1
(41.83

(53.5
(43.16

(52.6
(42.36

(46.5
(41.47

(

(55.8
39.7

(48.2
(41.46

(

(11.9
8.7L

.71

(2.42
(

MEDIAN

St. DEV.

P.E. of MEAN

RESULTS.

43.8

50.4

44.5

42.2

40.7

42.8

The adults falling into the 17 and 18 year groups are treated with the
school children in the general results that follow.
They are very few.

W.

M.
W.

W.

L-

22

21

(53
(40

(40.4

w.

M.
W.

(53

M.

19

20

MEAN

AGE.

ADULT
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year old score comes nearest to it and since the
arom

subjects contributing to its make -up areAfour different

sources, it can be assumed not to be an

extreme finding.

Precisely at those points where

University men preponderate are the scores highest
This occurs at 20, 22 and 23 years.

The 19 year old

score is made up from a few advanced George Watson's
Boys College Results, and a few superior adult

results,- hence its superiority.

affected by extreme measures
observation

But that

it.

is

may be seen from

of the median score at the same age.

The variability of the groups calls for little com-

ment.

The differences in the standard deviations

are largely due to chance selection which at some

points has caused a "scatter" of scores and at others
a

decided concentration of scores.

WOMEN
The women's results are more satisfactory

than the men's.

At 19, 20, 21 and 22 years a fair

number of subjects were tested and only beyond 22
years may great unreliability be expected.

At 19 and

20 years the scores are almost entirely derived from

Edinburgh Provincial Training College women and
students of Dunfermline

A/

Physlcàl

Training College.

S."

A lowering of the average score at

thee

ages is not

surprising since the Dunfermline Physical Training

College girls have a lower average score than 16 year
old school girls.

The

"cream" of intelligence is not

concentrated in a Physical Training Centre.

The

students tend rather to be mediocre from this point
of view with interests remote from academic studies.

"Specific IThilities" they may and prob9bly do have.
The adult curve is at its nadir point at 20 years

where these subjects preponderate.

From 20 to 23

years the average scores increase fairly steadily.
very

After 20 years the average scores are obtained (With

A

few exceptions) from University women's test results.
The topmost Point of the curve occurs at 23 years.
The high average score here may be due to the number
of post graduate subjects contributing to it, but may

also be influenced by the small number tested.

At

24 years the curve again drops, as the men's curve

dropped, but as the second column of the general
table of results shows, no reliability can be

attached to either this average score or that at the
previous year.

The variability of the women is

nowhere so great as that of the men.

No particular

significance is attachable to this fact since the

inadequate testing of men subjects accounts for the
influence/

trG

influence of the extreme

measures found

in their

groups.

On the whole the average growth curve of
the adult women is more satisfactory than the corres-

ponding men's curve, but it is still far from being
adequate.

The erratic tendencies can mostly be

explained as being due to the diversity or insuf-

ficiency of the subjects tested from age to age.
It is noteworthy that the average scores at four

different age groups lie approximately in a straight
line.

These are the average scores at 19, 20, 21 and

24 years.

Only at 22 and 23 years when University

post - graduates are in the majority does the curve
depart from a fairly level course

and.

at 22

years

its departure is not significant.
A general comparison of the men's with the

women's average curve points to

a

men at every age beyond. 18 years.

superiority of the
The paths of the

curves are altogether different in the first years

beyond the school ages.

This is due to the in-

sufficient number of men tested, but also, and more
significantly, to the difference in the sources

From 21 years onwards the

whence the subjects come.

curves for men and women follow parallel courses but
at

different levels.

Even the increase in average
ón

score at 23 years in the ar.ecurve is comparable

with/

with an increase at the same point in the other.
Both men and women are University students at the
ages, except for a few Heriot Watt College men

entering chiefly at the later years.

The average

growth curve obtained by combining the men's with the

women's scores does away with some of the irregularities, but owing to the preponderance of women

every

ae

it conforms to the women's curve in shape,

rather than to the men's.

Since only 23 subjects go

to produce the 23 year old score,

sidered adequate.

it

cannot be con-

The reliability of the mean is

proof of its insufficiency.

Viewed generally, the curve presents

a

"trough" and "crest" appearance on account of the

low average scores of the 19 ?nd 20 year old girls
and on account of the high,
23 year old men.

much to

inadequate scores of the

But apart from this it is not too

suggest that, given

a

fairly uniform group

of "superior intelligence" subjects the curve of

growth or better, the curve of ability would present
a flat

appearance at approximately the 18 year old

level, if a sufficient number of these subjects were
tested.
The insufficiency of the data prevents

further analysis.

24

23

22

21

M.

20

4LL

44.83

43.94
p8.1

5.3
(42.65
ALL 43.14

(53
(40
ALL 41.49

(93
(40.4
ALL 42.12

45.45

M.
T.

47.82

(44.63
(41.54
ALL 44.03

ALL

M. (50.2
T. (46

7

M.

.

M.

T.

M.
T.

ALL

M. (46
T. (44.54

19

18

i

-

(1.54
(1.93

(2.3
(2.33

(3.3
(1.17

(I.63
(.92

(1.76
(.71

(2.42
(.71

(1.21
(1.23

.32

.83

.75

.76

.86

1.22

-

(14.23
(9.52

(11.3
(12.6

(15.69)
(10.22

(9.91
(9,1

(9.45
(9.03

(8 79

(11.9

(11.37
(11.3

CONTINUED
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TABLE

13.72

11.97

11.9

9.1

10.36

10.22

11.3

(44.1
(41.83

(53.5
(43.16

(52.6
(42.36

(46.5
(41,47

(55.8
(39.7

(48.2
(41.46

(44
(45.3

43.8

50.4

44.5

42.2

40.7

42.8

44.3
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GENERAL RESULTS of FIRST (or PRELIMINARY

)

TESTS.

Since the Test was given with a fifteen

minute's time limit to the girls of E. Ladies'
to the boys ofG.W.B.

C.

College and to all the adult

subjects it is possible to combine these results to

make a single curve for all the subjects.

Un *'ortun-

ately, the James Clark results must be excluded on

account of the different time allowed for working
the Test in that

School.

The Table below gives the number of subjects at each

life age contributing to the formation of the whole

curve.

12 13 14

MEN

16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24. TOTAL

20 74 113 105 109 80 40 11 13 10 10 10 46

v0mEN 34 72

ALL

15

85

34

69 51 38 70 74 44 34 13 11

641

579

54 146 198 189 178 131 78 81 87 54 44 23 57 1320

The table opposite gathers together the

results Obtained from° °vesting 1320 :subjects:

total',
The

continuity of development in the children's groups

toted has already received attention.
-the

Comment on

adults group results followed. These facts need

not be dwelt upon longer.
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It remains now to review the situation as

.

rev,ealec' by the

men's score, by the women's scores

and by the two taken together.
The pictoricl r.epresentatiew of the situaan:L distobuLohs

tion as shown by the graph Aopposite may serve to make
the

facts clear.

In interpretin0 it seems better to

täke the averages in conjunction with the growth

curves which display them.

In either case, it is

unfortunate that the facts scarcely speak for them ealgas but require to be augmented or supplemented
by additional information with as much veracity as

possibly.

A too rigid adherence to figures profits

little in this case, though as a basis for interpretation the figures are necessary.
MEN.

From the general chart of results certain
things become apparent regarding the averse ability
of men as measured by the tests.

As the picture

stands, and without regard to anything else for the
marnent,

there le a tendency for the average score

of the men to increase but little from 13 to 14 years,
-

to show little change between 14 and 15 years

and.

after 15 years to show decided progress up to 20

Years/

1-

S}

Test

Resul +s

C©rra kineci-

s'cale.i' S un fs
¿ uniFs

h,,,s
Ueri

_
_

!

}Je004.

^natk

years, the average scores vary, but in no case do

they exceed the 20 year old average.

Rather, they

tend generally to fall and at 24 years, after ex-

hibiting erratic twists,.the curve returns to the 13
year level.

But the picture, as it stands requires

to be supplemented.

Up to about 15 years the var-

iability of the groups increase.

After i5 years it

tends on the whole to be fairly constant except in

cases where an inadequate number of subjects tested
or a marked homogeneity in

a group tends to increase)

or decrease the

similarity of the groups

sp4.e 1.

The

from the side of variability renders comparison sim -!.
pie apart from other factors.
These other factors require careful consid-

eration, for, taking the averages
it

would be easy to assume

at

their face value'

a gradual increase

average ability up to 13 years at least.

in

The first

difficulty would. then arise when the need arose to
explain the fall in the scores above 20 years.

The

complicating factors are due to selection, as has
been seen.

The unusual size of the average at 12

Years coupled with an usually large variability

measure has been explained. as being due to selection,
so, also the tendency of the scores to increase

considerably/

considerably after 15 years.

It follows, that

the

growth curve (opposite) is a misrepresentation of
the truth regarding average mental growth, the subjects at 12 and after 15 being above average ability

in general.

The significant years then become 13,

14 and 15 years.

In these groups average ability is

presumably found.! Moreover,

it

is in these groups

that the flattening of the curve of growth was obser -'
ved.

Presumably nt some point within the range or

near its borders the upper limit of intelligence is
to be found.

WOMEN.

If the women's average mental growth curve
is free from the undue irregularities of the men's,

is still far from reaching perfection.

it

Without

adding to or commenting on the picture which the
curve, derived from the average scores, presents, it

can be seen that from 12 to 18 years there are indi-

cations of mental p ogress.

After 18 years a de-

crease in scores, paralleled with a decline in the
curve, is apparent.

Only at 23 years is the 18 year

old

The question of Social status and its relation to
ability must be ignored meantime.

25-2

old average slightly exceeded.
As in the case of the boys' curves additional facts must be noted in interpreting the curves.
Up to 15 years selection does not operate si miff.-

cantly and up to 15 years there 18 still evidence of
average growth.

The variability of the groups is

not so steady as in the boys' n'roups, tending now
to exceed the boye' variability and now to fall be-

low it.

But, generally speaking, there i5 little

difference except where differences may be expected.
After 15 years growth seems to continue but the difference between 15 and 16 years is only slightly, if
at

all,

attributable to pure growth, since selection

commences to eliminate the poorer intelligences.
After 16 years, even with selection operating the
augmentation of scores is slight.

These indications

go to suggest once more thrt the upper limit of aver-

age mental growth enters somewhere near the fifteenth

Year but certainly not before then.

The conclusion

receives further support from the results of the
Dunfermline Physical Training College girls.

Al-

though between 19 and 21 years of age, those subjects

tested at a level between fifteen and sixteen years
and of all adults tested these most nearly represent

average/

2S3

average intelligence.
ALL

¶11BJ1CTS

.

Little remains to be said regarding the
average growth curve ,Thich combines the resilts of
the men and woman and of the boye

a').d.

girls.

The

averaging of the two tends to smooth away sert'in
irreAular.itiee in the single curve.

tation of tha curve is based on tha

The interpresaule

ia3n-

facts

tionzc3 so often.
At the

early years there 18 clear evidence

of the flattening, of the mental growth curve and be-

yond 15 years the course of development is obscured
by the appearance of steady increase up to 13 years.
The preponderance of
TR.

.

Prov. T. C. and

Doi'.

Phye

.

college, women at 19 and 20 years effects a low -

ering of the curve which rises after 20 years

remains approximately

at

and

the 13 years old level to

the end.
Tha most significant feature of the general

curve 19 the flattening between 13 and 15 years

which goes to prove that average growth is than in
the decline and cessation of growth must soon appear.

The/

The increased scores at the higher ages, due to

selection, indicate
iaea.rä

that] by the time the adult

are reached, ability such as is represented_

here, is that which falls, on the average, into the

category "superior intelligence

".

It

follows that

the tendency for the older ages to approximate

to

the 18 years old level, (apparent at 21, 22 (23?)

and 24 years) does not have a direct bearing on the

upper limit of the growth of average intelligence
as might be imagined.
at

The turning of the curve at

approximately 18 years is suggestive.

It

might

on the one hand be assumed that the adult subjects,

being selected, naturally fall beyond the average

upper limit point.

The theories of DOLL and BALLARD

would countenance this view.
turn of the curve at 18 years

But it seems that the

and the fairly con-

stant approximations of the averages at later years

permits of an alternative suggestion.

It

is not

impossible, when the nature of the subjects at 18
yer rs and beyond 18 years is remembered that,

here

is good evidence of an average upper limit for "sup-

erior intelligence ",
P'irls are

13 years, school boys and

assuredly, with few exceptions, of super-

tor ability.
ali others.

t

The selective forces hava weeded out

The same am_rmlies on the average

to the

2ss

University subjects.
less all are above

t,

All ara not brilliant, but un-

e

4
n
av,.r,:,e

intelligence of the

people their success is limited in the academic
Spheres.

The homogeneity of the adult subjects test-

ed here is fairly obvious.

Where non- superiority of

intelligence enters it has been duly observed, and
it is where this

non- superiority of intelligence

occurs that the most significant deviations of the
average curve from the 18 year old level are observed
Other deviations are due to chance selections based
on inadequate numbers tested or to other explainable

circumstances.
this stage.
.

O

The suggestion is only offered
,riously, the

at

inadequacy of the data

does not permit of dogmatic assertions.
The conclusions arrived at in the preliminary

investigations are stated with a full consciousness
of insufficient proofs.

At all points and with re-

gard to all the groups tested, it is only possible to
sugflest that
°ro1sr

on the average, intelligence appears to

up to 15 yeers at least (that is to say, to the

né...that point a.yerage
but täking these factors

144 - 152 age group here).. Rev_

'rowth is obscured by the entry of selective factors,

into consideration it does not seem possible to place
the upper limit of the growth of intelligence beyond
16 years or below 15 years of life age.

happen/

Should it

zSb

happen that further testing confirms this finding,
the opinion

of DOLL suaportinp' an average upper

limit of intelligence nt 13? years is once more to
be rejected_.

As it is, it is difficult to accept

his position.
In addition to the insufficiency of tna data

the

may be added a possible inadequacy of the

method employed..

The study of aver ces obscures

many things, though

it is questionable

scuring is always a disadvantage.

if the ob-

Nevertheless, it

is true that a study of this type reveals next to
nothing, of the individual differences in ability

which contribute

to the whole.

?'urther, the whole

question of individual rate of development is entirely covered up.

An investigation by means of individ -r

ual testing extending over a large number of years
is the most desirable method of approach to the

Problem, but it is not always practicable

(as where

continual access to schools is well -nigh impossible)
and even when practicable, may be bristling with

difficulties due to the time employed and more especially to the insufficiency of good testing material
available.

A

A TIME LIMIT TEST.

The type of test employed here raises a ques-

tion or two.

It

is a test with a time limit and it

may be wondered if a 15 minute's paper is enough.
Few investigations have been carried on to prove

either the sufficiency or insufficiency of time limit tests.

In a recant Psychological

Monograph

(19 4) BERNSTEIN reports on an investigation the

purpose of which was to determine if there is such
a thing as a speed factor in intelligence and if

non -speed tests are of greater merit than speed
He finds no clear indication that subjects

tests.

do better "in leisure" than in "haste" tests.
(1)
WOOLLY and FISHER
report on their 1915

investigation with working children that the speed
element in tests is not a great handicap, and that
there is no discrepancy between estimated ability

and rate tests.

They rightly note that in the world

the speed factor, enters to a certain extent and in

tests

of.

"graded" difficulty it is also present only

to a certain extent.

wag largely

Speed in their investigations

correlated

with success in the testa

(1) WOOLLEY
and FISHER.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS.

themselve s/

77.

2S$

LEIGH MUDGE' S (1) finding that speed tests
are "rather :accurate" and slow testa "rather more

accurate" is faint commendation of the latter.

FREEMAN (2) quotes an instance of the application
of BURT'S Reasoning Teats in the Univ. of Chicago

with a time limit to performance or no time limit
..

to Performance, which resulted in a correlation of

zero.

His

owal

investigations lead him to conclude

"It is conceivable that tests with a wide rang: of

difficulties which are easy enough to permit

those.

of little ability to make a score, but difficult e-

nough to tax the ability of the ablest would give
less correlation between speed and quality than a
teat which is easy and where speed alone counts".
The matter is important since speed may handicap som

1ndividuala

.

It

may be said in passing, that from

tables constructed in the second part of the investigation, for another purpose, it was seen that ther
is evidence, even in as short a teat al this, that

correlation between Spe >ed and intelligence is shown.
General opinion points to a sane conclusion
that a "speed" test is not so reliable on the whole
as a "leisure"

group test or as a test which is a

combination/

1)
2)

i

LEIGH MUDGE : Journal of Educ. Psych. 1922.
FREEMAN:
Journal of Educ. Research. Jan. 1923
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combination of both types.

Rut, what is more impor-

tant here is to know if a group tent is as

good.

as

an individual test with older subjects, but on this

matter nothing can be said definAtely.
SEX

DIFFERF NCEs

Already some comparison between the sexes
has entered incidentally into the general discussion

leading to the belief that, generally speaking, sex
difference in mental ability as measured by this
test nre lacking.

An analysis of the scores obtained

in the different tests contributing to the whole,

might reveal sex differences, but in the preliminary
investigations this analysis need not be undertaken,
as it is not strictly relevant to

trie

main problem.

Suffice to say here, that where sex differences in

the general scores ar3 apparent they are dua to factors of selection, complicating matters at a partic-

ular age group.
at 15 years.

In JAMES CLARK SCHOOL this occurs

The difference between the boys and the

girls there is 3.61 (P.E. 1.73) and is barely significant.

In the other two schools it occurs at 12

Years owing to selection, but at no stage thereafter

with significance.

marked/

The adult score, again, show

.

gro

marked differences but

st.zffìcient has been said to

explain the occurrences.
The one point of interest regarding sax dif-

ferences has already received comment.

It is the

flattening of the GEO. WATSON'S BOYS' COLLEGE aver age at 15 years.

It suggests a natural "marking

time" but is scarcely significant enough to be em-

phasised.

Most writers note only slight sex dif-

ferences as for example, YERKES. who sees difference

only in regard to certain tests.

But PORTEOUS in

the article already spoken of (9.

of.

App. Psych.

)

insists thmt girls are inferior to boys in general
ability.
SOCIAL

STATUS.

Since the first application; of the BINET

SCALE the question of the

relation of Social

Status to intelligence has been raised, but the com-

plexity of the problem and the !infancy" stage of
mental testing hinders the resolution of the diffiulty.

DECROTY and DEGAUD, two Belgian experimenters

with the first BINET TESTS found 1k mental years of
difference between children of superior social Statua
and children coming from humble homes.
sliThtly,/

BINET himself

2bf

slightly experimented and proved the truth of
results.

their.

Since then nearly every significant exper-

iment has contributed some evidence to support the

early findings.

In his early experiments, BURT found

indications of the influence of social status on test
(1)

results.

Also in his more recent work, he compares

two schools "typifying, the best and worst in a representative borough" and finds that the superior school
is nearly a year ahead of the general average.

Re-

garding the differences found in the report by early
(2)

investiat ions,

STERN has this to say. "One

g,'

niigitt

assume that the very rise to the higher and betteroff classes would itself predicate a certain intell

-

-i

ectual

selection and that the children of these

classes would have come into the world equipped with
a superior intellectual endowment.

BURT, remembers

that tests test endowment in conjunction with all the

influences to which the examinee has been subjected

UP to the moment of testing and it is just these external influences that are different in the lower
social classes ".

This touches once more the assump-

tion of a common environment which the tests presuppose

.

Çrnia.T?N ' S

(l

(

/

BURT: Mental and Scholastic Teste: p. 191
ST_RRN. Psych. Method of Testing Intelligence.

STFRNIS

on

investigation with the BINET

tarts applied. to Volkschule and Vorschule children

resulted in the fining that the normal 10 year olds
in the former (and inferior) type of school

average intelligence

an

had.

eouivalent to that of the nor-

mal 9 year olds in the latter

(and.

superior) type

of school.
The results of the testing undertaken here

rear

out the conclusions of most writers that the

tests are not uninfluenced by social status.

The

JAMPS CLARK SCHOOL results indicate decidedly lower

average scores thnn the other schools at the lowest
ages but the difference becomes lens marked towards
the end of their school career.

operating

at

Doubtless, selection

the higher ages in the JAMES CLARK

SCHOOL explains the approach of the 96 average scores
to the average scores of the G.W.B.

and

(;hil-

aran at about 15 years of age.

INTELLIGFNCE and SCHOOL SUCCEsq.

The results of the tests were sent to the

schools tested in order that an opinion of their

Worth might be given.
intelligence/

No definite assassment of

263

intelligence was asked from the schools.

masters

of.

The Head -

G.W.3.C. and J.C. School found some dis-

crepancy between their estimates of the children's
intelligence
test results.

,

derived from several sources, and the
Similarly the score sheet was passed

round the entire staff of Edinburgh Ladies College.
The staff expressed interest in if not approval of
the

undertaking.

aible

but, by the courtesy of Miss Mary G. Clarks then

Comments were not always favour -

Headmistress of the School, the investigator was
confidential
given access to the record sheets of school marks
the end of the year.

at

The correlation obtained be-

tween test scores and school work was :701.

ß[TRT

quotes a correlation of .91 between his revision of
the BINPT -SIMON Scale and school work (p. 182 op eit
.

so that there is every reason to be content with the

results obtained from this short
quate time limit test.

.nd

probably inade-

)

SECOND

INVESTIGATION.

December 1124 - January 192

Subjects.
The second part of the investigation is

virtually an attempt to test the reliability of the
preliminary testing.

In order to do this it was de-

cided to retest the schools used in the first investigation, and,access to these schools being again
granted, the children of the James Clark School, both

boys and girls,

the boys of G.W.B. College and the

girls of E.L. College were tested in Dec. 1924 and
Jan. 1925

The sourcesfrorn which the adult subjects

were obtained were, tne Psychology Class of Edinburgh
University,

the Education Class of Edinburgh Univer-

sity, Various classes in Education and Psychology at

Edin. Prov. Tr. College and three Technical Engineer-

ing Classes at the Heriot Watt College.

Only a part

of the Psychology Class was tested, as tne remainder

were members of the Educ. Class.
effect a separation.

In the table

from each source are shown.
SUBJECT/

It was possible

to

below the numbers

16S-

SUBJECT

2nd,

School or College

ITnIESTIGATION

Men

Women

G.W.B.C.

'316

E.L.C.

.

383

284

303

J.C. School

}

.

Ed. Univ.

Psych. Class.

14

43

a

Educ.

50

138

59

.

n,

u

Heriot Watt College.
Edin.

Prov. Tr. College.

Total

--]

107

9

904

1032
1

All

2006

The Tests.

The retesting of the same groupsas were
examined before fitted in with the idea of constructing a new test, on general lines similar to the first
but with a slightly longer time limit.

struction of

trie

In the con-

new test certain alterations were

made in the choice of material.Mirror reading was
left out.
to/

It offered too much temptation to children

children to hold the sheet up against the light.

to

The test which was termed somewhat inadoqate Y "word

suffered the same fate.

penetration"

The previous

results had shown that the Logical Reasoning test was

decidedly too easy and could be answered perfectly

by nearly all

trie

young children.

Another, more

difficult, might have been found, but it was preferred to introduce some new material.

The last test,

comprehension of a passage,was also left out.
The new test sheet,
ocycleo

the

again constructed on

principle contained four types of test

which were separated four times.
directions,

These were analogies

number completion series, and proverbs.

constituted 16 out of the total 20 test questions.

Triey

The remaining four were two orientation tests, one
set of 12 hard opposites and fina11Sr;

a code

,

test.

Each set of analogies and numbers contained six parts
and tnree

problems were set in each proverbs test.

All the numbers series problems were originally constructed on the old principle (also the proverbs
trie

directions and orientation tests.

)

tests,

As before,the

gaps in, the number series completion tests were placed at any part of

were called
E ciu.at,i. onal/

,front

trie

line.

The opposites test words

:s vera;. sources-

in'

the ,Tburtuf

of

--

Educational Psychology. Only what were considered
difficult words were chosen. The code test was
formed after a model in the Simplex Group Test pre-

pared by Richardson.
Directions were placed on the front page
of the test sheet and spaces for the subject's re-

sponses placed alongside the questions.

adopted

in.

This plan,

bo tests, is a labour saving device botn
bdi

for the subject and the examiner.

Responses took

the form of a letter,

a word or a figure to be written

in all but one aase.

Trie

code test alone required a

little writing.
Time Limit - Tests.

Yejto Correct Solutions.

Marking:
The method of marking again was somewhat

arbitrary and similar to the method adopted before.

For each simple analogy or each number series completed, one mark was given at all stages of

paper.

trie

Each section of a proverbs test correctly answered

obtained two marks,i.e. a total

of six marks for

each of tests

Directions and

5,

10,

15 and 19.

orientation test received 4 marks earn if correct and
no marks if wrong.

In marking the code test,

method adopted was to give three marks for

trie

the

grasp

of the principle and an additional mark for each word

correctly/

268

C©rreCtly written.

The total was 12 marks. The awn

of all the marks was 120 but for practical convenience

all the total scores were turned into percentages.

TIME LIMIT.

Trie

test was very carefully tried out on

children and adults of superior intelligence in order
that a suitable time limit might be affixed, with ab-

solute certainty that none should succeed in finishing
all tests in the given time.

Twenty minutes seemed to

fit the requirements.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

EXAMINATION.

Time Limit:

Minutes.

Name

College

Age

Date

Do not open this pamphlet until you are told
to do so by the Examiner.
On the inside pages and on the back page there
are a number of problems.
In each case you
are told exactly what to do. Read the instructions carefully.
Do not ask any questions. If you come to a
problem that you do not understand, go on
to the next problem.

You will be given 20 minutes. Solve as many
problems as you can in the time allowed.
Solve the problems in the order given.
gin at the beginning, and go straight
:through.
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO

PSYCHOLOGICAL
(1)

Each of

will

trip

#G-

SO..

EXAMINATION.

lines below,

when completed

2(4

will contain four words, the first two of

which are in the same relation
other as the second two.

to

each

In each case

there is one term missing.

Fill in

the blank with a word.

EXAMPLES.

finger is to hand as toe is to
(The missing word is "foot ".)

(a)

(b

)

cabbage is to
as cod is to fish.
(The missing word is "vegetable".)
sky is to blue as grass is to
day is to

as

white is to black.

is to navy as soldier to army.
pupil'4B-tto._.

as child is to parent.

go is to come as

is to buy.

fin is to fish as wing is to
(2)

Notice these two numbers,

3,

If there

5.

are as many days in September as in March

write the larger number here

,

but

if the reverse is the case, write the

smaller number here

(3)

Fili in the missing steps in the following
nUmber series: EXAMPLES .

(a)

2

4 6 8 10 12
ing numbers are 14

..

16.

..
)

(The miss-

(b)

1

5

2

5

..

5

numbers are
9

8

7

6

5

..

..

8

1

6

1

4

1

..

..

10

.

..

25

30 35 40

45

27 27

23

..

19

19

..

15

6 12

..

24

30

..

42

48

16

..

4

1

19

]0

..

(Trie

..

missing

5).

lo

22

(4)

4
3

The streets of the town run north, south
east, and west.

I

set out for a walk, and

after walking straight ahead for some time,

A few minutes later

I

turn to the right.

I

turn again, this time to the left, walk

for a considerable distance, and then turn
once more to the left.

was facing sóuth.

When

I

set out

I

In which direction am

I

now facing?

(5)
1.

Every rose hatn its thorn.

2.

Ee who would eat the kernel must crack
the nut.

3.

Every shoe fits not every foot.

4.

As you make your bed, so must you lie.

5.

Every herring must hang by its own
gill.

6.

No autumn fruit without spring blossoms.

whi cn/

Which of the sayings above means the same as
the following: -

(a)

As you sow you must mow.

Number

(b) Every path hath its puddle.

(c)
(6)

Paddle your own canoe.

Fill in the blanks in

trie

Number

Number

following: -

cellar is to attic as bottom is to
eye is to head as window is to
is to laughter as sorrow is to Joy.

skin is to body as

is to tree.

behind is to late as
cold is to hot as

(7)

is to early.

is to

If the letters in the word "begin"

occur in

the same order in the word as they do in
the alphabet, and if this is true of the

letters in the word "finish", write "K"
but if it is only true of one of the words,

write the last letter of the word.

(8)
Fill. in the missing steps in

number series:16/

trie

following

(9)

16

12

..

2

7

4

3

6

8

16

,...

..

43

35

5

8

10

..

14

21

11

14

..

13

..

..

11

8

13

36

..

74

..

9

D.

27

19

15

18

..

35

42

49, 56

3

23

Fill in the blank space next each word

with the word which means the opposite.

(10)

friend

animated

serious

former

venturesome

sinful

robust

clumsy

deceitful

haughty

_genuine
pride

1.

Little by little the bird builds its
nest.
speak

2.

All are not friends that one fair.

3.

A
One snould not always judge by appearances.

4.

There are no gains without pains.

5.

He that hath no money needs no purse.

6.

Like master, like man.

Which of the says above means the same as the
following:-

(a)

Alñorrálloblácktwhowhodigare oalslers,

Number

273

(b)

He that hath some land must have
some labour.
Number

(e)

Little strokes fell great oaks.
Number

(11)

Fill in the blanks in the following: dismal is to dark as cheerful is to
iron is to

as cambric is to fabric.

Horse is to

as docile is to stubborn.

fire is to smoke as water is to

complex is to feminine as
culine.
food is to body as

(12)

is to mas-

is to engine.

In the following list of words draw circles

round three words so that two are includone

ed,

of wnich is the opposite of the

other, and the third means the same as

one of these twowet

(13

)

moist

Fill in the missing steps in the following
number

geries.:-

3

..

3

5

..

4

3

11
51

14

..

16

..

17

50

47

..

..

4

25

31

34

39
50
14
4
35

20
38

1
20

15
43
22

7

(14)

strain

dry

stiff

A/

16

ld

14

..

..

53
1 91

36

(14)

A

certain building has windows on two
sides only - on the side directly op-

posite the door, and on the side which
is to the left of the

door as you enter.

The early morning sun shines straight

through the door.

In which direction

(north, south, east, or west)

does that

side of the building face which has

neither window nor door?

(15)

Answer

1.

Peexseverance overcomes all difficulties.

2.

Plants oft removed never thrive.

3.

Pour not water on a drowned mouse.

4.

He who is in the mud likes
nother into it.

to

pull a-

5.

Joan is as good as my lady in the

6.

Unhappy experiences teach us

to

dark.

be

careful.

Which of the sayings above means the same as
the following:(a)

Do not add affliction

(b)

When candles
grey.

(c)

(

16

)

misery.
Number

to

are out, all cats are
Number

Failure follows frequent change of
Number
plan.

Fill
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Fill in the blanks in the following: -

(16)

motive is to

as why

is to how.

failure is to success as depressed

is

to

truth is to

as beauty is to art.

copy is to originate as imitate

is

to

politeness is to
morals.

as manners is to

character is to reputation as truth. is
to

Write in the space below the first letter

(17)

that in this sentence goes immediately be-

fore the letter which in the

alphabet

Answer

goes immediately after it.

Fill in the missing steps in the following

'('.18)

number series:8

10

..

22

44

46

92

143

:7.14

88

..

..

28

14

3

29

28

.

25

..

23

21

20

63

..

31

..

15

14

7

6.

20

17

..

14

11

9

..

5

..

14

17

..

16

12

15

..-

11

(19)

1.

A tree

2.

Waste not, want not.

Wood that grows crooked will never

3.

b
4.
5.

is known by its fruit.

s

traighep d.

Don't cry over spilt milk.
Don't cross a bridge till you come
t4 it.

6.

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may.

Which of the sayings

above means the same as

the following: -

(a)

Take Time by the forelock.
Number

(p)

What is bred in the bone will
never out of the flesh.
Number

(c)

Never meet trouble half-way.
Number

(20)

A message

is to be sent in a "code" or

secret language.

'First the whole message

is written backwards (in capitals),

and

then there is substituted for each letter
the letter which comes next but one before it in the alphabet.

EXAMPLE -

He is coming: first written backward,
thus GNIMOCSIEH.

When for each letter is substituted the
next but one before it in the alphabet,
the message becomes ELGKMA

Now/

Q,G

CF.

7-77

Now put the following message into code form.
Write only the final form.

Use capitals all the

time:- Enemy- entrenched five miles to south -east.

Rein-

forcements following.
Print code here.

KEY
1.

to

CORRECT

green: night: sailor:te-a

2.

3.

3.

4,3:

4..

East.

5.

4;

6.

top: room:

2,1: 15,20

1:

ANSWERS.
x'or master:

23,15:

seil: bird:

13,7.

18,36:

5

tears: barX

:

before,in front: Pole or
Equator.

7.

N.

8.

15,10: 9,6: 18,37:

9.

foe or enemy: latter: sickly:

59,51:

13,20:

7,28:

open,straightf®r-ward:

lifeless: cautious, careful: agile,graceful:
humble:

frivolous: sinless, holy. Godly.

counterfeit spurious: humility:
10.

3;

11.

bright or light: metal: mule: steam: simple:

4;

1.

fuel,

12. wet,/

coal:

dry, moist.

12.

wet,

13.

6,3,:

14.

North.

15.

3:

16.

Method: elated: science: invent: behaviour: be-

13,18:

46,42:

8,11:

16,12:

27,30:

2.

5:

lief or opinion.
17.

e in the.

18.

4,20: 65,45: 26,24:

19.

6,

20.

ELGOMJJMD

3,

62,30:

15,8:

18,13.

5.

CTGD

Q,RLCKCAPMDLGEP

BCBALCPRLC

RQ,YC-FRSMQ, MR

QCJGK

WKCLC.

The Application

The tests were applied to the children

in G.W.B.C. and E.L.C. on the same day in Dec.1924.
Dr. Dreyer and Dr. May Collins tested the boys in

George Watson,s Boys College,

the investigator_

girls in Edinburgh Ladies! College.

Tne boys were

once more grouped in two very large groups in the

exam hall.
rooms.

The girls were tested in their class- -

In George Watson's Boys College the testing

covered little over an

flour,

in Edinburgh Ladies

College, it required about three hours.

The James

Clarks. children were tested in January of this year.

Tne adult groups were tested by the investigator at

dates

2-77

dates more or less convenient for the lecturers.

Mr Muir tested two of the three Heriot Watt groups
after having seen the application of the test

to

the

third group.
Procedure.
The papers were distributed with the in-

junction that they were not to be turned over until
a direction to that effect was issued.

A few minutes

were devoted to filling in the details regarding
name, data etc. and to the reading of the directions.
The subjects were given no further information.

They were told

all. to

observe carefully the signal

start and the signal to stop.

to

JAMES CLARK SCHOOL.

The data chosen for the application of the

test was perhaps a little unfortunate here.
school organisation was suffering from

The

a recent

great influx of pupils (mostly girls) from another
school, and also from the presence of painters in

certain parts.

The facility with which the testing

was carried out in the difficult circumstances was
largely due to the industry and help of Mr. Ambrose,

Senior Assistant and head English Master in the
school.

By reason of his interest the whole school

was tested in two days.
On account of the recent influx of pupils
(they had been in the school only one week) the

number of children. attending the school was con siderably augmented.

587 children were tested.

Of °these 284 were boys and 303 were girls.

sexes were thus fairly equally divided.

The

In the

table below the numbers between 12 and 16 years
are given.
As before 12 means 112 -1 22 years and so on.

Table/

BOYS.

MEAN

AGE

P.E.OF MEAN

ST.DEVn.

MEDIAN

12

22.01

.72

7.91

21.86

13

21.95

.56

8.75

21.73

14

29.84

.83

11.76

29.86

15

35.38

1.64

12.39

33.5

16

Too few.

GIRLS.

I

MEAN

AGE

P.E.OF MEAN

ST.DEVn.

MEDIAN

12

21.66

.68

8.19

20.68

13

24.7

.56

9.1

24.27

14

26.80

.87

12.39

26.5

15

37.66

1.74

11.77

37.68

ST.DEVn.

MEDIAN

16

Too few.

ALL.

AGE

MEAN

P.E.OF MAAN

12

21.81

.49

8.05

21.75

13

23.40

.39

8.75

23.7

14

28.31

.60

12.18

27.91

15

36.61

.85

11.9

36.29

13.3

37.5

16

(

33.22

2.8

L

0

TABLE.

12

13

14

15

16

Boys

54

108

91

26

5

284

Girls

65

120

93

21

4

303

119

228

184

47

9

587

All

TOTAL

There is inequality of numbers from age to age, as
was found in the previous investigation, but there
is approximate equality in the number of each sex
at the different age groups.

dren are probably

liot

The 12 year old chil-

selected,

-

the 16 year old

children probably 'old dull' pupils.

The small

number at 15 years clearly indicates the operation
of

selection after 14 years, and shove how few

entering the school at the beginning of the course
manage to reach the end.

As stated in the last

investigation, it is probable that selection on the
basis of ability begins only at fifteen years and
not earlier.

The results obtained from the school are

placed/

t

:

10

I

3

I

2e

Sub'lec4s,

a)

34

41

48

e), inierval L7 m2srks)
:

->

i4-

!3

iz

Score

3 vniis ñoriz.
{' uni-1.ç verJ.,

.5f

di

1

cp

i

-/b

placed below.

On the opposite page the distributions

temowhich these average scores were obtained are
illustrated.

From the results embodied in the tables the
average growth curve from 12 to 16 years is constructed.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS.

BOYS

The results are remarkably similar to those
obtained in the preliminary test.

The 12 year old

boys slightly surpass the 13 year old average.

The

lower age group contains brighter children on the
average and the number only half as many as there
are at 13 years.

From 13 to 14 years there is indi-

cation of`cons iderable average growth coupled with

increase in variability.

That the growth is greater

than the average growth indicated in the previous
test may be due merely to a difference in units in
the two testa,

but it is more likely to be due to the

influx of 'low'

subjects at 13 years drawing down the

average score.

The skewness of the 13 year old

distribution may be explained on this ground also.

The previous year's distribution at 13 years is not
noticeably.
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noticeably

skewed.

The influx affects not only the

13 year old group but tends to pass over into the

group beyond though to a much less extent.

Between

14 and 15 years there is still evidence of growth if
the figures and appearance of the curve are literally

interpreted.

But selection operates at 15 years.

The average at that age is only a composite of 26

individual scores and the variability of the group
is great.

The reliability of the figures is doubt-

ful.

The growth curve, somewhat flat from 12
to 13 years, increases noticeably at 14 years.

The

interval between 13 and 14 years may appear to be

increased for reasons mentioned before, but it is

apparent that average growth is still going on.

At

15 years where selection complicates the growth curve

there is still an average increase visible.

Probably

the greater part of the increase of the average score
at 15 years over that at 14 years is not due to men -

tal growth at all but to the selection of the brightest children at that point.

The curve does not ex-

tend far enough to suggest the real point at which

average mental growth ceases.

The indications are

that it is not sooner than 14 years at least
The

16u

The table showing the percentage of each

group reaching or exceeding the median of the group
below ought to give a general idea of the change
from one age to another, but the figures again require to be supplemented by other information.

Percentage of 13 year old reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 year olds

51

Percentage of 14 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 13 year olds

74.7

Percentage of 15 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 14 year olds

65

At 16 - too few cases.

The figure:. at 13 years falsely suggests that average
mental growth is on the point of reaching its maximum.

The figure at 14 years falsely suggests that

average mental growth is not becoming less.

This

high percentage finds a counterpart in the average
for 13 years which has already been discussed.

The

table of percentagep,on the whole, requires that
too much allowance be made for one thing and another

not apparent on its surface representation.
GIRLS.

In order to facilitate comparison the

distributions of the girls'
the/

scores are placed beside

the corresponding series for boys.

The girls' ave-

rage at 12 years is not so high as that obtained by
the boys of the same age, probably on account of the

fact that a larger influx of girls than boys occurred
The result of the influx is a counteraction of the

selection which normally is characteristic of the 12
year old children in the school.

The effect of the

influx of pupils is seen to a larger extent in the
13 year old and 14 year old age groups.

The fact

that twice as many 13 year olds as 12 year olds were

tested, must be taken into consideration in observing the 13 year old average.

But, regarding the 12

year old average as a fairly reliable indication of
the average mental ability of the 12 year old girls,
the average score at 13 years may be taken to show a

real increment.

The difference between the 12 year

old mean and the 13 years old mean
as great as it would be,

is

probably not

if the presence of a large

number of strange children at 13 years did not tend
to lower the average.

The distributions of scores at the point

and at the following year exhibit a slightly skewed

appearance in the negative direction.
is, in the girls'

less/

distribution at

13

The skewness
years

than
marked in the corresponding boys° distribution but it
A
is most noticeable at 14 years.

At 14 years,

again,

the average score shows an increase, which may be

taken as real,

despite

a..

pulling the average down.

small

.

number of children

The distribution clearly

shows the influence of the lower scores and the

variability measure is unduly large on their account.
At 15 years the average increase in score is too

large to be reliable.

The reliability of the mean is in question

scores.

and

Also, it is based on few test

variability

large.

The increase at

this point corresponds to that shown by the boys.
On the whole the evidence is still fairly

inconclusive.

The influx of new pupils is a disturb-

ing element, interfering with the homogeneity of the
groins.

The figures up to 14 years, and it may be

assumed that they are reliable indications of what is

actually going on, point to a fairly steady but small
increase in average score.

Beyond 14 years the course

of development is quite obscured.

The short curve

of growth shows that the average growth which is so

slight up to 14 years takes a new course thereafter,

which can only be allowed for when the operation of
selection

/

selection is noted.

The curve and the scores (when

due allowance for variability differences is made)

indicate that soon after 14 years, other things
being equal, the average growth curve must become
flat.

A further and a conclusive support to this

suggestion comes from the table showing the percentage differences from year to year which is placed
below.

Percentage of 13 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 year olds

65.8

Percentage of 14 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 13 year olds

52

Percentage of 15 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 14 year olds

85

too few
At 14 years the distribution only succeeds in sur-

passing the 13 year old group by a very small amount.
Presumably, by 15 years,

the real difference would

become negligible.

A general comparison of boys' with girls'
results shows, as before, that the boys tend to be
somewhat superior to the girls.

The extreme scores

may not be true representations of difference, in

which/

which case the general sex differences in mental
ability are slight.

The distributions do not tend

here, as before, to lend support to the view that
the variability of boys is greater than that of girls.

But the evidence here is inconclusive.

COIJlBINED

RESULTS.

The combination of boys' and girls' average
scores shows that the situation is favourably com-

parable with the results of the preliminary investigation.

The same slight increase of average score

from 12 to 13 years is apparent; there is a considerable increase from 13 to 14 years; there is a marked

increase from 14 to 15 years due to the operation of
selection, and a marked decrease at 16 years due to a

superabundance of dull pupils and a lack of subjects in
general.

The distributions strengthen the conviction

that the influx of new or strange pupils causes a

skewness in the curves at 13 and 14 years and it may
be to some

slight extent at 12 years also.

The

successive groups show an increase in variability
which is erratic at points.
of the girls at

general/

The great variability

24 years is carried over to the

general distribution, to break the continuity in

variability which might be expected.

The small range

of years and the disturbing elements at nearly every

stage go to lower the expectation of perfect results
in this respect.

The form of the distributions, incomplete
though these distributions are, suggests that at 13

years there is a continuance of average mental development, which, being very small, probably indicates a

decrease in average growth.

The course of development

in the average or combined curve, is obscured from

this point onwards.

The explanation is to be found in

the increase in the average score made by the boys of

14 years over their average score at 13 years, the
score at the last mentioned age being itself diminished.

The combined score, therefore,

itself.

does not speak for

A truer representation of average growth seems

to be available in the girls' results.

Beyond 14

years no reliability can be attached to the results.

They are insufficient in themselves.
The average mental growth curve itself exhibits a changed course after 13 years on account of
the complications.
the real

that/

Obviously it falsely represents

course of development.

It is not likely

that an average slight increase between the younger

ages 12 and 13 years (granting the superiority of
the former average and the inferiority of the latter)

should be offset by a great increase in average

growth at a later age.
The addition of the percentage differences,

bearing on the change exhibited by the groups taken
in their entirety, reveals next to nothing of the
true state of affairs.

It requires no comment:

Percentage of 13 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 year olds

58

Percentage of 14 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 13 year olds

60

Percentage of 15 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 14 year olds

72.3

Percentage of 16 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 15 year olds

44

It seems that, in this case, the combination of scores

scarcely proves advantageous.
is desired to show.

It covers up what it

At the same time it proves that

no support can be lent to the view that intelligence

ceases to grow at 132 years life age.

The opinion

expressed before is reiterated, that up to 15 years
of age there is good reason to believe that average

mental /

mental growth continues and that after that point
growth is either greatly minimised or absent altogether.
It will be observed that, in the course of

the discussion, it has been indirectly implied that

the JAMES CLARK children are of superior intelligence

to those who entered the school under unusual circumstances.

This is believed to be true.

The study

of the scores of these children adds the proof.

scores are extremely low in certain cases.

implication needs further comment.

The

But the

It might be, and

probably is, generally assumed that the JAMES CLARK
school recruits, not the average child, but children

slightly above the average.
true, cannot be supported.

That, though generally
The difference exhibited

between these school children and the other school

children is explainable at the lower years by other
means.

ability.

The other school was of less than average
It reveals the same characteristics as

contrasted with the JAMES CLARK school, as were found
in previous significant studies of social status

differences.
many/
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The exact bearing of the bp-talk

on the question at issue may be wondered.

It has

been indulged in to point out that some part of the

ability/

ability shown by children at the later ages may be
due to the good training received in the school.

In the manner of going about the test the children

may differ, and that the manner or method of attack
makes a difference cannot be denied.

It does not

seem desirable that investigation should shirk the

revelation of any factors whatever.
To return to the topic of discussion, and
in conclusion, it may be said that the idea of

selection on the basis of ability choosing the
children at the JAMES CLARK School cannot be countenanced.

Teachers with whom the matter has been dis-

cussed agree that, where theoretically selected
ability is catered for, practically all and sundry
enter.

This is the justification of testing the
school to obtain the upper limit of the growth of

intelligence.

Apart from the assumption further

allowance would be necessary for the fact that the
samples of children were not random.

appear to be necessary.

It does not

GEORGE

WATSON'S

BOYS

COLLEGE.

The boys were tested in two large groups.

The twenty minutes test was applied to the first of

these groups by Dr. Dreve' and to the second group
Dr. May Collins.

by

More boys were tested this year

than last by the inclusion of some classes at the

lower end, comparable with the lowest classes tested
in Edinburgh Ladies'

College in the first test.

Un -

fortunately, the investigation was forced to omit
these very classes in retesting Edinburgh Ladies'
College.

In all 616 boys were tested.

The table below shows the number of pupils

tested at each age.
14 = 131 - 142 years etc.

t

AGE.

12

13

16

17

18

10

NO.

53

87 128 129 110

80

25

4

14

1

TOTATA

616

At 18 years the numbers.are so small 66 to

make the results of questionable worth.

At 12 years

the subjects are probably not so selected as on the

previous investigation in which only those advanced
for their years were included.
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operates only after 15 years has been verified by

observation of the scores of those pupils tested in
the first year who have not returned to school.

There is only the comparison of two years' results
to show this,

it is true, but the testimony is othert

wise supported.

At 15 years the poorer intelligence

begin to drop out.

Beyond 15 years the groups be-

come selected and interpretation must take devious
routes.
The distributions of scores are placed op-

posite.

General observation shows them to be fairly

normal and to indicate average increase from

l

to

17 years inclusive.

The results derived from the distribution
are given in the table below.

The curves obtained

from the average scores are drawn on the following
()age.
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MEAN

AGE.

P.E.

of MEAN

ST. DEV,

MEDIAN

9.59

31.42

31.60

.88

13

35.62

.82

11.4

36.98

14

40.31

.74

12.39

40.08

15

43

.74

12.6

43.45

16

46.89

.77

12.09

47.66

17

50.11

1.01

13.44

51.1

18

55.24

1.37

10.15

56.56

12

j

It is well to remember that in the second

test a better representation of the 12 year old ab-

ility was obtained than in the preliminary investigation.

Consequently, it is not surprising that the

results indicate a greater difference between the
average scores at 12 and 13 years than was found be-'
fore.

This more representative value at 12 years

makes clear that from 12 to 13 years and from 13 to
14 years average growth is still progressing.

The

two intervals indicate approximately the same amount
of growth.

of
It is probable that whatever influx

scholars occurs at these two age groups does not
on
influence the distribution one way or another

account of its particular nature.

Selection oper-

ating at 15 years makes the average difference

between

2-c17

between 15 and 16 years slightly greater than
before.

it was

This probably indicates that average mental

growth is diminishing because to attribute as much
of the difference to actual mental growth as is ob-

served between 12 and 13 years and again between 13
and 14 years would be to leave

a

negligibly small

part of the whole difference to explain a strong

selective influence.

At 17 and 18 years each advance

over the previous score again shows the work of

selective influences.

At 18 years it is doubtful if

such weight can be attached to the value given, ow-

ing to the small number of subjects tested.

Beyond

15 years it is difficult to trace the true growth
curve.
The variability of the groups increase

n

from 12 to 15 years but theregf' ér,2

account of

the selected groups It becomes erratic and at 18

Years it is noticeably low.

On the whole,

the groups are comparable generally.

butions indicate

a slight

at least to 16 years.

however,

The distri-

increase of average growth

After 16 years of age no gen-

eral progress is obvious.

Returning now to the actual figures,
appears that average mental growth changes are

apparent/

it

apparent up to 15 years when selection enters.

The

average difference between 15 and 16 years is not

appreciably greater than the difference found
the previous age, as has been seen.

at

It seems, then,

justifiable to assume that average mental growth pro-

gresses a little from 12 to 15 years and after 15
years becomes less apparent.

The table of difference

adds confirmation to the view that by 15 years or

near 15 years the summit of mental growth is reached.
The table is quoted below.

DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE SCORE FROM YEAR TO YEAR.
INTERVAL

DIFFERENCE

P.E. OF

DIFFERENCE

13 yrs over 12 yrs

4.02

1.2

14

"

4.79

1.1

15

"

13

"

"

14

2.47

1.4

16

"

"

15

3.89

1.06

17

"

"

16

"

3.22

1.24

18

"

"

17

"

5.13

1.7

"

Beyond 15 years the differences are of no
importance.

The P.E. of a difference based as it is

on the assumption of a random sampling, is useless

thereby itself.

Besides the differences existing be-

yond 15 years are known to be due to selection.
as/

But

as the table stands,

it proves the reliability of the

differences up to 14 years

-

that is to say, during

the first two intervals abové 12 years.

At the third

interval (15 years over 14 years) the difference

only doubtfully significant. (The difference
and is less than

3

times the P.E. 1.06)

is

is 2.47

The conclu-

sion seems to be that after 14 years the average mental growth is negligble or only very slight

-

pro-

bably the latter.
The same conclusion results from the study

of the percentage differences from age to age which

take the whole distributions into consideration.

The

actual figures are such as to support the view that

mental growth continues right up

to 15 years.

selection entering the field at 15 only serves

The
to keep

the difference between the 15 and 16 age groups equal
to the difference between the periods two.

This indi-

cates at least a diminution in growth after 15 years.
The table below contains the percentages discussed.
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This diminution after 15 years is itself

only the second in the series, as can be seen from
the table of average differences from year to year.

Between 14 and 15 years the average increase
than in the two earlier age groups.

is

less

Consequently, it

is safe to assume that the mental growth decrease.

which commences to show itself after 14 years will
continue and zero growth become apparent after 15
years.

Now it is inconsistent with the theory held

that the George Watson's Boys College pupils should

on the average continue to develop in mental ability
for a slightly longer period than the James Clark

Children also taken on the average.
The curve of average mental growth rather

conceals then reveals the situation.

But, up to 14

years it indicates a steady increase in average

mental growth and from 14 to 15 years indicates the

ditinutiòn-already mentioned.

Thé results certainly

discredit LOLL'S 132 years level if they do not
justify the fixing of the upper limit of mental

growth at any definite point in the age series.

Sol

.EDINBURGH

LADIES

COLLEGE.

The testing was carried on by the invest-

igator according to the method already indicated.

Fewer girls were tested with the second than with
the first test.

The

'lower' 12 year olds were om-

itted as it was inconvenient to have them, and one

group of 'poor' 15 and 16 year olds (to 162 years
approximately) was regrettably but unavoidably left
out.

In all 383 pupils received the test.

The dis-

tribution of the total number at the different ages
is

indicated below.

AGE.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

NO.

13

67

81

76

64

53

21

8

TOTAL

383

In comparison with the same table for
G.N'.B.C.

the numbers here are small.

it the extremes

of the scale the numbers tested are again small and
Et the

two age groups 15 and 16 they are less than

in the previous test,

owing to the number omitted.

Comparison of the second test results with the first
seems to indicate that selection as the basis of

ability/
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ability commences slightly earlier with the girls than

with the boys.

That is to say at 15 years there is

evidence of its working and although the tendency
is not

strong it requires to be taken into consider-

ation.
The distribution of test scores are placed

opposite.

Owing to the smaller numbers tested LA

each age, they present a more flattened appearance

than the corresponding boys' distributions.

It was

considered useless to change the limit for mere ex-

hibition purposes.

The distributions are only of

interest as the basis of all calaulations and
the general movement at each age group.

to

show

Up to 16 yrs.

there is evidence of--a cóntinuance of mental growth.

After that age small numbers prevent the observation
of prögress, if progress exists.

however,

The distributions,

are not all -revealing.
In the table below the results of the testing

are shown -:

Table/
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n
ST.DEV.

MEDIAN.

10.43

41.25

AGE.

MEAN

12

39.53

13

37.32
(36.56)

1.02
(.89)

14

40.38

.99

15

44.15

1.06

13.7

44.75

16

52

1.23

14.7

54.45

P .E.

of MEAN

1.92

12.96
(10.92)
13.3

35.8
39.5

17

54.18

1.11

12.04

53.85

18

59

1.9

13.3

59.62

too few.

19

At first sight the table is not at all re-

assuring and if no explanation could do away with some
of the curious results the position would be far from

satisfactory.

Three things are most striking in the

general picture; the size of the means at 16 and 18
years, the extraordinary and changeable variability

measures,

and the values of the P.E. of the medians

at 13 and 16 years in particular.

A comparison of

these test results with those of G.W.B.C. suggests at
once that some things are wróng.

The girls' average

it
is much superior to that of the boys at 16 years,

shows, in fact, an inclination to superiority all
as
through, the variability measures are greater and
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a consequence of the increased variability and the

smaller nimbers

i

ested at each age the F.E. of the

mean assumes rather large proportions at times.
closer analysis of the situation

is demanded,

A

though in

general and apart from its superiority over the boys'
curve of growth, the girls' curve (placed opposite) ex-

hibits the tendencies noted in the previous investigâtions both curve and table show a heightened average

mental ability at 12 years, due
ial tested at that age.

to the selected mater-

From 13 to 14 years there

evidence of an increase in mental growth which

peated in the following interval.
is,

is

is re-

The second interval

curiously, slightly larger than the first.

Between

15 and 16 years the average increase is unexpectedly

large.

A slight increase occurs at 17 years and again

at eighteen years the difference

increases.

Beyond

15 years there is no doubt that selection must go to

augment the score.

At the later ages the groups are

not representative of average intelligence.

At 16

years some explanation of the large average scores

must be forthcoming and doubtless the explanation will

extend to make clear the cause of the largevariability``

measure at the same age.

The variability is larger

than at any other age in the table and the P.E. of the

mean points to a degree of unreliability.
tion/

Any explana-

30

explanation based on a difference in the application
of the test to this group is impossible since the

group is made up of elements from several classes.
The cause of the trouble lies in the unfortunate

omission of 'poor'subjects excluded from the testings
at this age.

The variability measure, comes from

a

distribution which nearly presents a'chimney pot' appearance through the absence of subjects who would
have gone to build it up at the lower end.
The situation at 13 years also demands ex-

planation.

At this age the girls surpass the boys and

exhibit a distinctly greater variability.

This fact

defied analysis till inspection of the distribution
shows that the results are influenced at this age, by
the presence of one abnormally bright subject.

Leav-

ing this subject out of account the figures summarising

the situation are reduced

(They are extended in

brackets below the actual figures derived from the
distribution.

The mean becomes 36.36, the standard

deviation 10.92 and the P.E. of the

meal'

.85).

One other fact demands comment.

The var-

iability of the groups in the girls' school is strangely greater than in the boys' school.

In large mea-

sure the comparison is futile since the numbers tested
are

Soc.

are totally different in the two schools.

The dif-

ference in the standard deviation at 15 years,
(13.7
for the girls and,only 12.6 for the boys) is
not so

baffling when

it is

observed that 76 subjects con-

tribute to the girls' deviation and 129

to the boys'.

The erratic movement of the girls' standard deviation
is another matter,

and these have been explained

above.
The striking peculiarity of the results ex-

plained, it remains to attempt their interpretation.
The ':able of average differences from age to age is

placed below though it does not facilitate analysis.
The many distributing factors in the results neces-

sitate much additional by -talk.

The P.E.

of a dif-

ference method is scarcely legitimate beyond 15 years

where the groups are selected or at 12 years for the
same reason.

INTLRVAL.

DIFFERENCE.

13 yrs. over 12 yrs.

14

"

15

"

16

rT

17

1

18

"

P.E. of DIFF.

-

13

3.06 (3.82)

1.4 (1.33)

14

3.77

1.4

"

15

7.85

1.6

"

16

2.18

1.65

"

17

"

The/

4.82

1.9

3o7

The bracketed results refer to the group

with the unusually bright subject omitted very little
profit is to be derived from the study of the figures in the table.
The average at 12 years requires no fur -

ther comment.
at 13 years.

It

explains the descent of the curve

Between 13 and 14 years there is evi-

dence of some increase in average mental growth and
the

same holds good between 14 and 15 years.

(The

'Difference Tests' barely admits the reliability of
the difference.

The P.E.'s are scarcely three times

the corresponding difference).

In regard to average

growth the girls' results are comparable with the
boys- at the same age.

evident IB not large.

The average growth that is

There is, on the contrary,

good reason to believe that it is diminishing.

ork-

ing from the actual average obtained at 13 years

this is less apparent than working from the reduced
average, but if this procedure is objectionable it
does not need to be resorted to.

For, it is pro-

bable that selection enters in a little before 152
(or before the beginning of the 16 year age group.
If selection plays any part in the 14i to 152 age

group/
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group (i.e. 15 years) then the real average difference

between the age groups 14 and 15 will rather be less
than greater than the average difference between the

previous age groups 13 and 14.

This would point to a

diminution of average growth and an approach
upper limit of the growth of intelligence.
fact requires to be noted.

to the

One further

The omission of one group

of 'poor' selection affect not only the 16 year old

group but also the 15 year old group.

That is to say,

there is at least some possibility that the average
score found at 15 years is slightly in advance of

what it would be if this group had been included.
the. -other

On

hand, it might be true that while such sub-

jects would affect the higher age group for the worse

they might not similarly affect the lower.
Therefore, as the figures stand, they require one or other of the explanations offered above,

since an increased average difference at the later
age is contrary to the Laws of growth.

Strictly

a9

Strictly speaking the figures do not allow

any fixed point indicating a cessation of average men-'
tal growth, to be named.

The possibility is, that

they do not contradict the findings in the other
groups.

One last avenue of enquiry

is open in the

study of the percentage increase of each group over
the preceding group.

PER CENTAGE

of

13 year olds reaching or exceeding) 12 yr.olds 3.4
the median of the
14
64.2
13
15

14

61.8

16

15

68.7

17

16

54.3

18

17

61.9

19

18

.

If these percentages indicate the general

progress of the entire groups they may be interpreted
to

mean that average mental growth increases definite-

ly up to 15 years, and is not to be found after 16
years.

The 16 year old percentage is irregular, as

would be expected, and conceals the exact stage

at

which average mental growth ceases, but the indications
are that it must be above 15 years or rather above the

141 to 151 age group.
The/

3s0

The truth is, that the results are not

straightforward enough to be satisfactory.
er is convinced of the veracity of the

The writ-

'interpreta-

tion, but others may not accept it willingly.

unsatisfactoriness is not without interest.
evokes many questions, such

The
It

as the following:-

Does

it make any difference whether subjects are tested

in large or small groups?

The

G.1f.13. C.

results are

almost as perfect as could be expected in both years
of testing.

Does it make any difference if subjects

are aware that they are doing a test for "one of

themselves

"?

Or generally, does the personality of

the tester count for anything?

Be it confessed that

the Edinburgh Ladies' College girls in the later

stage groups, by whom the experimenter was most like-

ly to be remembered, exhibited marked 'zeal' in responding to the test.

BURT, in the early days com-

mented on the influence of the same factor on test
results.

Any individual child may be zealous but,

when a few are so, the zeal
tor, however,

is contagious.

This fac-

is not assumed to enter into test si-

tuations any more than into other situations.

Now

is not the time to answer these questions.

Moreover, taking into consideration the

unsatisfactory nature of the Edinburgh Ladies' College/
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College results, it

does not

seem necessary to add a

general comparison of this school with George Watson
Boys College.

reality,

as was

without doubt.

That

the two resemble one another in

found in

the

preliminary testing, is

3r2,

ADULT SUBJECTS.
Second Investigation.

The number of adults tested in the second
part of the investigation was 420, an increase over

the numbers in the preliminary testing.
subjects 288 were women and 132 men.

Of these

They were ob-

tained from the different Colleges already mentioned
in the introduction.

The total number of subjects

from the different sources is given in the table
below.

The unequal representation of the sexes at

each group is evident.

MEN

Edin.

University Psychology Class

Edinburgh Prov. Tr. College
(2 year course)

WOL4EN

14

43

9

107

Heriot Watt College

59

Edin. Univ. Education Class

50

138

132

288

TOTAL

The results from the different colleges are first of
all tested separately and in a general manner.

EDINBURGH/

310,

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PSYCHOLOGY CLASS.

The section of the Psychology Class tested

was selected to avoid testing a certain number of
subjects who would also be likely to be members of
the Education Class, since they were aiming at ob-

taining a University Diploma in Education.

In all

probability the best individuals were not included
in the group tested since the Diploma Class has a

large representation of post -graduate students who
take the Diploma Course during their period of training for the teaching profession.

This year the subjects were well warned
against failing to notice the fourth page on the test
sheet, so that on that account no trouble could arise.

The sexes are represented rather unequally in this
group, there being only 14 men against 43 women.

The men's results cannot on this account be considered
very reliable.

As the general table (included later)

shows the ages ranged from 19 -24+ years.
The results obtained are as follows:-

In/

MEAN

ST.DEVn.

Men

52.5

10.36

Women

53

9.17

All

52.87

9.31

314f

In spite of the limited number of men tested the

average scores obtained by men and women differ only
slightly - the difference being in favour of the
women., The variability measures, the women's in

particular, are a clear indication of a fairly homo-

geneous group.

The results are superior to the

George Watson's Boys' College.results at 17 years
and below the results for 18 years.

In the Prelimi-

nary Testing, when half of the Psychology Class was
tested the results were on a line with the school 18

year old average.

The elimination of the best sub-

jects here may explain the difference but the reliabi-

lity of the school 18 year old results is also open
to question.

EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAINING COLLEGE.

All the subjects in this group were ordi-

nary college trained non -graduate subjects, most of
them falling between the age of 18 and
Only

9

21 years.

men were tested and these were procured with

difficulty, as a noteworthy feature of the College
is the dearth of male students.

The graduate men

were tested in the University with the Education
Class.
to/

The number of women tested affords or ought

3IS-

to afford a good sampling of the intelligence of com-

ing teachers of elementary school children.
It seems unnecessary to calculate separate

means for men and women.

The average number of marks

obtained by the whole number of students tested is
48.17.

The group would then fall into a position

midway between the 16 year old and 17 year old boys
at George Watson's Boys'

Yet it has been

College.

stated somewhere by an American that college trained

students who become elementary school teachers have
as high mental ability as graduate students.
the

14

Like

upper limit to the growth of average intelli-

gence this may hold in America but not in Scotland:
HERIOT WATT COLLEGE.

The investigator carried out the test on
one group of the technical

students and Mx. Muir,

.

their lecturer, applied the test at convenient

periods to the other two groups.

It was particular-

ly desirable to have these groups tested as they

consist entirely of male subjects who are also non -

University men.
Heriot/

In all, 59 men were tested at the

Heriot Watt College.

Their ages ranged from 16 to

24+ (see table of detailed ages)

.

The average score obtained
group was 46.71 (st.dev.= 10.9) which

by the whole

is

approximate-

ly equal to the 16 year old score of the Geo.Watson' S
Boys'

College subjects.

In the first test where only

17 students were tested, the average score fell

between the 17 and 18 year old results from the
schools.

The number tested here is greater, the

distribution of scores indicates no undue influence
of extreme measures, so that

it

is just to conclude

that the second result is more reliable than the

first.

A question may still be raised as to the

possibility of this group being handicapped by
somewhat linguistic test.

It is not likely.

a

The

men are at least as able to respond to this situa-

tion as well as the technical school children.
other point must be mentioned.

One

The mean is derived

from the massing together of a few cases at each of
nine age groups.

On this account only is the result

to be read with caution.

Whether older subjects, such as extreme
oases contributing to the 24+ age group, are handicapped,

have

is another question to which GREEN would
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have given and YERIOES would give a positive answer.
But the question of intelligence decline

considered widely.

is;

not yet

Only "inadaptability" is con-

sidered.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY EDUCATION CLASS AND

EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL TRAI1ING COLLEGE EDUCATION CLASS

In the University Education Class room
188 subjects were tested.

These were all graduates

of some University, in the year of their training

for teaching at one or other of the two Training

Centres in Edinburgh.

The students who are at this

stage must attend an Education Class and may not

attend

College

it,,

before graduating.

it

St.

George's Training

all its teachers -in- training to the

University Class.

The Edin. Prov. Tr. College, a

much larger body, has its own Education Class for
Graduation, but,

since many students training there

are desirous of obtaining a Diploma in Education at

this period, for the procuring of which attendance
at

the University class is compulsory, it happens

that a considerable number of them are to be found
in/

in the University Class.

Under a temporary arrange-

ment these two classes were meeting together at the
University.

Since all were graduates, no separation

of the groups has been attempted.

The table below gives the average score

obtained in the test by 50 men and 138 women.

MEAN

STANDARD DEV`;.

Men

60.42

12.6

Women

58.92

10.5

All

59.30

11.2

The average of the men

is slightly supe-

rior to that of the women but their variability is
also greater.

The 18 year old level of the school

children is easily surpassed by the graduate men and
women, in this as in the previous test (though the

doubtful 18 year old level of the Edinburgh Ladies'

College girls just passes the average of the graduate

women here).

On the whole this is probably as high

an average level of mental ability as can be obtained
by testing and large group.

COMBINED/

tf

TOTAL

TOTAL.

'Education
Classes
(Univ. & E.A.C.)

Heriot Watt
College

(2 Yr. Course)

Men
Women

Men
and
Women

Men
Women

Men

Men
Women

E.P.T.College

Class

Men
Women

Psychology

COLLEGE.

2

2

2

3

3
1

4

20

5

25

.

4

16
59

16

49

75

8

65

3

7

9

6

10
33

79

17
62

78

24
54

52

9

8

.

50

420
132
288

28
18
21
25

lv8

46

16
14

13
24

59

107

9

14
43

TOTAL.

46

11

1

5

1

1

2

2
31.

2

8

3

38

1
7

3

8

1
3

3

1

4
13

4

2

20

3

24*

23

22

21

20

AGE.

Adults. (420 tested).

INVESTIGATION.

19

20

.

1

.

18

.

.

17

.

16

Detailed Ages.

SECOND
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C0i BINi D

ADULT RESULTS.

Taking all the subjects together and treating the results according to the different age groups

into which they fall, it is possible to get some idea
of the average growth curve of these adults.

Prom

the general table below, giving the detailed sources
of the adult subjects, it can be seen that here, as

in the preliminary test, there are too few men at

each age for any great reliability to be attachable
to the

average obtained.

With the women the situa-

tion is more satisfactory, at least from 19 to 22
years.

When the results for men and women are taken

together the numbers at 20 years and upwards are
fairly satisfactory.
In the first preliminary testing, it was

felt that the need for obtaining a greater number of

adult subjects was great.
source was tapped.

Accordingly every available

It was the greatest misfortune

that an attempt to obtain access to groups of non -

selected adult subjects met with no success.

There

was nothing for it but to present the results as
they were found and represent the wish that other

than/

M. (52.12
w. (50.6

M. ( 56.79
W. (55.98

M.

20

21

22

(56.75

(53

M.

W.

24

.0

81

e.2

ALL 55.28

LL

ALL 56.72

ALL

ALL 5.0,u_

ALL

.98

(1.24
(1.84

(1.6a.

(2+

(

(2+

(

.89

1.93
(1.10
..

(

(2.12

.96

'

6

.82

(

9.52
9.59

ST. DEV.

14

9.8

(11.62

(

(15.8
(11.97

(15.26
(11.48

(12.04

(

(12.6
(10.29

(

.85

(

(1.43
`

P.E. of MEAN.

1

9.66

12.

2

10 6

'

;,t53.7

t556.5

(57.08
(57.75

(58.25

(53

58.25
(57.43
(

(49.5
(50.9

(53.83
(49.75

55 1

55,8

6

52217

51.07

MEDIAN.

The oadult9 results prior to 19 years are incorporated with the scnool
in
the general discussion.
results
Trie curves on the opposite page show trie results in another form.

M. (55.33
W. (55.8

23

w. (58.19

(51.35

s

M. (53.3
w. (49.9

MEAN.

19

AGE.

than selected subjects had contributed to the averages.

The adults tested are on the average selected

and therefore their average scores do not represent

what would be expected of an adult group of average
ability.

But,

if the results are not strictly com-

parable with the scores at the young school ages,
they serve well to bring out the contrast between

average and supernormal mental ability.

In the

table below the results obtained at each age are

collected together.

The numbers from which the re-

sults are obtained can be seen in the general table
of distribution of ages.

The adult distributions

may be seen on a later page, in the discussion of

combined school children and adult results.
are, on the whole,

They

inadequate.

DIEN.

The inadequacy of the men's distributions
is seen by a glance at the page containing them.

They present a flat, distended appearance.

At three

of the age groups the average score is the result of

combining less than 20 individual scores and at the
others the average score is composed of between 20
and/

est.

Aa.u1 Cul'VeS

lD

$S

5b

qb

uc

54

iq

lo

xi

aa

23

24

and 30 individual scores.

The results are of ques-

tionable worth, considering the small number of subjects tested.
At all the ages tested the average score

is over 50.

The variability of the groups varies.

The total curve derived from the average scores is
of curious form,

presenting a decided zig -zag appear-

ance when point is joined to point.

year old average was 55.24.

The school 18

The 19 year old adult

average score falls slightly below the point.

At

20 years the decrease continues; at 21 years the

curve shoots up; at 22 years it is down again, at 23

years it is climbing and it climbs a little farther
at 24 years.

The results lend themselves better to

two curves, a lower one obtained by joining up 19,
20 and 22 years,

and a higher one obtained by joining

the 18 year old average to the averages at 21,
24 years.

23 and

Where the low average scores are found,

there the Heriot Watt students are.

Where the Heriot

Watt students do not preponderate the age groups
show a high average score.

The curve exhibits the

same general inclinations as the first test but the

testing of more graduates at 23 and at 24 years
raises/

raises the average score at these ages.

The average

of all the men's test results above 18 years is

54.26, showing that 18 years is approximately the

average upper limit for such subjects as have been
tested here.

WOMEN
In the interpretation of women's results
the sources of the subjects must be kept in mind.

The scores of University and non -university students

combine to give the general averages, but there are
more University than Training College women.

The

successive age groups have not similar average scores,
but the variability of the groups is remarkably
steady.

The lowest average score is at 19 years.

At 19 and 20 years the average scores are no higher

than those obtained by 17 year old Edinburgh Ladies'

College girls.
based

At these ages the results are chiefly

on the test scores of E.P.T.College women who

fall into the age groups at 19 and 20 years more

than anywhere else.

The presence of these women at

the age 19 and 20 accounts for the difference be-

tween the average scores of men and women.

At 21

years the average score is increased and the curve
shoot s/

3).3

shoots up to precisely the same point as is reached
by the men.

At 22 years there is a further increase,

whereas the men's curve or table of results indicates
lower average scores.

At

22 years,

the women tested

are for the most part post- graduate students.

their high average scores.

Hence

After 22 years the ave-

rages begin to decline and the curve echoes the fact.
At 23 years and at 24 years, where the curve of growth

returns to where it started at 19 years, the numbers
are too small for the results to have any great sig-

nificance.

The general curve

reveals

of women's average scores

the same 'trough' and 'crest' appearance as

before, but with the summit of the crest at 22 years

rather than at 23 years.

It is based on distribu-

tions which are characterised by the fact that a

smaller number of individuals contribute to them than
to those at the school period.

The general results,

when compared with the corresponding results of the

preliminary

test, to to show that the outcome of the

second investigation is similar to the outcome of the

first as far as the women's results are concerned.
On the

tinctly

average

all

the adult women tested are dis-

distinctly above the normal.
COMBINED RESULTS OF M;N AND WOMEN.
The combination of men's and women's re-

sults at each age yields an adult general average
curve.

While some of the peculiarities of the single

curves are smoothed away at the later ages, so that

from 21 years onwards the average curve has nearly a
straight line appearance, the E.P.Tr. College women's
scores at 19 and 20 years are too strongly represented and

the total number of men at each age is too

small for the curve to show much change at the lower
adult ages.

Leaving out the "trough" of the curve

at 19 and 20 years,

there is a fair indication of a

levelling up of average scores from 18 to 24 years.
(The table of average scores presents the data or

.

which the curve is based.)
At 19 and 20 years the average scores

approximate to the 17 years old level of the school
boys,

but thereafter the tendency is all towards an

approximation to the 18 year olds level.

The general

adult curve seems to support the finding of the preliminary test that there is a tendency for the average
adult/

NUMBER

AND

SOURCE

OF

SUBJECTS.

AGE.

MEN.

WOMEN.

LEN and WOMEN.

12

107

78

185

13

14

15

195

219

155

187

174

97

382

393

252

SOURCE.
.W.B.C.
.L.C.
J.C.

119

G.W.B.C.
E.L.C.

67

16

68

185

,

17

83

54

137

228

G.W.B.C.
E.L.C.

128

J.C.

81
184

G.!1d.B.C.

129

E.L.C.

G.W.B.C.
E.L.C.

30

41

71

20

20

16

57

59

77

75

110
64
9

g. Wat tC .
G.W.B.G..

2

80

E.L.C.
E.P.T.C.
H.Watt C.

53
1

G.W.B.C.
E.L.C.
P.T.C.
.Watt C.

25
21
21

gsych.C1.
E.P.T.C.
H.Watt C.
19

76
47

J.C.

,

18

87

J.C.

J.C.

117

53
13

Educ. Cl.
E.L.C.
G.W.B.C.

3

4
7

41
8
9

8

4

Psych. Cl. 22
E.P.T.C.
33
H.Watt C.
7
Educ. 01.
11

NUMBER

AGE.

MEN.

21

1

'NOMEN.

24

22

SOURCE

62

25

Z1

OF

SUBJECTS. (contd.)

MEN and VOMEN.

54

17

23

AND

78

79

46

SOURCE.

Psych. Cl.
E,P.T.C.
H.Watt C.
Educ. Cl.
Psych. Cl.
E.P.T.C.
H.Watt C.
Educ. Cl.

TOTAL

28

18

1032

974

46

10
8

43
4
8
9

58

Psych. Cl.
E.P.T.C.
H.Watt C.
Edtic

24

17

.

Cl.

Psych. Cl.
E.P.T.C.
H.Watt C.
Educ. Cl.

3
1
5

37
4
1

11
30

2006.

G.W.B.C.

=

George Watson's Boys College.

E.L.C.

=

Edinburgh Ladies' College.

J.C.

-

James Clark.

H.Watt C.

=

Heriot Watt College.

E.P.T.C.

-

Edinburgh Provincial Training College.

Psych. Cl.

=

Psychology Class.

Educ. Cl.

.

Education Class.

3'2.5

adult scores derived from more or less academic subjects to be concentrated at this level.

GENERAL RESULTS OF SECOND INVESTIGATION.
To collect together the records from all

sources and present them in unified form is no mean
task.

In this,

the second part of the investigation,

all subjects may be included in the final record,

since all were given the same time limit to the test
of mental

the

The combined interpretation of

ability.

results will have to take many facts into con-

sideration.

The table opposite gathers together all

the subjects, men and women, boys and girls, tested

in the second investigation and alongside are placed
the sources of the subjects.

The sexes are fairly

equally represented in general.
The second table gives the detailed reThe mean, P.E. mean, standard

sults for all ages.

deviation and median for all ages are found there.
The distributions themselves are added since they
reveal the general

situation clearly.

The curves

of average growth for all

sub-

jects together and for men and women separately find
a place near by.

The higher dotted curve represents

the average course of the George Watson's Boys'

College/

M. (56.79
W.
- (55.951

M. (51.3
W+ (58.19

(55.33
(55.8

M.
w.

M.
W.

21

22

23

24

(53

(56.75.

M. (52.12
W. (50.6

MEAN

20

ACr

`.-----°1

ALL 55.28

ALL 55.58

ALL 56.72

ALL 56.23

ALL 50.97

,._

.

1 93

.89

.98

(1.24
(1.84

2+
(1.61

(

(

(2+

(1.10

(

(

(2.12

.96

1.38

.95

.97

.82

CONTINUED

P.E. of MEAN

TABLE

(9.8
(11.6?

(15.8
(11.97

(15,26
(11.48

(14
(12.04

(12.6
(10.29

STAND
D!,V,

9 66

13.93

12.57

12.67

10.64

(56.5
(53.7

(57.08
(54.75

(53
(58.25

(58.25
(57.43

(49.5
(50.9

MEDIAN

55.1

55.8

57.53..--

57.6

50.77

19

17

M.

16

(54.63
(54 .2

M.
W.

M. (53.3
W. (49.9

(49.41
(54.55

(45.94
(51.45

W.

7

M.
T.

15

(41.3
(42.75

ALL

50.81

ALL 54.38

ALL 51.4

ALL 47.96

ALL 42.16

of MEAN

(1.43
(.35

(1.37

(1.25

(1.151

(1.

(1.21

(.64

(.72
(.92

(33.12
ALL 34.70

(.75

(.57
(.59

(.60

W.

ALL 28.62

ALL 25.87

(.65
(.83

M. (35.96

(23.05
(29.22

(26.76
(24.64

11

M.

M.
W.

!

,

MEAN

13

12

AGE

.74

5

.76

rY

.56

.47

.41

.51

RESULTS of 2nd TEST.

(9.52
(9.59

(10.15
(12.95

(13.65
(12.25

(13.51
(14.9

(13.37
(13.51

(13.16
(14.56

(11.9
(P).96

(10.01
(10.85

STAND.

973

11.9

14.14

13.8R

(53.83
(49.75

(55.72
(52.

(53.7

(46.17
(53.27

(41.28
(39.97

(34.33
(32.5

(26!48
(27.16

(22.9

(25

51.07

54.36,

5023

46.35

42.16

34.03

27.08

25.6

JANUARY 1925

MEDIAN.

I924--.--

11.1J7

DEY.

DECEMBER

College

and Edinburgh Ladies'

College results.

The

lower dotted curve represents the James Clark School
average course of development.

Whether it is a profitable procedure to
mass together all the results remains to be seen.

It

is hardly justifiable unless the sources given above

are kept well in memory.

In all, slightly over 2000

subjects contribute to the general average and ap-

proximately the same number are men as are women.
In the different age groups the representation of the

sexes is not always equal as the chart shows.

boys

the girls

14, 15

The

years and

the women outnumber the men from 18 to 23 years.

Due regard of these features is necessary in the
general interpretation.

In the analysis that follows

much repetition of previous statements must be pardoned.

MEN'S RESULTS.
In general appearance the curve presents a

flattened form from 12 to 13 years, shows considerable
and fairly even increase in average score from 13 to
15 years, continues at a slightly diminished speed

up to 17 years, increases again slightly between 17
and 18 years,

between 18 and 19 years drops a little

lower and then presents a more or less zig -zag appearance/
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appearance to the end.

Contributing to the men's average score at
12 years are James Clark School boys and boys of
G.W.B. College; of the former as many as of the

latter.

The figure (26.76) may be considered to

have a fair degree of reliability.

The slight in-

crease at 13 years over the 12 years average is due
to the drag upon the James Clark distribution ex-

cited by the influx of boys from another school.
At 14 selection operating in the James Clark School

tends to heighten the average but not exceedingly
since the G.W.B.C. boys are in the majority.

15

years chiefly owing to the preponderance of G.W.B.
College subjects the average growth is nearly main tained.

Up to this point the variability of the

groups steadily increases as might be expected if
the groups are representative.

prom 15 to 16 years

where George Watson's Boys' College is almost solely
represented the average increase in score is dimi-

nishing in spite of selection eliminating the
'poorer' subjects.

Taken in conjunction with the

previous increment between 14 and 15 years, which
failed to exceed the 13 to 14 year increment, this
is/

is

evidence of a diminution in average growth which

appears to have commenced after 14 years.

Despite continued selection the increase at 17 years
over the 16 year old average is again less.

At 18

years rigorous elimination of average subjects
effects an average increase which is only intermit tently surpassed in the adult years.

The upper ages

prove representation of purely selected subjects

whose average hovers about the 18 year old level.
For the determination of the upper limit of average

intelligence growth they are only indirectly contributory.
The conclusion which follows from the
study of averages (on the assumption that the variability of these is such as to admit of comparisons)
is that average mental growth appears to be evident

up to 14 years of age, diminution of growth is visible
from then onwards, and the upper limit of the growth
of intelligence is reached at a period assumed to be

not much later than 15 years (14i -152 age group).

The conclusion receives support from the table below
which reveals the actual differences found and the
probability of their reality.
extended

The results are only

3z9

extended to 17 years.

Differences beyond are entire-

ly explainable on other grounds.

LEVEL

DIFFERENCE
IN AVER. SCORES

13 year aver. over 12 yr.aver.

14
15

"

"

il

r+

u

16

"

17

"

P.E.OF DIFF.

1.29

.86

13

"

"

7.91

.87

n

14

n

tt

5.84

.93

n

,r

15

n

n

4.14

1.1

u

It

16

n

3.47

1.3

°'

Up to 15 years the differences are significant being
three tables, their P.E.

(they are even 4 times P.E.

if that figure is preferred).

The average increase at

16 years over 15 years appears also to be significant,
but requires to be interpreted in full remembrance
that selection has entered the groups definitely at

that point.

There is also indication of selection

at James Clark School at 15 years but the numbers

are small, so that they probably do not affect the

average score overmuch.

Moreover,

the P.E. diffe-

rence can stand to be increased at 15 years without

suggesting that the difference of the 15 year average
over/
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over the 14 year average is insignificant.

The table

seems to support the conclusion derived from the study
of average scores and growth curves.

After 16 years

every selection does not result in a significant

average increase in score.

It seems safe to conclude

that average mental growth cornea to a stop soon after
15 years.

Further slight confirmation lies in the

fact that Heriot Watt College men (59 in number)
reached on the average only the 16 year level and
they are presumably at least slightly above the ave-

rage in mental ability.

The table of percentages differences between the
groups below requires interpretation.
to extend

It is useless

it beyond 18 years.

Percentage of 13 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 year olds

53

Percentage of 14 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 13 year olds

73

Percentage of 15 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 14 year olds

62

Percentage of 16 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 15 year olds

60

Percentage of 17 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 16 year olds

57

Percentage of 18 year olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 17 year olds

66

Apart/

%31

Apart from the figure at 12 years which requires no
comment, there is a gradual decline of percentage

increase up to 17 years.

But the figure at 16 years

(60 %) shows no appreciable decrease over the former

percentage on account of the counteracting influence
of selection.

Where more rigorous selection enters

at 17 years only a slight decrease in percentage in-

crease is shown.

Consequently it cannot be assumed

that the figures are to be literally interpreted as

indicating the true general movement of the successive
age groups.

The approximation to equality should

come considerably before 17 years.

That it would

come at approximately 16 years is quite in keeping

with the earlier trend of the curve.
The conclusions, rough as they are, are

the same by whatever method they are derived.
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The average curve of women's results

placed besides the men's curve, exhibits in general,

the same form as the men's.

The interval

between twelve and thirteen years is larger than
in the boys'

curve, owing to the larger number of

James Clark School pupils contributing to it.

A.

slightly smaller increment in average growth is
apparent between 13 and 14 years; between 14 and
15 years the ascent of the curve is steeper and

between 15 and 16 years the increment is again
slightly decreased,.

prom 16 years to 18 years

only slight increase is observed, and at 19 and 20

years a marked descent in the curve is visible.

From 20 to 22 years the curve is again on the upward path, but after 22 years it is descending to
24 years.

Turning now to the actual figures on

which the average growth curve is based, it may be
seen that the average score at 12 years is smaller
than the average score of the boys at the same age,
byr
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by reason of the number of James Clark School pupils

represented there.

Only 13 Edinburgh Ladies'

girls were tested.

Between 12 and 13 years the in-

College

dications are that average mental growth is still
apparent.

In Edinburgh Ladies'

College an extreme

individual heightens the average at 13 years, and in
James Clark School 'poor' subjects diminish the average.

The two facts may to some extent,

each other.

counteract

At 14 years a further increase in average

score is still indicative of mental growth, but the
increase is small so that apparently the

'slowing

down' period of mental growth is approached here.
to

14 years the reliability of the average

established.

Up

measures is

the variability measures exhibit the

usual gradual increase from age to age.

At 13 the

larger size of the girls' standard deviation is due to
the extraordinary superior subject.

At 14 years the

variability, still more different from that of the
boys is probably largely accountable to the different
number of subjects tested in each sex.

After 14 years,

not only does selection become apparent and influence
all scores, but the Edin. Ladies' College score

pecud aritiesc-x;ert an únfórtunate influence on the
average!

average score.

Edin. L.

College subjects contribute

almost entirely to the general averages of the womenrs

groups up to 18 years.

At 15 years,

the average

score, if attributable to average mental growth, must
also be due, in part to selective influences operating
at least in the James Clark School.

They may also

affect the Edinburgh Ladies' College average score,
to some slight extent.

The size of the interval be-

tween 14 and 15 years still appears large even when
selective influences account for some of its size.
It is not

improbable that the reason lies with the

influx of pupils which effects a lowering of the 14
year old average and, as a consequence, effects a

highering of the 15 year old average.

Again,

in con-

sidering the average score at 16 years due allowance

must be made not only for selective influences, but
for the increased average of 16 year old Edinburgh

Ladies' College pupils due to the omission of one

group of 'poor' children.

These two points noticed,

the average at 16 years cannot be literally

preted.

inter-

The true course of average mental growth is

in fact obscured after 14 years.

In spite of severe

selection at 17 years the average increase at that
point/

J.2J

point is only 3.1 points, that is no greater than the

average increment between 13 and 14 years.

In all

Probability none of the increase is due to actual
mental growth.

At 18 years no increment exists,

at

19 years there is a positive diminution, and owing to

the number of Moray House women tes=ted, at 20 years
the same average is found as at 19 years.

The

heightened average scores beyond 20 years are due to
the selected nature of the subject tested.

In the

adult years the average growth curve manifests first
a

'trough' and then a 'crest'

appearance.

ages at 18, 23 and 24 years as the

P.

E.

The aver-

Means show

are unreliable on account of the small number of

subjects tested.
As the actual averages go, and with con-

sideration of the facts that require to be noticed at
the different levels or ages, the findings elsewhere

expressed, seem to be supported and mental growth,
slight after 13 years, does not appear to be continued

long after 15 years.
The table of actual differences below

support this view.

yond 17 years.
Table`

The table need not' be extended be-
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LEVEL

DIFFERENCES

P.E. of
DIFF.

13 year olds over 12 year olds

4.58

14

"

"

"

13

"

"

3.9

15

"

"

"

14

"

"

9.63

1.19

16

"

It

"

15

"

"

8.70

1.51

17

"

"

"

16

"

"

3.10

1.62

1.01
.99

Significant differences are apparent at 13
At 15 years the difference over 14

and 14 years.
years,

is as previously explained, probably increased

by reason of a lowered average at 14 years.

At 16

years the facts, now so often reiterated regarding the

Edinburgh Ladies' College results, explain the size of
the difference.

The P.E.

of difference is scarcely

valid here by itself but requires this additional
explanation.

confers

The situation at 17 years (P.E. 1.62)

he suggestion made previously that the d if-

ferer,oe is not due to mental growth but to the

operation of selection.

The extension of the table is

unnecessary since the adult subjects are all selected.
The distributions
'trough'

The

of adult scores enphasise the

and 'crest' appearance of the adult curves.

The 19 and 20 distributions are distinctly lower in

general form than those above these ages.

The dis-

tributions, showing the general advance from age to
age point to an increase in mental growth up to 17
years.

This as has been seen, cannot be literally

interpreted as selection obscures the course of real
growth above 14 years.

As a last avenue of approach, the per-

centages of each age reaching or exceeding the Median
of the age below are presented.

But, these exhibit

the same weaknesses as the other tables.

PERCENTAGE

YEAR
OLDS

of

13 yr. olds reaching or surpassing
the median of the 12

61.2

14

er

9

:r

9

9

9

"

13

60

15

It

it

tt

H

"

"

"

14

79

16

n

9

+i

IP

it

It
II

15

73.5

17

"

II

It

If

It

"

16

44

(

II

and so on.)

The first two percentages are satisfactory

pointing to

a

continuance of growth.

The first

percentage is lowered by reason of the aforementioned
influx/

influx of James Clark School Girls at 13 years.
second percentage is similarly heightened.

The

The per-

centage increase at 15 years over 14 years at once
shows itself to be peculiar.

lower than the preceding

exceeding sie

It should rather be

percentage.

Again the

of the increase is traceable to the

lowered 14 year old average which makes the difference
larger than it should be.

It is also due,

in part,

to

the forces of selection at the James Clark School and

perhaps also at Edinburgh Ladies' College.
!

The per-

centage at 16 years is probably not unduly large
since the elimination of subjects of lower intelligence
is marked in Edinburgh Ladies'

College.

What is of

interest is the 17 year old percentage (44) which
first indicates

a.

group exhibiting no general im-

provement over the preceding
at least,

show,

group.

After 17 years

as distributiens or percentage increases

average growth is non-existent.

reasons for lowering the figure

'to

But, there are

16 or even 15 years.

The 14 year old percentage is 60 and is probably overlarge.

The 17 year old percentage is 44.

The latter

percentage occurs where selection is rigorously
operative.
that

It is,

thus, more reasonable to suppose
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that average mental growth ceased to grow at a point

nearer 14 years than 17 years.

Further,

the table of

differences indicated only a small improvement from 13
to 14 years.
or,

By 15 years that may become negligible,

if not at 15 years,

then proximate to 15 years.

These two considerations establish a conclusion which
is more favourable to a pre 16 year old cessation

to a post 16 year old cessation.

than

Approximately 15

years, and not below 15 years is the safest place to
.suggest as the level.

ALL SUBJECTS.
The average growth curve resulting from the

combination of 974 women's test scores at the different
age groups from 12 to 24+ and of 1032 men's test scores

'correspondingly interspersed is drawn beside the
¡separate men's and women's curves
it

Generally speaking,

exhibits the same characteristics as the curve for

each sex.

From 12 to 13 years

it

presents a more

flattened appearance than afterwards.

From 13 to 16

years average mental growth appears to be progressing.

From 16 to 18 years there is a slight slowing
19 and 20 years a marked descent seems to

cïown,

at

interrupt the

true course of the curve, but from 21 years onwards the
old line is re- established and the curve assumes a

flattened appearance at approximately the 18 year old
level

level.

As stated previously, the appearance of the

general average growth curve is deceptive,

suggesting

at first sight an upper limit for the growth of

intelligence at 18 years or thereabouts, whereas a
knowledge of the real facts is disillusioning.
is the same knowledge

It

of the facts which suggests

that the combination of all the test scores under

each age group conceals the most interesting feature
of average mental growth that the study reveals at

the earlier years.

As the result of adding on the

James Clark School results to the George Watsons'
Boys'

College and Edinburgh Ladies' College results,

allowance for the influence of selection has to be

made sooner than when the technical school results
are omitted. (eg. in the Preliminary (Final) results)
Yet the indications are that the averages obtained

are reliable except at 23 years (P.E. 1.38).

The

preponderance of James Clark School scores at each
of the earlier years makes the curve follow a

parallel course to that exhibited by the James Clark
School aver.ige curve (lower dotted curve) whereas
the Edinburgh Ladies' College and G.W.B College

combined curve (higher dotted curve) presents no
such appearance of rapid,

truth/

steady development.

The

truth is that in the final results the question of

selection enters, to some extent or other, nearly all
along the lines till, at the adult years the experiment

becomes

ari

indication of superior intelligence worth,

without a doubt.
state

of,

Consequently a description of the

affairs at each point, tedious in itself,

becomes even worse so on account of the different
facts that must be taken into consideration.

The

onus of the full description, moreover, lies with the

experimenter, whose interpretation, it must be assumed, is the truest. interpretation of the facts.

As far as possible, the attempt has been

made to get at the truth about the factors affecting
the results, by questioning the teachers and
authorities, with whom, at various times during the

periods of testing, the experimenter came in contact.
Understanding teachers sometimes supplied invaluable
information.

In one way or another the supplementary

information necessary was obtained.

Nowhere is the

additional information more necessary than in the

consideration of the trend of the general curve.
Incidentally, the general curve and the two separate
curves, for boys and girls, lie nearly on top of one

another/

another up to 15 years but after that age the general

average curve falls between two curves that tend at
times to diverge and at times to curve together.

From 12 to 13 years there is an average
increment which is very roughly only three points.

In

some small measure the selected. Edinburgh Ladies'

College subjects of 12 years of age, tends to lessen
the size of the interval as also does the preponderance
of 'poor'

James Clark subjects at 13 years.

From 13

to 14 years the average increment is greater but the

lowered 13 year old score and the possible selection
of James Clark pupils at 14 years, this time serve
to augment the interval.

Presumably, during this

period from 12 to 14 years average growth is at least
1

1

noticeable in some degree.

The variability measures

of the groups increase gradually to 15 years, but are

usually large on account of the large Edinburgh
Ladies' College variability.

Still, the comparison

of groups at all stages is legitimate from this point
of view.

Between 14 and 15 years the slightly

larger average increase in score is due to the entrance
of selection at the James Clark School and also,

probably, at Edinburgh Ladies' College.

The true

average increment would probably be smaller than at
the previous ages.

After 15 years the average in-

crease becomes gradually less, but the diminution
In/
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in average growth probably appears less than it

really is because of selective forces applying al-

ternately now to Edinburgh Ladies' College and G.W.B.
College as well as to James Clark School with increasing rigour.

For this reason the average increments

cannot be taken at their face value.

Rather,

the

apparent decrease in average increment from year to

year must be reckoned as greater than the real average
increment from year to year; that is to say, as less
than 5.8 units (see following table) between 15 and
years, as less than 3.46 units between 16 and 17 years
and as less than 2.96 units between 17 and 18 years.
But even with this recognition the situation is not

revealed, and the root of the trouble lies in the

unreliability after 16 years, of the girls' results
which go to produce over large average increments at
and beyond this age.
The growth then from 16 years upwards is of

doubtful validity, as all the facts go to prove, and
its size is probably less than the figures indicate.

By 17 years there is no doubt that average mental

'growth has ceased since the average scores at 19 and
20 years.

obtained chiefly from selected subjects at

a University or College only reach the 17 year old

level.
size,

limit/

Since the measures at 16 and 17 years are over
it is difficult to locate the average upper

limit of mental growth with exactitude from the com-

bined results.

A slowing down after 14 years can be

observed, which would probably enter sooner, did not
the preponderance of James Clark 'poor' boys and girls

weigh down the 13 year old average.

A considerable

amount of the average difference between 15 and 16

years must be attributed to the factors of selection,
and when these are allowed for, and the unusual

influence exerted on the 16 year old score by the
Edinburgh Ladies' College average, it will probably
be impossible to find more than a trace of average

mental growth.
The analysis is supported by the table of

differences for all ages, outlined below.

3vs

LEVEL

DIFFEßENCE

yr olds
15

P. E.

DIF2EEu'NCF

yr olds

over

12

2.75

.20

14

'T

15

6.08

.19

15

"

14

7.46

.23.

16

"

15

5.80

.28

17

IT

16

3.46

1.04

18

'T

17

2.96

1.21

19

°'

18

3.57

1.2

-

20

IT

19

.16

1.1

21

"

20

5.26

1.2

22

IT

21

.50

1.35

23

IT

22

-

1.15

1.67

24

If

23

-

.30

1.67

The

only significant differences are to be

found at the early places up to 16 years.

difference at 17

(The

years is of doubtful validity)

and between 20 and 21 years.

This is what might be

expected from a knowledge of all factors contributing
to the final results.

may/

Up to 14 years real differences

3,rc.

may be expected and probably also between 14 and 15
years though the difference here indicated is over
large.

At 16 years the truth is hidden.

The

dif-

ference indicated is not a real difference as it
stands.

Whenever the trouble with the Edinburgh

Ladies' College results entries, there the reliability is at question.

The difference between 20 and

21 years is probably of interest though the students

are selected.

It is due to the abrupt change in the

type of students tested.

They are Edinburgh Pro-

vincial Training College women at 20 years and chiefly graduate and post graduate subjects at 21 years.

The table serves in a quantitative fashion to cor-

roborate fully the facts established by the analysis of the curves with the aid of additional in-

formation.

It appears that there

is a real dif-

ference from age to age up to 15 years and that it

gradually falls off after 16 years.

Better results

would probably indicate slight or zero growth soon
after 15 years ofage.
In order to express otherwise the general

movement of the age groups the table of percentage
increase may be added.

It reveals the

nesses as the rest of the results.

Table

same weak-

3y¡

TAFLE

Percentage of 13 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 12 yr olds

54.4

Percentage of 14 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 13 yr olds

65.6

Percentage of 15 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 14 yr olds

65

Percentage of 16 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median-of the 15 yr olds

62.1

Percentage of 17 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 16 yr olds

56.2

Percentage of 18 yr olds reaching or surpassing the median of the 17 yr olds

60

It may be assumed

that the figures at the

first two age groups 13 and 14
tory.

years are satisfac-

Then, it can be seen that at the third age

group the percentage (65) is too high,yprobably

again due to selection chiefly at James Clark School.
Similarly at 16 years the percentage (62.1) is
doubtless over large,

though

in comparison With

the previous percentage it appears more satisfactory.

Towards 17 years the groups are becoming

more generally equal and at 18 years the increased

percentage/

3S

percentage is not unexpected since selection is
severe at this point.

The first indication of no

change in the general group movement, occurring
after 17 years must be noted.

Taking account of

the selective factors entering after 14 years,

it

is not unlikely that the first real indications of

average cessation of mental growth occur at least
a year earlier and it is not unlikely that real

average growth is little apparent beyond 15 years
(i.e.

142 to 15; age group).

COMPr,RISOId OF

TEST

I

úITH TEST II.

No claim of perfection is made on be-

half of either test,

The construction is arbi-

trary, and the scoring largely so, but it is be-

lieved that the test elements are

onl,ti%

on the whole

suitable for the mental testing of adult subjects.
The difficulty of devising new and good tests for

adult mentality is keenly felt and

it

seems to the

writer that there is a real tendency for group
tests to sacrifice real quality of performance
to speed.

were/

For this reason

the tests

here employed
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were graded and, even apart from the time limit,

which is so attached that none shall finish, it is

probable that some of the material would baffle the
most keen.

The code

test, for example, demands

concentration and concentration is at least closely
related to intelligence.

stiff also.

The later analogies are

But still, as regards the tests general -

}employed with

adults,

it may be that

Roback's

(y

criticism

oftheir tendency to ignore the pene-

trative qualities of the

mine;

is

true.

In a

time limit test the danger of superficiality may
be greatest.

As far as the total results go the first
and second tests seem to corroborate each other's

findings.

The

second test, slightly longer, seems

also to spread the results more than the
the difference is slight.

It had

first but

been intended to

equalise the tests by some rough method,but1taking
all inequalities into consideration,
be an unprofitable procedure.

it seemed,

to

The general graphs

may suffice to show that the tests at least are

non -contradictory in their findings.

The same

parallelism/

(l)

ROBACK: Journal of Education Psychology Nov.
1921.
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parallelism of average mental growth curves for each

.

sex characterises both up to 16 years and tends to

continue to 18 years.

The

adult results exhibit

the same general course, though inadequate numbers

tested and lack of homogeneity in the material used

make particular inequalities apparent at certain
ages.

?y

means of corelatiol methods the self

correlation of the tests or the correlation of
Test

I

with Test II was obtained for each main group

of children tested.

The correlation was

George Watson's Boys' College,
Ladies' College and

.82 with

.78 with Edinburgh

.76 for James Clark School.

Again these results are fairly satisfactory con-

sidering the imperfection of the tests, and obser-

ving also that some nine months intervened between
the application of the two tests.
CORRELAT'ION WITH OTHER TESTS.

It happened

that one Class of Edinburgh

Ladies' College subjects

received NATIONAL INTETLI

GENCE Test at some time previous to the application
of the second test.

Accordingly a correlation was

worked out between the results of the standardised
National Intelligence Test and the second test
employed/

3s1

employed here.

The correlation obtained was .76.

The numbers were unfortunately small, being only

a little over 30, but the figures Are satisfactory

for this group.

Similarly, one class of George

Natson's Boys College pupils last received the OTIS
Group test.

The correlation obtained was

.75.

Again the result is satisfactory, though the small
numbers must be noted.

INTELLIGENCE SCORES AND ESTIMATES
OF INTELLIGENCE.

Only with two adult sections were correlations found between test scores and other estimates
of intelligence.

At Edinburgh Provincial Training

College the total marks of each student tested in
the ordinary Two Year Course were put against their

test scores.

About 80 contributed to the correlation

of .52.

In connection with the Heriot Watt sub-

jects Mr Muir,

their Lecturer, before seeing the test

results, estimated, as near as possible,

gence of the

59 subjects tested.

the intelli-

The correlation

between his estimate and the test score was .49,
which /

357-

which is as high as is usually obtained, from adult
subjects.

Moreover Mr Muir complained that he had

been set "an exceedingly difficult task" and that
his estimate was probably of limited worth on account
of it being based on a somewhat specialised contact

with the students in the engineering classes.
SEX DIFFERENCES.

Thus, as in the previous test it must be

assumed that the real sex difference discovered
is very slight.

Previously

direct

comparison of

George Watson's Boys College with Edilburgh Ladies'
College

was not effected but in connection the

comparison may be made.

In the tables below the

means of the boys and girls at each age up to 18
years are entered and the difference between boys
and girls scores with P.E.s appended
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Men

J

4?

L

_'VJ

o)

J

1.,,.1

5.6

3.2

6

2.4

3.1

4.4

5.5

2.5

5.4

3

3.3

5.25 2.8

4

\1V/

®11,J

114i

IJ.c/J

1`t

15

3.4

3.1

4

.4

-

1.8

3.3

.

8

1

3.8

6

3.6

4

3.2

3.5

7.1

3.9

3.7

3

Cr

1$

d2

4V
.6

.8

2.6

.8

-

l

Women

('
,(

2.1.

°'

.

5

--

19
(

Men

5.8

2.2

5.8

2

3.8

5.1

2.6

2.7

7.4

4.9

4.1

1.8

1.8

2

2.3

.9

1.2

.4

2

.5

5.9

2.6

4.9

2.2

3.9

5.1

2.9

3.4

7.3

4.6

4.2

2.1

2.2

1.3

2.8

.5

.1

.5

1.4

.7

5

2.7

5.8

3.7

4.3

5.5

3.3

3.2

7

4.9

3.9

1.7

1.5

2

3.5

.5

.5

.7

2.6

..4

5.7

2.3

5.7

2.2

4.3

5.2

2.7

3.8

8

4.8

3.8

2.3

2.2

1.6

2.7

.5

.2

.2

1.3

.2

5.8

2.2

5.6

3

4.5

5.2

3

4.5

8

4.1

4.2

2.4

3.1

2.2

3.1

.9

.1

.1

.8

C
(

Women
(

20

Men

(

Women
21

Len

(i

-

(;

i

Women

(

6

2.5

6

1.8

4.6

5.3

3.2

3.9

9.5

5

4.3

3.2

2.5

2.2

3.3

.9

.6

.6

1.6

.6

Men

C

5.7

2.5

6

2.8

3.6

5.1

3

4.2

7

4

3.5

1.8

3

2.3

2.7

.6

.9

.3

.8

.9

5.8

2

6

5.9

2 .4

4.7

5.4

3.4

3 .6

9.3

5

4.9

3

3

2.1

3.2

1

.

7

.

5

1.1

.3

5.5

2.6

5.6

3

3.9

5

3

3.9

8.3

4.2

4.3

2.5

2 .5

2.5

3 .1

1.6

.

7

.

9

1.7

.19

5.5

2.6

5.7

1.9

4.1

5.1-

3

4.2

9.3

-

4.5

4.4

3.1

3.1

1.9

2.6

.5

.3

.3

.8

.2

.9

.3

.7

1.1

.6

i

-

z2

Nomen

.

2;

Men

(

.

5

(

(

Women

(,

24

Men

(

--

5.8

2.8

5.9

2.6

4.1

5.1

3.7

4.4

8.9

4.3

4.2

3.7

2.2

2.4

3

5.9

2.2

4.8

1.7

4.1

5

3.2

3.2

9.2

5

4.4

3.5

2

4

2.5

3.2

(

(

Women

(

1

-

-
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The table shows that differences are insig-

nificant up to 15 years.
is a false

.A 16 years the difference

representation of facts and beyond year

16 no appreciable differences are apparent.

On the

whole these results go to show that sex differences
in reality and with reference to the total score are

markedly slight.
Curiosity and a persistent doubt regarding
the higher Edinburgh Ladies'

College scores at all

ages, led to an analysis of the test elements them-

selves.

The task was not unprofitable, though very

long.

On the opposite page the results of the
analysis are reposed.

The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

refer to the tests in their natural order.

analogies, two directions, and so on.

One is

The coloured

circles and marks round the figures, indicate tests

of the same nature.
are analogies.

For example, 1, 6, 11, and 16

The figures within the spaces indi-

cate the average marks obtained in each test.

The

details of the chart need not be entered into.

study of the averages indicates that George Watson's
Boys' College, and the Edinburgh Ladies' College pupils obtain approximately the same average score at

each/

S5

each test all along the line.

This is true gener-

ally, and also that the James Clark School

tend to make lower average scores.
the tests

children

The majority of

show an increase in average scores up to

about 20 years.

This is an indication of their

satisfactoriness for this problem.

Directions and

analogies tests seem to be especially good.
also a slight tendency,. particularly in

trie

There is

James

Clark School results for boys to be superior to girls
in number of completion questions and girls to be

superior to boys in

trie

proverbs test.

But undoubted -

ly the main interest in the sheet is to be found in

the study of test question 9.
the girls superiority.

Here lies the secret of

In this opposites test they

have averages which clearly overtop the boys averages.
The differences are noticeable all through.
ages.

Two suppositions follow.

trie

school

Either the girls are

accustomed to work of this nature, or the test favours
a linguistic sex."

Probably the latter is the truer

supposition since in the analogies tests their superiority,

though not marked,

is often apparent.

Taken

in conjunction with the slight superiority of James

Clark School girls in the linguistic test this seems
to prove

that the test has a linguistic bias. Analysis

might reveal the same fact in the first test.
however,

This
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however,

should not invalidate the test conclusions.

All the subjects tested are on fairly equal ground
and they are beyond the stage of childhood.,proper.

S©CIAL

STATUS.

The general curve, which is the resultant
of all scores obscures the differences which were

seen in the first test.

But, regarding the curves

obtained from James Clark School on the one hand and

George Watson's Boys College and Edinburgh Ladies
College combined on the other,

it

is possible to ob-

serve once again the influence of social status on
the scores.

That the 15 year old, James Clark scores

are not approximately equal to the others,

is probably

due in part to the difference in test elements in the,

second test.

There is good reason to believe that

the influx of 'poor'

subjects accounts for the re-

mainder of the difference.

The tendency for elimina-

tion to decrease the difference and bring the curves

closer together as the years passed is still apparent.

The probability is that the trend of James

Clark curve is probably a misrepresentation of real
average growth at the adolescent years,
GENERAL/

15

7

G?'NERAL CONCLUSIONS.

It

is reiterated. that the study of averages

makes the assumption that each age group represents

what the preceding age group will become

anc

,

further

that a study of this nature reveals directly, nothing

regarding the individual difference in rate of growth
or individual variations of all

except in exceptional cases.

kind

that inay

arise,

The limitations thus

imposed upon the study of mental growth changes are

therefore obvious.

i

,

But for the study of the main pro-

blem here, the method of group testing is not entirely
without justification.

Neither is it without value.

So much emphasis is laid on the imperfections of the

method that it is forgotten how few

,good

tests are

available even for the individual testing of older
subjects.

What it is desired to know here is the gen-

eral movement of the average curve from age to age.
It cannot be claimed that the choice of subjects here

employed facilitated the discovery of the upper limit
of the grovth of intelligence but at least with addi-

tional true information, some idea of the age of mental arrest for average subjects has been deduced.
The conclusions from the study of
Gr-:,ORGE /
,

GEORGE: WATSON'S BOYS'

COLLEGE results are that a

slowing down ofaverage mental growth is apparent
after i4 ye rs and that since selection oaerates

from 15 years onwards, there is no sign Of a counter
balance in increasedd average score from then onwards
(This result applies to both tests.)

They

assumption

then is, that after 15 years the slowing down will

continue and absolute zero average growth be apparent
by 16 years.

The same conclusions can be derived

from the results of the first test applied. to EDINBUiGer LADIES'

COLLEGE pupils, and under more fav-

ourable circumstances would have been directly de-

rivable from the Second test.
The results obtained from both tests an-

plied to JAMES CLARK SCHOOL indicate

a

slightly lower

point of arrest but the conclusions are handicapped

by selective forces operating at both ends of the
school so that it is difficult to be definite in

fixating the age of mental arrest

.

Presumably short-

ly after 15 years is the best point to suggest.

When due regard of the superior social
status of the GEORGE WATSON'S BOYS' COLLEGE and

EDINBURGH LADIES' COLLEGE subjects is taken

an_d

of the average social status of the JAMES CLARK
subject,/

also
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subject it is inevitable that adherence to 15 years

rather than 16 years should follow.

The conclusion

that the upper limit of the growth of average intelligence is ranched at or about 15 years receives par-

ticular confirmation from the fact that DJJNFPRMLINT
PHYSICAL TRAINING COLLEGE subjects in the
of testing

cdicd

first year

not reach and HERIOT WATT COLLEGE

subjects in the second year of testing did not exceed
the 16 year old level.

Of all adult subjects they

most nearly approach average mentality.

The adult

results in conclusion with. EDINBURGH PROVINCIAL

TRAINING COLLEGE indicate only a 17 year old level
for

the

subjects and they are undoubtedly of sup -

'erior intelligence on the average.

Regarding the tendency of the general curve
to bend noticeably at 18 years and the tendency of
the adult average curve to approximate to the 18 year

old level only a fe

j

?Fords need be said.

The fact

that the subjects are generally of superior intelligence beyond 18 years seem to indicate that the bend

of the curve is not lacking in significance and that
it is a suggestion of an average

upper limit of the

growth of superior intelligence occurring at 18 year

Perhaps the desirability of finding such a result is
al

J Co

a.

bias.

The curve

Tortil

but it in thought not.

d

may only be

at the adult

The

to chance;

The 13 year old school

children are rigorously select
graduate subjects.

true

3d..

and also the post

addition of lower subjects

years is slight.

Undoubtedly the

chief reason why the suggestion cannot be pushed
farther is, that an inadequate number of adult sub-

!

jects have been suggested.
The outcome of the investigation is

a

refutation of the finding of the American Army
teting:, that on the average mental growth ceases

after 13 -i years.

The indications of these experi-

ments are that on the average, mental growth con-.
tinues at a very slow rate from 12 to 15 years, and
that after 15 years no appreciable improvement can
be observed.

The conclusion, are not contradictory

to the findings or opinions of the bast investigator$

in the realm ofmental testing.

many children at the JAMES CLARK school come there
only to occupy their last two years of compulsory

school attendance is some proof that they are not
selected.

That which selects them, and which selects

always in such cases, is parental goodwill, good
sense,

or the material possibility of transfer to such

a school.

Individual

rule remains.

cases differ but the general

The value of technical education has

hardly yet made its appeal to the home environment
except in a desultory fashion.

nunciation of the school.

This is not a de-

Far from denunciation it

merits the most praise that can be given it.

writer firmly believes in its worth.

The

It receives

children from the elementary schools who are strangely dependent on others.

Independence they have not.

The curious thing is that this school teaches them
what they lacked.

The difference at the early

stages of the school and at the later was so apparent
to the

writer that it called for comment.

The

answer was that the children were taught "to think
for themselves".

The exact bearing of the by -talk

on the question at issue may be wondered.

It has

been indulged in to point out that some part of the
ab ility/

